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NATURE, PURPOSE AND BOUNDARIES OF INSOLVENCY LAW 

 Bankruptcy is a form of insolvency law 
o More than one insolvency regime (i.e. Company Creditors Arrangement Act, allows companies to 

restructure debt instead of liquidating through bankruptcy) 
o One major policy purpose of bankruptcy - economic rehabilitation of the debtor  

  

Single Proceeding Model 
 One commonality between insolvency regimes is the single proceeding model 

o Note that there is an important distinction between debtors that are unwilling to pay, versus being unable 
to pay  
 Bankruptcy is available to the unable debtor, not the unwilling (provincial judgment enforcement law 

will force the unwilling debtor to pay their debts) 
o The judgment enforcement system breaks down for the debtor that is unable to pay, since they will not 

have sufficient assets to satisfy the debt even if a judgment is rendered against them 
 Under judgment enforcement law, the enforcement of multiple debts is uncoordinated and there is significant 

duplication of legal costs between separate, parallel proceedings 
o Would result in a "race to grab assets" which will leave some creditors out in the cold 

 This is why the single proceeding model of insolvency law is important - it coordinates the efforts of multiple 
creditors to achieve the maximal result for all creditors based on the assets that are available 

 Law and Economics school of thought believes that bankruptcy law should focus on maximizing the value of a 
given pool of assets for the creditors as opposed to focusing on how the law should allocate entitlements to 
whatever pool exists 
o Their preference would be to not worry about relative entitlements to the pool of assets, such as whether 

the debts are secured or not 
o The reason is because this then creates strong incentive for game playing and strategic behaviour, 

encouraging creditors will "play games" to obtain an advantage over the other creditors by manipulating 
insolvency law (this is both unfair, and economically inefficient) 

 Traditionalists argue that bankruptcy law should be used to determine ranking of priorities between creditors, 
because that system is preferable to civil litigation 
o Canadian Bankruptcy Law follows the traditionalist model - the law will try to determine the "strength" of 

each creditor's claim on the remaining assets 
o Major caveat - for the most part, the relative position of creditors will only change in rare circumstances.  

The priorities tend to be fairly stable unless there is actual statutory intervention. 
  

Major Commercial Insolvency Regimes 
1. Bankruptcy 

a. Available to both individuals and corporations  
b. Liquidation of debtor's assets and pro rata distribution to unsecured creditors, leading to a discharge of 

debts in the case of individual debtors 
c. The "fresh start" policy is important - only applies to individuals (not corporations), but it wipes the slate 

clean 
2. Restructuring Proceedings (i.e. Corporate Rescue) 

a. Creates a framework within which the debtor attempts to reach a bargain with its creditors under which 
they agree to settle or compromise their claims 

b. Companies Creditors Arrangement Act and Part VI of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act provide two 
possibilities for corporate restructuring proceedings 

c. If a majority of creditors agree to a restructuring, then that will bind all creditors (including those that voted 
against) 

3. Receivership Proceedings  
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a. Permits the replacement of existing managers and a sale of the business by a secured creditor who has a 
security interest in the entire undertaking  

b. The secured creditor is essentially taking control of the business 
  

The Concept of Insolvency 
 Insolvency is a fact (don't have sufficient assets to pay debt liabilities) 

o This is tested to ensure the debtor is actually insolvent using a cash flow test and a balance sheet test 
o Under definitions section of the BIA, "insolvency" is defined as a person or corporation: 

 Who for any reason is unable to meet his obligations as they generally become due 
 Who has ceased paying current obligations in the ordinary course of business as they generally 

become due 
 The aggregate of whose property is not, at a fair valuation, sufficient or, if disposed of at a fairly 

conducted sale under legal processes, would not be sufficient to enable payment of all obligations, 
due and accruing due. 

o Note that this is a test of eligibility - just because you meet the test does not mean you can be forced into 
bankruptcy (especially #3, most students would be insolvent based on that definition, since we owe much 
and own nothing) 

 An insolvency system is a legal response to the fact of insolvency 
  

Sources of Bankruptcy Law 
 Primarily federal legislation: Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (BIA), Bankruptcy and Insolvency General Rules, 

Superintendent's Directives and Forms 
  

Foundational Principles 
 Bankruptcy proceedings are collective - involves all creditors pertaining to a single debtor 
 The debtor's assets vest in the trustee in bankruptcy, happens as soon as bankruptcy is initiated 
 Proprietary rights of third parties are unaffected by bankruptcy proceedings (i.e. if the bankrupt party holds 

property jointly with third parties, the third parties' property interests are not affected) 
 Personal rights of creditors are converted into rights of proof - creditors can no longer assert claims through the 

ordinary civil process, must instead prove and validate the claim with the trustee through the bankruptcy process 
 A statutory scheme of distribution governs payments to creditors - the ordinary rule is pro rata distribution based 

on extent of the debt owed 
 "Fresh start" policy (applicable only to individuals) 

  

Stages of Bankruptcy  
1. Invoking the system 
2. Assembling the property 
3. Impugning pre-bankruptcy transactions 

a. If any transactions were made pre-bankruptcy that were intended to frustrate the normal order of creditor 
repayment, the trustee has the power to reverse those transactions 

4. Determining eligible claims and distribution 
5. Discharge of the individual debtor  

  
Start Commencement of Bankruptcy on Tuesday 
  

INITIATION OF BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS 
 Voluntary assignment by an insolvent person governed by s 49 BIA 

o If creditors feel the assignment should not have been made, they must apply to annul the bankruptcy (s 
181) 

o This covers the vast majority of cases 
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 Involuntary application for bankruptcy by creditors governed by ss 42-43 
o Rules are much stricter, since this is adversarial 

  

Involuntary Proceedings 
 Old Terminology = "Petition for a Receiving Order" -> New Terminology = "Application for a Bankruptcy Order" 

o The creditor(s) must apply for a bankruptcy order to initiate proceedings under ss 42-43 
 Under involuntary proceedings, the insolvent must meet the definition of "debtor" under s 2 

  
“debtor” includes an insolvent person and any person who, at the time an act of bankruptcy was committed by him, 
resided or carried on business in Canada and, where the context requires, includes a bankrupt; 
  
 Note the territorial requirement applies ONLY to involuntary proceedings - if you do not carry out your 

business or reside in Canada, then you cannot be forced into bankruptcy in Canada 
 Canada continues to adhere to medieval concepts of bankruptcy, allows involuntary bankruptcies to proceed if 

creditors can prove that the debtor is insolvent 
 Also permits creditors to reverse transactions made by the debtor while they were bankrupt that have the 

intent of frustrating the creditors' claims to the debtor's property 
 Section 43(1)(a) provides that there must be a debt owed to a creditor that is greater than $1000 in value 

o Distinction between a liquidated claim (money was leant) and an unliquidated claim (i.e. tort judgment 
rendered against you, unpaid child or spousal support, damages for breach of contract) 

o Unliquidated claims ARE NOT considered debts until an action is brought and a judgment is obtained 
(called a "judgment debt") 

o Note that this requirement only applies to who can bring an involuntary application - unliquidated claims 
can still be enforced in bankruptcy 

 Section 43(1)(b) requires that an act of bankruptcy must occur 
o Both of these requirements must be met for an application to be granted 

 Section 42 sets out the acts of bankruptcy (largely drawn from original bankruptcy proceedings under Henry 
VIII) 
o Includes wrongful conduct and more benign actions (i.e. a simple inability to meet all obligations) 
o The most common act of bankruptcy is 42(1)(j) - generally failing to meet obligations as they become due 

(probably due to the ease of proof on the creditor - remember, the creditor has the burden of proof to 
demonstrate the debtor's bankruptcy if the creditor is initiating the proceeding) 

o Most of the caselaw regarding this section has revolved around whether failing to pay liabilities to one 
creditor is sufficient to invoke 42(1)(j) 

 There is a limitations element - the act of bankruptcy must have occurred no longer than six months prior to 
the date of application 
o What if the failure to pay is continuing?  Is non-payment a continuing act? 

 Malmstrom v Platt - you do not need to issue fresh demands after a court order has been made for 
payment.  There is a distinction between ordinary debts and judgment debts - judgment debts 
are considered to be a continuing obligation (no requirement to make repeated demands for 
payment to keep the 6 month limitations window active) 

 Also, note that some debtors are not subject to involuntary proceedings (s 48) 
o However, note that this only applies in personal capacities - if the farm or fishing operation are 

conducted through a closely held corporation, then s 48 will not apply (bankruptcy proceedings can still 
be brought against agricultural and fishing corporations) 

 A creditor is NOT obligation to exhaust all civil remedies before pursuing bankruptcy. 
  

48. Sections 43 to 46 do not apply to individuals whose principal occupation and means of livelihood is fishing, 
farming or the tillage of the soil or to any individual who works for wages, salary, commission or hire at a rate 
of compensation not exceeding twenty-five hundred dollars per year and does not on their own account carry 
on business. 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec43_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec46_smooth
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BIA Section 42 

 42. (1) A debtor commits an act of bankruptcy in each of the following cases: 
 (a) if in Canada or elsewhere he makes an assignment of his property to a trustee for the benefit of his 

creditors generally, whether it is an assignment authorized by this Act or not; 
 (b) if in Canada or elsewhere the debtor makes a fraudulent gift, delivery or transfer of the debtor’s property 

or of any part of it; 
 (c) if in Canada or elsewhere the debtor makes any transfer of the debtor’s property or any part of it, or 

creates any charge on it, that would under this Act be void or, in the Province of Quebec, null as a fraudulent 
preference; 

 (d) if, with intent to defeat or delay his creditors, he departs out of Canada, or, being out of Canada, remains 
out of Canada, or departs from his dwelling-house or otherwise absents himself; 

 (e) if the debtor permits any execution or other process issued against the debtor under which any of the 
debtor’s property is seized, levied on or taken in execution to remain unsatisfied until within five days after the 
time fixed by the executing officer for the sale of the property or for fifteen days after the seizure, levy or 
taking in execution, or if any of the debtor’s property has been sold by the executing officer, or if the execution 
or other process has been held by the executing officer for a period of fifteen days after written demand for 
payment without seizure, levy or taking in execution or satisfaction by payment, or if it is returned endorsed to 
the effect that the executing officer can find no property on which to levy or to seize or take, but if 
interpleader or opposition proceedings have been instituted with respect to the property seized, the time 
elapsing between the date at which the proceedings were instituted and the date at which the proceedings are 
finally disposed of, settled or abandoned shall not be taken into account in calculating the period of fifteen 
days; 

 (f) if he exhibits to any meeting of his creditors any statement of his assets and liabilities that shows that he is 
insolvent, or presents or causes to be presented to any such meeting a written admission of his inability to pay 
his debts; 

 (g) if he assigns, removes, secretes or disposes of or attempts or is about to assign, remove, secrete or dispose 
of any of his property with intent to defraud, defeat or delay his creditors or any of them; 

 (h) if he gives notice to any of his creditors that he has suspended or that he is about to suspend payment of 
his debts; 

 (i) if he defaults in any proposal made under this Act; and 
 (j) if he ceases to meet his liabilities generally as they become due. 

  

BIA Section 43(1) - requirements to bring an involuntary bankruptcy application 

 43. (1) Subject to this section, one or more creditors may file in court an application for a bankruptcy order against a 
debtor if it is alleged in the application that 
 (a) the debt or debts owing to the applicant creditor or creditors amount to one thousand dollars; and 
 (b) the debtor has committed an act of bankruptcy within the six months preceding the filing of the 

application. 
  

BIA Section 43(7) - (8) - dismissal of application 
 Dismissal of application 

(7) If the court is not satisfied with the proof of the facts alleged in the application or of the service of the 
application, or is satisfied by the debtor that the debtor is able to pay their debts, or that for other sufficient cause 
no order ought to be made, it shall dismiss the application. 

 Dismissal with respect to some respondents only 

(8) If there are more respondents than one to an application, the court may dismiss the application with respect to 
one or more of them, without prejudice to the effect of the application as against the other or others of them. 
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Re Dixie Market (Nurseries) Ltd (ONSC 1971) 

Facts Trustee in bankruptcy of Dixie Market instructed by unanimous petition of creditors to file this action.  The 
creditor's debt is $26,335, while advances by the creditor's affiliates total $27,835.  No explanation given for 
why more money was transferred to Dixie than intended.  The debtor has assets of $60,000 that are 
encumbered by mortgages for $42,000.  There is insufficient equity remaining to repay the additional debts.   

Issues Can a single creditor force the debtor into bankruptcy on the basis that failure to pay that creditor's 
obligations constitutes "a failure to pay obligations generally"? 

Decision Yes.  There is insufficient equity remaining to pay the creditor's debt.  The petitioning creditor has no security 
interest, unlike the mortgages that apply to the two properties in question.   
  
A failure to pay a single creditor can constitute ceasing to meet liabilities generally as they become due.  To 
hold otherwise would deny the petitioning unsecured creditor of the benefits of the BIA.  Since the debtor 
has not been able to suggest any reasonable way to meet the debt obligations to the creditor, that 
constitutes insolvency. 

Ratio If even a single creditor cannot be repaid, that may constitute sufficient grounds to force the debtor into 
bankruptcy. 

  

Re Holmes and Sinclair (ONSC 1975) 

Facts Creditor brought a petition to force debtor into bankruptcy, only brought evidence that their debt obligations 
have not been met (no evidence brought respecting the obligations of other creditors).   

Issues Can default to a single creditor be sufficient grounds to force a debtor into bankruptcy? 

Decision Special circumstances are required to grant a receiving order against a debtor that has failed to satisfy a debt 
obligation to a single creditor: 

 Creditor is the only creditor of the debtor, and the debtor has failed to meet repeated demands to 
pay. 
 Creditor is a significant creditor of the debtor and special circumstances (i.e. fraud) exist on the 
debtor's part that make it necessary to invoke bankruptcy to protect all creditors 
 The debtor admits that he is unable to pay creditors generally, even if the creditors and obligations 
are not specifically identified. 

  
It is NOT a general principle that failure to pay a single creditor constitutes sufficient grounds to force a 
debtor into bankruptcy.  The petitioning creditor(s) must prove that the debtor is unable to satisfy 
obligations generally. 
  
The Bankruptcy Act is intended to benefit the creditors as a class, it is not intended to benefit an individual 
creditor.  There must be some evidence that liabilities to other creditors are also not being met.  This is 
evidence that the creditor must adduce.  Courts should NOT infer that other creditors have not been paid on 
the basis of evidence from one creditor. 

Ratio Courts should not infer that other creditors have not been paid on the basis of evidence from one petitioning 
creditor.  Special circumstances must exist for a single creditor to succeed in forcing a debtor into bankruptcy. 
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Re Mastronardi (Bankrupt) (ONCA 2000) 

Facts Ohio plaintiffs obtained judgment in Ohio courts due to negligence in Ohio by an Ontario resident for muchos 
$$$ that Mastronardi does not have.  Ohio plaintiffs trying to collect judgment in Ontario.  Debtor may have 
conveyed assets for nominal consideration.  One Ohio creditor is now bringing petition under BIA.   

Issues Has Mastronardi failed to meet his obligations as they become due? 

Decision Lower court dismissed creditor petition on ground that there is no evidence that debtor has ceased meeting 
obligations generally as they become due (regarding all the Brabenders as a single creditor in the Ohio 
judgment).  There was no attempt by the creditor to collect on the debt except through filing a bankruptcy 
petition.  Trial court was concerned about transforming the court into a collections agency. 
  
There were three plaintiffs to the Ohio action, so the bankruptcy judge erred when he considered the three to 
be jointly a single creditor.  Also, the plaintiffs attempted to collect the debt by sending demand letters to 
Mastronardi's attorney.  There is no reason to deny a petitioner access to the BIA simply because they have 
not already pursued a civil action against the debtor.  This is particularly significant since Mastronardi made 
some suspect property transfers in an apparent attempt to frustrate the creditors' collection efforts.  The BIA 
provides a robust mechanism to reverse these transfers, so the creditors should have access to this.  
Furthermore, there is no evidence that the creditors are trying to invoke the BIA for some ulterior purpose 
(i.e. to gain an unfair advantage over other creditors in distribution of assets).   

Ratio A petition for bankruptcy can be granted if the creditors constitute a significant sum of the total obligations 
owed by the debtor, and if the debtor has made fraudulent conveyances in an attempt to frustrate collection 
of the debts.  

  

Malmstrom v Platt (ONCA 2001) 

Facts Many civil judgments were made against Malmstrom.  Six months later, creditors apply to put him into 
bankruptcy after Malmstrom fails to make any payments.  However, no demand letters were sent to 
Malmstrom.  He contends that these should be a prerequisite before filing a petition under BIA. 

Issues Is it necessary to send demand letters for repayment of debt before filing a creditor petition? 

Decision Section 43(6) of the BIA provides that before a court can grant a receiving order, it must be satisfied that that 
the petitioner has presented proof that an act of bankruptcy has taken place in the preceding six months.  
The purpose of this is to prevent creditors from "waiting in the weeds" to collect on stale debts.   
  
Court judgments are the ultimate demand letter.  You do not need to send more demand letters after a 
judgment is rendered to collect on it.  The six month rule only applies to debts that do not already have a 
judgment applied to them. 

Ratio If you have a court order to enforce payment (i.e. a civil suit), you do not need to send further demand 
letters to force the debtor into bankruptcy later. 

  

Valente v Fancsy Estate (ONCA 2004) 

Facts Fancsy died just after he advanced Valente $900k with repayment terms.  The Estate is now trying to 
enforce the debt.  Debt was secured by a share pledge agreement.  Valente never paid anything towards the 
debt.  Valente Estate obtained a judgment to enforce the debt. 

Issues After a judgment to enforce a debt has been obtained, is that a "special circumstance" in all cases that will 
allow single creditors to successfully bring bankruptcy petitions? 
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Decision Recall that special circumstances must exist in the three categories for a single creditor to succeed in 
bringing a bankruptcy petition.  Valente is arguing that obtaining judgment is sufficient to constitute ongoing 
attempts to enforce the debt.  However, this will not apply if the creditor very quickly brings a petition after 
the judgment is rendered, or if the creditor does nothing at all for a long time and then brings a petition.  
Must also look at the size of the judgment, how long it has been outstanding, if the debtor is paying other 
creditors, if the judgment creditor has conducted a judgment debtor examination, and what steps the 
judgment creditor has taken to determine whether the debtor has other creditors (and the results of such 
inquiries). 
  
Overall, the single creditor must still prove that the debtor is failing to meet liabilities generally as they 
become due.  The onus is on the petitioning creditor to prove bankruptcy, that was not met in this case.  The 
creditor should have looked into other outstanding obligations.  Simply obtaining a judgment will not 
automatically allow any bankruptcy petition to be granted if that judgment is not paid. 
  
In essence, you cannot combine the "single creditor exception" test from Re Holmes v Sinclair with the ruling 
from Malmstrom v Platt.  The single creditor exception test must still be fully satisfied even if the single 
creditor has a court judgment.  Malmstrom v Platt only applies to the TIMING of the bankruptcy application - 
NOT to whether it should be granted outside of meeting the limitations requirement. 

Ratio The burden remains on the creditor to prove that the debtor is fully insolvent.  Simply obtaining a civil 
judgment of enforcement will not prima facie allow all future bankruptcy petitions by the judgment creditor.  
The ruling in Malmstrom v Platt only pertains to assessing the timing of the bankruptcy application, NOT to 
whether the application should be granted under the "special circumstances" test. 

  

Moody v Ashton (SKCA 1997) 

Facts Ashton is an NHL hockey player.  Owes money to Moody which has not been paid.  Trial judge found that 
Ashton had sufficient assets and income to pay debts but chose not to do so.  Judge allowed the creditors 
petition anyways to force Ashton into paying the debt.   

Issues Can a creditor still force a debtor into bankruptcy if the debtor has the means to pay the debt, but refuses to 
do so? 

Decision No, you cannot use the BIA for this.  Must go through civil suit.  Therefore, a court can deny a bankruptcy 
application under s 43(7) if the debtor has sufficient assets to pay the debt, but has chosen not to do so. 

Ratio The creditor must prove the debtor is insolvent to go through the BIA.  Otherwise (if the debtor is simply 
refusing to pay the debt), must go through the civil courts. 

  

Bank of Montreal v Scott Road Enterprises (BCCA 1989) 

Facts Bank had a secured debt against an insolvent car dealership.  It is petitioning for bankruptcy primarily to 
frustrate the attempt of other, prior creditors from asserting a superior claim to the assets.  Some of the other 
debts include unpaid wages and benefits, which are intended to be given priority over debentures (the form of 
debt held by the bank).  Essentially, once the bank learned of the magnitude of the statutory claims being 
made by the other creditors, it sought to file a petition in bankruptcy to override those statutory claims (giving 
them greater priority, and therefore greater recovery of assets).   

Issues Can a court dismiss a petition in bankruptcy on the ground that it has been brought by a secured creditor solely 
for the purpose of bringing into effect the scheme of distribution in the BIA, thus destroying the priority that 
other creditors might have had? 
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Decision Up until when the application was made, the company was meeting all of its obligations in accordance with the 
revised repayment arrangements that had been made with creditors.  The debt to the employees occurred 
after the bank took possession of the dealership and cancelled their paycheques.  The bank clearly wanted to 
take this money for itself.  The bank claims that there is nothing wrong trying to reduce its ultimate loss. While 
s 43(7) allows the courts to dismiss an application if there is sufficient cause to do so, this does not meet that 
threshold.  Parties are permitted to bring bankruptcy applications to improve their relative position against 
other creditors, provided the test for bankruptcy has been met. 

Ratio  Parties are permitted to bring bankruptcy applications to improve their position relative to other creditors, 
provided the statutory requirements to prove bankruptcy have been met.  

  

Interim Receiver 
 In judgment enforcement law, and Mareva injunction (that is, an interlocutory injunction) is a form of 
pre-judgment remedy that was invented by Lord Denning to prevent an insolvent from transferring assets out 
of a jurisdiction before a bankruptcy order is granted 
o There is a time delay between when you bring an action and when the order is granted (and 

enforcement can begin) 
o Theoretically, this gives the insolvent party the ability to dissipate their assets (or hide them) to frustrate 

the bankruptcy proceedings 
 If an interlocutory injunction is granted, an interim receiver will be appointed to manage the assets until 
the court proceedings are resolved 

  
Voluntary Assignments 

 This is where an insolvent person voluntarily enters into bankruptcy 
 Must be an "insolvent person" as defined by s 2 of BIA 
 Much easier process - nothing needs to be proven in Court at the outset, it really is an administrative act 
 No requirement that there be an act of bankruptcy, no adjudication on the bankruptcy eligibility factors 
 To be eligible, you must be: 
o A person (require leave of the court of the person is now deceased, application being made by the 

estate) 
o Not an undischarged bankrupt 
o Liabilities amount to at least $1000 
o Satisfies any one of the three financial tests for insolvency identified in the definition of "insolvent 

person" 
 But, since there is no adjudication by the Court, what happens if the person is not actually insolvent 
pursuant to the definition? 
o The creditors can challenge the assignment into bankruptcy, and it will be adjudicated in court at that 

point (seek an annulment through s 181) 
  

Section 2 - Definition of "Insolvent Person" 
“insolvent person” means a person who is not bankrupt and who resides, carries on business or has property in 
Canada, whose liabilities to creditors provable as claims under this Act amount to one thousand dollars, and 
o (a) who is for any reason unable to meet his obligations as they generally become due, 
o (b) who has ceased paying his current obligations in the ordinary course of business as they generally become 

due, or 
o (c) the aggregate of whose property is not, at a fair valuation, sufficient, or, if disposed of at a fairly conducted 

sale under legal process, would not be sufficient to enable payment of all his obligations, due and accruing 
due; 
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o Note that the territorial requirement that applies under involuntary applications does not apply to voluntary 
proceedings - non-residents can make an assignment into bankruptcy in Canada provided the definition of 
"insolvent person" is met 

o Note that there are restrictions on which type of corporation can declare bankruptcy 
o The exempt entities have their own specialized bankruptcy regimes 

  

Section 2 - Definition of "Corporation" 
“corporation” means a company or legal person that is incorporated by or under an Act of Parliament or of the 
legislature of a province, an incorporated company, wherever incorporated, that is authorized to carry on business in 
Canada or has an office or property in Canada or an income trust, but does not include banks, authorized foreign 
banks within the meaning of section 2 of the Bank Act, insurance companies, trust companies, loan companies or 
railway companies; 
  

Re Dahl (ABQB 1986) 

Facts Dahl made an assignment of his property to Thorne Riddell Inc as trustee for the benefit of his creditors 
generally, thereby committing an act of bankruptcy.  Thorne was appointed official receiver.  Kalau brought 
an action in court against the trustee and Dahl to nullify the bankruptcy proceedings.  Kalau was a 
shareholder - shareholder agreement indicates than an act of bankruptcy by the other shareholder will nullify 
entitlements to life insurance.  Dahl is in terminal condition, but is not yet deceased.  Dahl is essentially 
declaring bankruptcy for the purpose of triggering the provision in the shareholder agreement, to the 
detriment of Kalau. 

Issues Can a court stay a receiving order made by the court previously on an interim or permanent basis?  Was 
Dahl's application for bankruptcy impermissible due to improper motivations? 

Decision No, the BIA does not allow a court to stay a receiving order granted by a court previously.  Even if an 
assignment is filed to defeat the claim of a judgment creditor, there is nothing unlawful about that.  The fact 
that the shareholders agreement between Kalau and Dahl is effectively terminated by the assignment into 
bankruptcy is not unlawful - indeed, that is specifically contemplated by the BIA.  Ulterior motivations, 
including invoking bankruptcy to change priorities of creditors, is not prima facie an improper motivation.   

Ratio Courts cannot stay the proceedings of a receiving order simply because the bankruptcy is intended to defeat 
the claim of a judgment creditor or effectively cancel a legal contract. 

  

Re Wale (Ont Gen Div 1996) 

Facts Wale's assignment into bankruptcy was date stamped by the Official Receiver 1 1/2 hours before the 
commencement of his family law trial.  Former wife brings motion to annul the bankruptcy proceeding in 
accordance with s 181.  Wife is contending that the bankruptcy action is intended solely to deprive her of a 
lawful share of the matrimonial property.  Evidence shows that Wale was meeting all obligations to other 
creditors (even using accelerated payments to pay off mortgage faster), sold all furnishings and goods to pay 
other creditors and his trustee's fees, and has received cash for his business not reported in his income.  He 
also refused to work and is intentionally underemployed.   

Issues Can the assignment into bankruptcy be reversed if its sole purpose is to frustrate the division of matrimonial 
property in a divorce action? 

Decision It is clear that Wale is attempting to frustrate the family law proceedings by moving the family assets out of 
the court's reach.  Wale argues that granting the annulment would give his former wife an unfair preference 
over other creditors.   
  

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/sc-1991-c-46/latest/sc-1991-c-46.html#sec2_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/sc-1991-c-46/latest/sc-1991-c-46.html
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An annulment will only be granted if it can be shown that the insolvent person was not actually insolvent 
when the assignment was made, or if it can be shown that the debtor committed a fraud against his creditors 
(or otherwise committed an abuse of process).  Wale meets the basic criteria of insolvency, as he had failed to 
meet his obligations generally to his creditors (meeting the definition of "insolvent person" to qualify to make 
an assignment into bankruptcy).  Note that the court does not need to enquire as to why the obligations have 
not been met - it is not relevant that he COULD have paid his obligations had he chosen to do so, it only 
matters that he is not meeting his obligations as they become due.   
  
Numerous cases have shown that the debtor's motivations for seeking an assignment are not relevant to 
determining its validity.  However, if the conduct is tainted by bad motives, then a court can annul the 
bankruptcy proceedings.  Courts can look to the following factors to determine if the assignment is bona fide: 
  

 Is the debtor's financial situation genuinely overwhelming or could it have been managed? 
 Was the timing of the assignment related to another agenda or was bankruptcy inevitable? 
 Was the debtor forthcoming in revealing his situation to his creditors? 
 Did the debtor convert money or assets to himself which otherwise would have been assets available 
in bankruptcy? 
 What had been the debtor's relationship with his creditors?  Would the creditors have assisted him 
had he approached them? 
 Are there other relationships which could cast light on a possible bad faith motivation for the 
bankruptcy? 

  
Wale's motives are clearly bad.  He was not actually insolvent, he could have managed his affairs better, and 
his sole motivation was to deprive his wife of a fair share of matrimonial assets.  This meets the threshold for 
improper motives to warrant annulling the proceeding. 

Ratio Six part test can be used to determine if an improper motive is sufficient to annul an assignment into 
bankruptcy. 

  

PROPERTY OF THE BANKRUPT 
 The trustee's main functions are to: 

o Gather in and determine what assets belong to the estate 
o Where the assets are not already in liquid form, collect any moneys owing to the estate and realize other 

assets by selling them piecemeal or in their entirety 
o Distribute the net residue of the estate in accordance with the creditors' ranking under s 136(1) 

 Section 71 - once bankruptcy is declared, the bankrupt ceases to have capacity to deal with or dispose of their 
property 
o Property defined broadly 

 Note that, per s 68, after-acquired income is exempt from bankruptcy proceedings up to a limit (This enables 
the bankrupt party to continue living until the discharge is granted) 

 Also, the BIA is concerned with the rights of other claimants that hold proprietary interests in property held by 
the bankrupt party 

  

Key Principles 
  

Only the assets of the debtor are available to satisfy the claims of the creditors 
o Important in the family law context - assets of the spouses are considered separately unless they are 

held jointly 
o Also, assets that are actually owned by other people but are in the debtor's possession will be returned 

to the actual owners and will not be included in the property available for distribution  
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 Note that the Court, or the trustee, may require that the actual owner provide proof of their 
ownership 
  

Proprietary rights granted by the debtor to others prior to bankruptcy are unaffected 
o Rooted in the nemo dat principle - bona fide purchasers of value who have obtained legitimate property 

rights get to keep those rights after bankruptcy is declared 
o Note that there are some exceptions to catch fraudulent conveyances that are designed to frustrate 

bankruptcy proceedings (i.e. the trustee can attack transactions made just before the assignment into 
bankruptcy for much less than market value) 

o This also applies to more limited proprietary interests (i.e. if the bankrupt party leases property to a third 
party) - the third party gets to keep the lease on the same terms, but the trustee in bankruptcy will 
obtain the right of return of the goods at the end of the lease (also the lease payments will be made to 
the trustee in bankruptcy, not to the bankrupt lessor) 
  

Personal rights are converted into a right to prove for a dividend in bankruptcy 
o Process called "proof of claim" - the right of action to sue the debtor is converted into a right to prove 

the existence of the personal right 
o This refers to a right of action against a particular individual (i.e. right of action to obtain a money 

judgment in court) - distinct from a proprietary right, which is unaffected in bankrupcy 
o Thus, if you have a right of action, you become another creditor that shares pro rata in the bankrupt's 

remaining assets (along with all the other usual creditors) 
  

The trustee takes the asset subject to all limitations and defences. 
o All actions that could have been asserted against the debtor can also be asserted against the trustee in 

bankruptcy 
o Essentially, the trustee takes the property "warts and all" 

  

Assets acquired prior to discharge of the bankrupt are divisible; assets acquired after are not  
o This facilitates the "clean break" principle 
o After the natural person has been discharged, the former creditors have no right of action against any 

property acquired thereafter 
o What about assets acquired between filing for bankruptcy and the granting of the discharge? 

 That's all fair game - the line is drawn at the date the discharge is granted  
  

Definition of "Property" 
 Section 2 - property covers all forms of property, including real and intangible 
 For tort settlements and judgments, certain causes of action ("personal" causes of action) may be excluded 

from the property made available to a bankrupt's creditors (Re Holley) 
o It has never been the policy of the law to coin into money for the profit of his creditors the bodily pain, 

mental anguish, or outraged feelings of a bankrupt (that is, the bankrupt's rights of action associated 
with "personal" suffering are exempt from property distribution to creditors) 

o Note that rights of actions with respect to property interest (i.e. insurance claim for damaged car) ARE 
available to creditors 

o What about punitive damages owed to the bankrupt?   
 Punitive damages are not "compensatory" - they are designed to punish the wrongdoer in a civil 

suit for outrageousness  
 They will be available to the creditors, not connected to a "personal" cause 

o "Pain and suffering" not available to creditors, "lost income" might be available to the creditors (a 
portion of it), but note that lost income awards are calculated over a long period of time (so lost income 
from discharge on will not be available to the creditors) 
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 "Property" is defined very broadly under the BIA and can include intangible forms of property that only contain 
some of the indicia of property (Saulnier) 

 Licenses are not property.  In the case of a pure license (just a permission to do something that would 
otherwise be unlawful), that is generally not considered to be property, subject to the exception in Saulnier 

  

Saulnier v Royal Bank of Canada (SCC 2008) 

Facts Saulnier holds four fishing licenses, took out loan for closely held corporations, signed personal guarantee 
giving Bank a security interest in all present and after acquired personal property.  Went bankrupt, with 
debts of $400k.  The fishing licenses are valued at $600k. Saulnier argues that fishing licenses should not be 
considered "property" available for distribution under the BIA. 

Ratio Are "fishing licenses" properly considered property available for distribution under the BIA? 

Decision A commercial fisher with a crappy boat and a license to fish is much better off than a fisher with a nice boat 
but no license.  Licensing is a tool in the arsenal of the federal Minister to manage fisheries in the interests 
of all Canadians.  However, just because a "right" or "power" to fish has commercial value, it does not follow 
that licenses must constitute "property" under the BIA.   
  
The purpose of the BIA is to regulate the orderly administration of the bankrupt's affairs, keeping a balance 
between the rights of creditors and the desirability of giving the bankrupt a clean break.  The exemption of 
some property under s 67(1) is intended to facilitate the "clean break" principle.  However, that exemption 
does not bear similarity to the proposed exempting of a valuable asset such as a fishing licenses, especially 
when the cash proceeds of such a sale (had it been sold prior to declaration of bankruptcy) would surely be 
available for distribution.   
  
The fishing licenses are different from a regular licenses in that, in addition to giving the holder the right to 
do something that is otherwise illegal, it also is coupled with a proprietary element since the fish that are 
caught become the physical property of the fisher.  The Licensing Policy indicates that licenses are not 
property interests, but that is not binding on the interpretation of "property" under the BIA.  Fishing licenses 
also bear some resemblance to profits a prendre, which are undeniably property interests.  Indeed old 
common law classifies fishing licenses on private property "profits a piscary."  The argument that licenses 
are "transitory and ephemeral" is not relevant - an interest in physical property that can be terminated at 
will is still considered a property interest.  Furthermore, "commercial realities" cannot legitimate wishful 
thinking about the interpretation of "property" under the BIA.   
  
Overall, fishing licenses qualify as property under the BIA.  The licenses confer a limited property right in 
the fish, even though the full "bundle of rights" is not necessarily present.  It is best described as a form of 
intangible property, that fits within the broad scope of the definition of "property" under s 2 of the BIA.   

Ratio Fishing licenses qualify as "property" under the BIA. 

  

Re Holley (ONCA 1986) 

Facts Appellant made assignment into bankruptcy, three years later sued his former employer for wrongful 
dismissal (was dismissed before the assignment to bankruptcy was made).  The creditors are arguing that the 
monies received by the judgment should be paid out to the trustee in bankruptcy since they pertain to a tort 
that occurred prior to the date that the assignment into bankruptcy was made.   

Issues Can monies that are received by a bankrupt individual after bankruptcy is declared (but that pertains to a tort 
that occurred before that time) be made available to the creditors? 

Decision Prior case law pertaining to claims for physical injury in negligence actions indicates that such money should 
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not be made available to creditors in bankruptcy proceedings.  The appellant's suit claims under several 
different torts, including wrongful dismissal, mental anguish etc.  Until the trial occurs, it is not known what 
the outcome of the trial will be.  It is possible that the appellant will recover damages solely or principally for 
mental distress and anxiety, which are personal torts (and therefore unavailable in bankruptcy proceedings).  
Therefore, at this stage, it would not be proper for this court to declare that the judgment monies (if any) 
should go to the appellant's creditors, because it is not certain whether the judgment monies will be exempt 
or not.  Only certain causes of action will be excluded from the property of the bankrupt. 

Ratio Only certain causes of action will be excluded from the property of the bankrupt ("personal" causes of 
action). 

  

BIA section 2 - definition of "property" 
“property” 
« bien » 

“property” means any type of property, whether situated in Canada or elsewhere, and includes money, goods, 
things in action, land and every description of property, whether real or personal, legal or equitable, as well as 
obligations, easements and every description of estate, interest and profit, present or future, vested or 
contingent, in, arising out of or incident to property; 

  

Set-off 
 A set off is the right of a debtor who is owed money by his creditor on another account to ensure payment of 

what is owed to him by setting this off in reduction of his own liability 
o Legal Set-off:  Set offs must be for liquidated amounts of debt owed to each party, and the debts must 

be mutual (must arise between the parties in the same right) 
o Equitable Set-off:  No requirement for a transactional connection between the debts - equitable set off 

can apply even it one or both debts is for an unliquidated amount  
 Equitable set off is designed to enforce fairness between the parties.  Even if the amounts are 

unliquidated or are not between the parties in the same right, it is used in the circumstances to 
enforce the equities between the parties 

 Essentially, the claims must arise out of the same contract, transaction, or event such that it would 
be inequitable to not permit the cross-claim 

o Contractual Set-off:  The parties may agree to a contractual right of set-off that may expand or limit the 
ordinary right of set-off 
 For example, if A owes a debt to B, and B owes a debt to a subsidiary of B, the contract can specify 

that the debts can be set-off against each other even though the legal set-off requirements are not 
technically met 

 In bankruptcy, creditors can assert rights to a set off under s 97(3) 
o Essentially, the creditor obtains relief for a debt that is owed to the insolvent party in exchange for a set 

off 
 In the absence of the set off, the creditor would have had to pay the full value of their debt to the 

bankrupt party, and then file a proof of claim for the money that is owed in return to them (would 
rank equally with other unsecured creditors) 

  

Coopers & Lybrand v Lumberland Building Materials (BCSC 1983) 

Facts Plaintiff is trustee in bankruptcy for TransLite.  Prior to bankruptcy, TransLite agreed to sell Lumberland 
building supplies.  Lumberland still owes $11k from this.  TransLite later offered Lumberland a rebate on 
future purchases pertaining to a volume purchase discount, which Lumberland claims is owed to him.  
Defendant Lumberland wants to set off his debts against the rebate to clear the balance owing to the 
trustee.  Trustee disagrees, since the rebate contract provided that they would not be liquidated for another 
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year, and the bankruptcy intervened to prevent its crystallization. 

Issues Can Lumberland set off the outstanding debt to TransLite against the rebates that are owed to it? 

Decision Statutory set off is only available if two conditions are met: (1) both obligations must be debts, and (2) both 
debts must be mutual cross-obligations, and both conditions must be fulfilled at the same time.  In this case, 
both debts are liquid (can determine the value owing based on the debt contracts).  A set off is only 
available between the same parties and in the same right as the claim.  It does not matter if one of the debts 
was not actually payable at the time bankruptcy was declared, all that matters is the fact that the debt is 
owed.  If the court is wrong in this conclusion, then equitable set off would apply in any case.   

Ratio Provided two ascertainable debts are owed by the same parties two each other, that is sufficient to pass the 
two stage test even if one of the debts was not actually due at the time bankruptcy was declared. 

  

Canada Trustco Mortgage v Sugarman (ONCA 1999) 

Facts CIBC obtained money from accounting firm after the bankruptcy of two of the firm's partners in satisfaction 
of an unsecured debt that it held against the two bankrupt partners (the partners took out a loan from CIBC 
to finance their capital contributions to the firm to join the partnership).  Trustco, as the trustee in 
bankruptcy, is trying to obtain the funds in satisfaction of a secured debt it held (higher priority).  The 
accounting firm is arguing that it is entitled to set off the payments made to CIBC against the monies held in 
its capital account to the credit of the bankrupt parties.  The accounting firm owes Sugarman the capital (+ 
interest) that he had invested, and CIBC wants to claim this as a set off for the debt it holds against Sugarman 
which financed the original capital contribution.  Also, CIBC and the accounting firm entered into an 
agreement where the accounting firm promised to pay CIBC the capital contribution if the debt was still 
owing to CIBC and the partnership was dissolved early.   

Issues Can the accounting firm claim an equitable set off against monies held in its capital account to the credit of 
two of its bankrupt partners for payments made by the firm to an unsecured creditor of the bankrupt 
parties? 

Decision As trustee in bankruptcy, the monies held in the accounting firm's capital account to the credit of the two 
bankrupt parties vested in the trustee in bankruptcy as soon as bankruptcy was filed.  At that time, there was 
no debt owed by the bankrupts to the accounting firm that could give rise to a claim by the accounting firm to 
a right of set off.  Also, the accounting firm's undertaking to pay off the debt it owed to CIBC (an unsecured 
creditor) before paying other creditors no longer applies once the bankruptcy regime is invoked.   
  
No right to legal set off is made out.  Legal set off can only happen if the same parties owe debts mutually to 
each other.  In this case, the accounting firm is trying to set off a debt that it owes to a third party, CIBC 
against the debt owed by the firm to the bankrupt estates. 
  
What about equitable set off?  The remedy is designed to achieve fairness between the parties and avoid 
overly harsh outcomes with respect to the payment of debts.  One major difference - the claims do not need 
to be liquidated.  Also, the requirement for mutuality is relaxed, which is relevant in this case.  That being 
said, the cross-claims must be closely connected, even if the parties are not exactly the same.  Even if the 
debts are closely connected, that alone may not be sufficient to grant equitable set off.  In this case, the 
equities between the parties were destroyed with the act of bankruptcy - allowing set off would prejudice the 
interests of other creditors (in this case, the trustee in bankruptcy).  If CIBC's claim were allowed, then an 
unsecured creditor would effectively have a greater priority than a secured creditor, which is clearly not 
within the contemplation of the BIA. 

Ratio Equitable set off is designed to achieve fairness between the parties.  While the rules in its application are 
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more flexible than legal set off, those rules will not be invoked if it would prejudice the interests of creditors 
with a higher priority in bankruptcy proceedings. 

  

BIA s 97(3) - Set off 
(3) The law of set-off or compensation applies to all claims made against the estate of the bankrupt and also to all 
actions instituted by the trustee for the recovery of debts due to the bankrupt in the same manner and to the same 
extent as if the bankrupt were plaintiff or defendant, as the case may be, except in so far as any claim for set-off or 
compensation is affected by the provisions of this Act respecting frauds or fraudulent preferences. 
  

NON-DIVISIBLE PROPERTY 
 The term "non-divisible" comes from s 67 of the BIA 
 Essentially, trust property and exempt property is not divisible 
 Does the property vest in the trustee?  The SCC decided that exempt property vests in the trustee, but the 

trustee cannot distribute the property to creditors, and therefore must re-vest the property in the bankrupt 
after discharge is granted 
o Big problem - many trustees in bankruptcy don't actually do this 

  

BIA s 67 - Non-Divisible Property 

 67. (1) The property of a bankrupt divisible among his creditors shall not comprise 
 (a) property held by the bankrupt in trust for any other person; 
 (b) any property that as against the bankrupt is exempt from execution or seizure under any laws applicable in 

the province within which the property is situated and within which the bankrupt resides; 
 (b.1) goods and services tax credit payments that are made in prescribed circumstances to the bankrupt and 

that are not property referred to in paragraph (a) or (b); 
 (b.2) prescribed payments relating to the essential needs of an individual that are made in prescribed 

circumstances to the bankrupt and that are not property referred to in paragraph (a) or (b); or 
 (b.3) without restricting the generality of paragraph (b), property in a registered retirement savings plan or a 

registered retirement income fund, as those expressions are defined in the Income Tax Act, or in any 
prescribed plan, other than property contributed to any such plan or fund in the 12 months before the date of 
bankruptcy, 
but it shall comprise 

 (c) all property wherever situated of the bankrupt at the date of the bankruptcy or that may be acquired by or 
devolve on the bankrupt before their discharge, including any refund owing to the bankrupt under the Income 
Tax Act in respect of the calendar year — or the fiscal year of the bankrupt if it is different from the calendar 
year — in which the bankrupt became a bankrupt, except the portion that 
o (i) is not subject to the operation of this Act, or 
o (ii) in the case of a bankrupt who is the judgment debtor named in a garnishee summons served on Her 

Majesty under the Family Orders and Agreements Enforcement Assistance Act, is garnishable money that 
is payable to the bankrupt and is to be paid under the garnishee summons, and 

 (d) such powers in or over or in respect of the property as might have been exercised by the bankrupt for his 
own benefit. 

  
Trusts 

 Section 67(1)(a) holds that property held on trust for a third party is exempt from bankruptcy proceedings 
 In trusts, the legal and equitable titles are split 
 A basic rule of trusts: you cannot create a valid trust unless the moving party intended to create one 

o Must look at how the trust account is being used - if it allows the trustee to draw on it for other 
purposes, then it is not likely to be classified as a trust account 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-4-2nd-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-4-2nd-supp.html
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 Constructive Trust:  Causes big problems in bankruptcy proceedings.  This is often used to correct unjust 
enrichment.  Can also be declared to compel a wrongdoer to disgorge property that is acquired as a result of 
certain types of wrongdoing (i.e. breach of fiduciary duty) 
o Can be difficult to predict when a court will declare a constructive trust as a remedy, and it has massive 

implications on how property of a bankrupt will be distributed (since the trust monies are exempt from 
distribution) 

o Commentary suggests that constructive trusts should almost never be imposed in bankruptcy 
proceedings, as they threaten to undermine the predictability of the process and encourage further 
litigation 

 Statutory Trust:  Trusts created by the government, through statute, to protect government interests in debts 
owed to it.  For example, companies are deemed to hold paycheque withholdings for taxes, EI and CPP in trust 
for the government.  Same with business who collect GST - they hold the GST in trust for the government. 
o For example, unpaid wages are subject to a statutory trust under s 109(2) of the Employment Standards 

Code 
o Unremitted pension contributions are subject to statutory trusts under s 52 of the Employment Pension 

Plans Act 
o The SCC previously determined that statutory deemed trusts do not fall under s 67(1)(a) - in order to do 

so, it must meet the ordinary attributes of a trust (not simply rely on the statutory deeming rules) 
 This applies to any kind of deemed trust - whether it is for the benefit of the Crown or for a private 

party 
o Parliament responded by enacting ss 67(2) and (3) - deemed trusts in favour of the Crown 

 Subsection (2) codifies the SCC's ruling, states that property of a bankrupt shall not be regarded as 
held in trust for Her Majesty unless it would be so regarded in the absence of that statutory 
provision 

 HOWEVER, subsection (3) carves out several explicit exceptions to this: 
 Source deductions under the Income Tax Act, Canada Pension Plan, or Employment 

Insurance Act ARE regarded as trust property 
 Also applies to similar source deductions under provincial legislation 

 Section 227(4.1) of the Income Tax Act prioritizes these trusts over other security interests 
 Note that "security interest" is defined specifically under the Income Tax Act, and is less 

expansive than under PPSA 
 Therefore, if the secured creditor retains a proprietary interest in the collateral, the 

deemed trust in favour of the Crown under the Income Tax Act will lose (because the 
definition used in the Income Tax Act will not include the deemed security interests 
under the PPSA) 

  

Baltman v Melnitzer (Ont Gen Div 1996) 

Facts Melnitzer owned artwork, went bankrupt.  Baltman (wife of Melnitzer at the time) claims that she owns the 
artwork by way of personal assignment or gift from him during their marriage and before the bankruptcy.  
Therefore claims a remedial constructive trust over the artwork.  The Bank also claims a remedial constructive 
trust over the paintings.  Melnitzer misrepresented his financial position to the Bank to get a line of credit to 
purchase the artwork.  The Bank argues that, through unjust enrichment, it should hold the beneficial interest 
since Melnitzer was wrongfully enriched through his fraud.  Note that Melnitzer had misrepresented the 
nature of his ownership interest to other creditors to obtain more credit than he was otherwise entitled to 
(owed approximately $2.4 million to the bank).  

Issues Does a remedial constructive trust exist over the artwork in question?  If so, would that exempt the artwork 
from the assets available for distribution? 

Decision The bank must prove (1) an enrichment, (2) corresponding deprivation, (3) absence of a juristic reason for the 
enrichment.  (1) and (2) are clearly met, but (3) is not.  There was a contract between the parties, and it 
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operated for two years before the fraud was uncovered.  At the time that the line of credit was advanced, the 
bank had no intention of being granted a proprietary interest in the property acquired from the credit 
advanced.  Trusts can only be created if there is a certain level of intention behind them - that is not present in 
this case.  Melnitzer's fraud gives the bank a personal cause of action that can be enforced against him, but 
that does not necessarily grant them a constructive trust in the property since the loan was never intended to 
be secured against the artwork.  The main policy consideration - all of Melnitzer's creditors were defrauded 
by him, so it does not make sense to prioritize one of the creditors over the others for the purpose of 
dividing up the bankrupt's property. 

Ratio Remedial trusts will only be granted if the test for unjust enrichment is completely satisfied.  If there was no 
intention to transfer equitable title in the property in the initial transaction, it is unlikely that a trust will be 
found in that property after bankruptcy is declared.   

  

BIA s 67(1)(a) - Property held on trust exempt 
67. (1) The property of a bankrupt divisible among his creditors shall not comprise 
 (a) property held by the bankrupt in trust for any other person; 

  

BIA s 67(1)(b) and © - Trusts in favour of the Crown 
 Deemed trusts 

(2) Subject to subsection (3), notwithstanding any provision in federal or provincial legislation that has the effect of 
deeming property to be held in trust for Her Majesty, property of a bankrupt shall not be regarded as held in trust for 
Her Majesty for the purpose of paragraph (1)(a) unless it would be so regarded in the absence of that statutory 
provision. 

 Exceptions 

(3) Subsection (2) does not apply in respect of amounts deemed to be held in trust under subsection 227(4) or (4.1) 
of the Income Tax Act, subsection 23(3) or (4) of the Canada Pension Plan or subsection 86(2) or (2.1) of the 
Employment Insurance Act (each of which is in this subsection referred to as a “federal provision”) nor in respect of 
amounts deemed to be held in trust under any law of a province that creates a deemed trust the sole purpose of 
which is to ensure remittance to Her Majesty in right of the province of amounts deducted or withheld under a law 
of the province where 
 (a) that law of the province imposes a tax similar in nature to the tax imposed under the Income Tax Act and 

the amounts deducted or withheld under that law of the province are of the same nature as the amounts 
referred to in subsection 227(4) or (4.1) of the Income Tax Act, or 

 (b) the province is a “province providing a comprehensive pension plan” as defined in subsection 3(1) of the 
Canada Pension Plan, that law of the province establishes a “provincial pension plan” as defined in that 
subsection and the amounts deducted or withheld under that law of the province are of the same nature as 
amounts referred to in subsection 23(3) or (4) of the Canada Pension Plan, 
and for the purpose of this subsection, any provision of a law of a province that creates a deemed trust is, 
notwithstanding any Act of Canada or of a province or any other law, deemed to have the same effect and 
scope against any creditor, however secured, as the corresponding federal provision. 

  

Income Tax Act - s 227(4.1) - Extension of Trust 
 Extension of trust 

(4.1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (except sections 81.1 and 
81.2 of that Act), any other enactment of Canada, any enactment of a province or any other law, where at any time 
an amount deemed by subsection 227(4) to be held by a person in trust for Her Majesty is not paid to Her Majesty in 
the manner and at the time provided under this Act, property of the person and property held by any secured 
creditor (as defined in subsection 224(1.3)) of that person that but for a security interest (as defined in subsection 
224(1.3)) would be property of the person, equal in value to the amount so deemed to be held in trust is deemed 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-8/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-8.html#sec23subsec3_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-8/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-8.html#sec23subsec4_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-8/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-8.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/sc-1996-c-23/latest/sc-1996-c-23.html#sec86subsec2_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/sc-1996-c-23/latest/sc-1996-c-23.html#sec86subsec2.1_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/sc-1996-c-23/latest/sc-1996-c-23.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-8/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-8.html#sec3subsec1_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-8/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-8.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-8/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-8.html#sec23subsec3_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-8/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-8.html#sec23subsec4_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-8/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-8.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html#sec81.1_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html#sec81.2_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html?autocompleteStr=income%20tax%20&autocompletePos=1#sec227subsec4_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html?autocompleteStr=income%20tax%20&autocompletePos=1#sec224subsec1.3_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html?autocompleteStr=income%20tax%20&autocompletePos=1#sec224subsec1.3_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html?autocompleteStr=income%20tax%20&autocompletePos=1#sec224subsec1.3_smooth
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 (a) to be held, from the time the amount was deducted or withheld by the person, separate and apart from the 
property of the person, in trust for Her Majesty whether or not the property is subject to such a security 
interest, and 

 (b) to form no part of the estate or property of the person from the time the amount was so deducted or 
withheld, whether or not the property has in fact been kept separate and apart from the estate or property of 
the person and whether or not the property is subject to such a security interest 
and is property beneficially owned by Her Majesty notwithstanding any security interest in such property and 
in the proceeds thereof, and the proceeds of such property shall be paid to the Receiver General in priority to 
all such security interests. 

 Meaning of security interest 

(4.2) For the purposes of subsections 227(4) and 227(4.1), a security interest does not include a prescribed security 
interest. 
  

Exempt Property 
 The BIA provides that the trustee is entitled to all the debtor's property with the exception of property exempt from 

execution or seizure under any laws applicable in the province within which the property is situated or where the 
bankrupt resides (s 67(1)(b)) 
 Major source - Judgment Enforcement Laws (in Alberta, the Civil Enforcement Act) 
 Also, provincial pension laws indicate that pension assets are exempt from distribution 

 Common law exempts bankrupt's apparel, tools and household utensils 
 Exemption laws are intended to allow the bankrupt to continue to function as healthy, productive and contributing 

members of society 
 Overriding concern is protect a minimal level of existence 
 Many provincial statutes will protect household furniture, wearing apparel, food and fuel.  Some recognize cars 

up to a basic dollar amount. 
 The time for determining the exempt status of property is at the date of bankruptcy 
 In Alberta, if the sale of proceeds from exempt property are not intermingled with other funds, those will also be 

exempt from bankruptcy for 60 days after the sale (Civil Enforcement Regulation) 
 If you have a voluntary sale, the exemptions attached to the sale will continue for 60 days after the sale (that 

is, if bankruptcy is declared within 60 days of the sale, and the funds are traceable, then it will be exempt even 
if the sale was voluntary) 

 Watch for intermingling - the proceeds must be kept separate (i.e. separate bank account) 
 For involuntary sales (i.e. a mortgage foreclosure), the bankrupt will still be entitled to retain the proceeds up to the 

statutory maximum after the secured creditor is paid out if they declare bankruptcy after the involuntary sale has 
occurred 

 Applicable statute in Alberta - Exemptions Act 
 Some property is exempt from bankruptcy up to a certain value - the excess of which is available to the trustee 
 Creates interesting policy issues - there is a patchwork of exemptions laws across the country, is this equitable? 
 What about where the bankrupt converts non-exempt property into exempt property just before declaring 

bankruptcy? 
 i.e. taking $50k from bank account and buying a house, thereby protecting $40k in principle 
 Creditors can object to the bankrupt's discharge on the basis that assets were conveyed away prior to 

bankruptcy 
o The Court will then discharge the bankrupt conditionally, on the understanding that the bankrupt must 

pay out the value of the conveyed property to the creditors to receive a full discharge 
 The valuation of capped property is determined as of the date of discharge or conditional discharge - later 

increases in value to that same property will not be available to the creditors, even if it is within the conditional 
discharge period (McKay) 
 
 
 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html?autocompleteStr=income%20tax%20&autocompletePos=1#sec227subsec4_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html?autocompleteStr=income%20tax%20&autocompletePos=1#sec227subsec4.1_smooth
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Re Gruber (ABQB 1993) 

Facts Gruber made assignment into bankruptcy in February 1992.  Deloitte is trustee.  Gruber claims his interest as 
joint tenant in certain real property (subject to a mortgage to RBC) is exempt.  At time of bankruptcy, Gruber 
was in actual possession of the real property.  In May 1992, while still undischarged, Gruber sold the home, 
funds were used to support family during bankruptcy.  The sale was also motivated by threats of foreclosure 
from RBC.   

Issues Are the proceeds from the sale of the house exempt from distribution by the trustee in bankruptcy? 

Decision There is clear case authority interpreting the Exemptions Act indicating that, absent bankruptcy, if the 
debtor abandons his occupation of the property or sells the same, the Exemptions Act will no longer apply, 
and sale proceeds may be subject to attachment by execution creditors.  The effective date for determining 
status of property (that is, whether it is exempt or not), is the date of bankruptcy.   
  
Provisions of the Exemptions Act are only relevant on the day of bankruptcy, not after.  On the date of 
bankruptcy, the bankrupt was in actual possession of the real property.  That is sufficient to exempt the 
property - the fact that it was later liquidated to pay for life necessities pending resolution of the 
proceedings is irrelevant. 

Ratio The status of goods (exempt or not) is determined on the date of bankruptcy.  After that date, the 
Exemptions Act is no longer applicable, the bankrupt can do with the exempt property as they wish. 

  

Re McKay (ABQB 2002) 

Facts CIBC is seeking an order that McKay pay it $21k, which is what the bankrupt netted above his $20k 
exemption when the co-owned principal residence was voluntarily sold after the date of bankruptcy.  
Evidence shows that the house was valued at $300k, was encumbered with a mortgage for $274k.  The 
trustee's report, which is required for every discharge, says the house is exempt property with a value of 
$300k.  A conditional discharge was granted requiring McKay to make 45 monthly payments of $1500 to 
CIBC, but it does not say anything about it pertaining to the house.  McKay sold the house during the 
conditional discharge period.  The sale netted the bankrupt $21k above the $20k exemption in the Civil 
Enforcement Act (applies to debtors who are joint tenants of the principal residence).  McKay argues that 
the reason for the overpayment was the increase in value in the home since the date bankruptcy was 
declared, and that should be exempt.   

Issues Should the valuation of assets be determined as of the date of bankruptcy, or as of the date of discharge? 

Decision Some property is exempt from bankruptcy up to a certain value.  Court does NOT accept that valuation 
should be limited to the date of bankruptcy - that denies the reality that bankruptcy proceedings take time 
to resolve.  It would prejudice the creditors to not give them the benefit of increases in value in the 
intervening period between bankruptcy and discharge.  Conditional orders for bankruptcy are sometimes a 
practical and effective means to deal with surplus equity in property.  This also allows the debtor to establish 
a payment schedule to pay off the surplus equity and otherwise keep the real property.  If a conditional 
order is given requiring the bankrupt to pay for the surplus equity, nobody can later "ride the market" to 
revisit that issue - valuation is determined as of the date of conditional discharge being granted. 

Ratio If a conditional discharge is granted establishing a payment plan for the debtor to pay for surplus equity in 
exempt real property, valuation of that property will be determined at the date of conditional discharge.  
The post-bankruptcy increases in value can apply to the creditors up to the date of the conditional 
discharge.   
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Exemption of RRSPs 
 Originally, RRSPs were only exempt if they were issued by an insurance company (and there was a designation of 

beneficiary) 
 Most provinces and territories have amended judgment enforcement legislation to exempt all RRSPs (in Alberta, this 

is in s 92.1 of the Civil Enforcement Act) 
 Essentially, if you allowed creditors to take retirement funds, then the state is effectively cross-subsidizing the 

creditors since the state will be required to support indigent retirees later in life 
 Note that, if the person is still bankrupt while drawing on an RRSP, the money that is drawn from the RRSP IS 

available to the trustee (but the remaining principle of the fund is not) 
 Section 67 of the BIA now enshrines the RRSP exemption federally 

 HOWEVER, note the limited scope of the federal exemption - any contributions made to an RRSP in the 12 
months prior to declaring bankruptcy will be available to creditors 

 Note that, in Alberta, the Civil Enforcement Act provision is more generous (does not include the time 
limitation), so therefore, in Alberta the whole amount in the RRSP will be exempt, including any contributions 
made in the 12 months preceding the declaration of bankruptcy 

  

BIA s 67(b.3) - RRSP exemption 
(b.3) without restricting the generality of paragraph (b), property in a registered retirement savings plan or a 
registered retirement income fund, as those expressions are defined in the Income Tax Act, or in any prescribed plan, 
other than property contributed to any such plan or fund in the 12 months before the date of bankruptcy, 

  
Proceeding by Creditor Where Trustee Refuses to Act 
 In some cases, the trustee will refuse to sell property or enter into a new business venture that a creditor disagrees 

with 
 The creditor can make an application to the Court under s 38 

 If successful, the creditor will be given the property and, at his own expense and risk, will be allowed to retain 
the proceeds (although any surplus will be returned to the bankrupt's estate) 
o That is, the proceeds from the proceeding will not be shared pro rata (although all creditors must be 

given the opportunity to join the action, share in the risk, and share in the proceeds) 
 Note that trustees are often risk averse, and creditors may be willing to take on more risk for the chance at a higher 

payout 
 That being said, the trustee always has the first crack at it - the creditor(s) must ask the trustee to undertake 

the desired action, and the trustee must refuse for s 38 to come into play 
  

BIA s 38 - Proceeding by Creditor where Trustee Refuses to Act 
Proceeding by creditor when trustee refuses to act 

 38. (1) Where a creditor requests the trustee to take any proceeding that in his opinion would be for the 
benefit of the estate of a bankrupt and the trustee refuses or neglects to take the proceeding, the creditor may 
obtain from the court an order authorizing him to take the proceeding in his own name and at his own expense 
and risk, on notice being given the other creditors of the contemplated proceeding, and on such other terms 
and conditions as the court may direct. 

 Transfer to creditor 

(2) On an order under subsection (1) being made, the trustee shall assign and transfer to the creditor all his 
right, title and interest in the chose in action or subject-matter of the proceeding, including any document in 
support thereof. 

 Benefits belong to creditor 

(3) Any benefit derived from a proceeding taken pursuant to subsection (1), to the extent of his claim and the 
costs, belongs exclusively to the creditor instituting the proceeding, and the surplus, if any, belongs to the 
estate. 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
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 Trustee may institute proceeding 

(4) Where, before an order is made under subsection (1), the trustee, with the permission of the inspectors, 
signifies to the court his readiness to institute the proceeding for the benefit of the creditors, the order shall fix 
the time within which he shall do so, and in that case the benefit derived from the proceeding, if instituted 
within the time so fixed, belongs to the estate. 

  
Surplus Income 
 Section 68 requires the trustee to make a court application for the insolvent party to make income payments 
 Wide scope of types of remuneration that are caught by this provision 
 A balance must be struck between allowing the bankrupt party to continue living while the Trustee controls their 

assets, and the rights of the creditors to fulsome repayment 
 Surplus Income Directive uses Statistics Canada's Low Income Cut-offs (LICOs) to determine the amount that the 

bankrupt party will be permitted to retain 
 Provincial legislation also comes into play - provincial law makes a certain percentage of ongoing income (pre-

discharge) exempt  
 Note that the provinces take widely different approaches, all the way from not providing an exemption at all 

(NB) to 80% exemption (ON) 
 Section 68 is a federal response to the great disparity between different provincial regimes 

 Does not provide much direction, simply indicates that the superintendent shall make directives with respect 
to how surplus income shall be treated 

 The trustee is required to follow the superintendent's directives, trustee is allowed to go after post-bankruptcy 
earnings pre-discharge, but also establishes a formula to determine how much is exempt 

 Surplus Income Directive from the Superintendent of Bankruptcy is 11R2-2015 (online) 
 Gives a table to allow for quick calculations, and examples of different family situations and how the directives 

would apply 
 Look at net monthly income (after remittances for taxes, EI and CPP), subtract reasonable expenses (listed in 

para 5(3)), subtract the value of the "superintendent's standard" from the table in the Directive.  If the 
remainder is <$200, then you get to keep the full $200 surplus.  If the amount is higher, then 50% of the 
surplus income is available to the trustee in bankruptcy. 
o Para 5(3) of the Directive lists permitted expenses: child and spousal support payments, child care 

expenses, expenses associated with a medical condition, Court imposed fines or penalties, expenses 
permitted under the Income Tax Act that are a condition for employment, any other debt where a stay 
of proceedings has been lifted by the court, interest paid on debts that are not dischargeable in 
bankruptcy 

 "Total income" is defined very broadly under s 68(2)(a) - can include damages for wrongful dismissal, 
investment income, wages 
o Does not include windfall amounts received from a gift, legacy or an inheritance  

 What if you have more than one income-earner in the family unit? 
 "Family Unit" under the Directives indicates that conjugality is not relevant.  Must look at the total income of 

the family and factor in any income that is received from other sources outside of the bankrupt party 
 The "available monthly income" is calculated on a family basis, not on an individual basis  

o Net income of the bankrupt is divided by net income of the family unit 
 For example, if the bankrupt's income represents 40% of the family's total income, then 40% of the 

surplus family income will be available to creditors. 
  

BIA s 68 - Surplus Income 
68. (1) The Superintendent shall, by directive, establish in respect of the provinces or one or more bankruptcy 
districts or parts of bankruptcy districts, the standards for determining the surplus income of an individual bankrupt 
and the amount that a bankrupt who has surplus income is required to pay to the estate of the bankrupt. 
(2) “total income” 
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o (a) includes, despite paragraphs 67(1)(b) and (b.3), a bankrupt’s revenues of whatever nature or from 
whatever source that are earned or received by the bankrupt between the date of the bankruptcy and the date 
of the bankrupt’s discharge, including those received as damages for wrongful dismissal, received as a pay 
equity settlement or received under an Act of Parliament, or of the legislature of a province, that relates to 
workers’ compensation; but 

o (b) does not include any amounts received by the bankrupt between the date of the bankruptcy and the date 
of the bankrupt’s discharge, as a gift, a legacy or an inheritance or as any other windfall. 

Determination of trustee re surplus income 

(3) The trustee shall, having regard to the applicable standards and to the personal and family situation of the 
bankrupt, determine whether the bankrupt has surplus income. The determination must also be made 
 (a) whenever the trustee becomes aware of a material change in the bankrupt’s financial situation; and 
 (b) whenever the trustee is required to prepare a report referred to in subsection 170(1). 

  

Re Landry (ONCA 2000) 

Facts Landry was discharged from bankruptcy while in the midst of an unjust dismissal suit.  The trustee made it 
clear that any future settlement or award from the lawsuit would need to be paid to the creditors despite the 
absolute discharge.   

Issues Can the trustee successfully obtain the damages for lost wages from Landry? 

Decision Section 67 BIA defines what property of a bankrupt is divisible amongst creditors.  IT is wide enough to 
encompass Landry's claim against her former employer and, consequently, any award of damages.  Landry 
relies on s 7(2) of the Wages Act which indicates that 80% of a person's wages are exempt from garnishment.  
If any of the arbitrator's ruling constitutes "wages" under that act, then this provision will apply.   
  
Section 68 provides trustee with a mechanism to obtain part of the bankrupt's remuneration notwithstanding 
the provisions in s 67.  Section 68 is intended to operate as a complete code, so wages are completely 
governed by that section, and not s 67.  Therefore, wages will not vest in the trustee under s 67, they must 
comply with s 68. 
  
Under s 68, the superintendent is required to establish standards for determining the portion of the total 
income that exceeds that which is necessary to enable the bankrupt to maintain a reasonable standard of 
living pre-discharge.  Must take into account family situations and reasonable expenses.  Since the damages 
reflect wages that were earned pre-bankruptcy, s 68 can be invoked to pay out that portion of the damages 
that is in excess of the exempt amount of the remuneration.   

Ratio Section 68 constitutes a complete code with regards to the bankrupt's remuneration.  Must look to the 
superintendent's directives to determine the amount that can be claimed by the trustee. 

  

Re Ronald (MBCA 2008) 

Facts Bankrupt claims that money held in an investment account should be considered income under s 68, and 
that the usual exemptions should apply.  CIBC is a secured creditor against the entire amount held in that 
account.  CIBC argues that its credit interest in that accounts trumps any classification assigned to it under 
the BIA. 

Issues Can s 68 be used to shield investment funds that are used as compensation from claims by secured 
creditors? 

Decision No, s 68 was never intended to alter the position of secured creditors.  As soon as the assignment into 
bankruptcy is made, the trustee must deal with all security interests first.  Nothing in the Act prevents 
secured creditors from claiming collateral that would otherwise fall within the definition of "total income" 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20and%20insolvency%20act&autocompletePos=1#sec67subsec1_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20and%20insolvency%20act&autocompletePos=1#sec170subsec1_smooth
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in s 68. 
  
Side note, must check provincial legislation to see if there are statutory limits on the percentage of wages 
that can be pledged as collateral.  Essentially, if the provincial legislation does not provide for additional 
protections for wages pledged as security, then the BIA will not give the debtor any additional protection.  
In Alberta, provincial exemptions for wages are not available (similar to the MB legislation in this case).   

Ratio Section 68 cannot be used to alter the position of secured creditors - their credit agreements will trump 
income.   

  

CLAIMS BY THIRD PARTIES 
 In some cases, third parties are able to assert security or proprietary interests in property held by the trustee, 

and can remove that property from distribution to other creditors 
 Interfaces with operation of provincial PPSA legislation (regarding priority established by perfection) 

  

Asserting Proprietary Claims Against the Trustee 
 Remember, the trustee is only permitted to distribute property that was lawfully owned by the bankrupt 

o If the property is rightfully someone else's, the trustee has no claim over it 
 Section 81 sets out a process by which a person with a proprietary claim against a piece of property held by the 

trustee can prove that claim and remove the property from the bankruptcy proceedings 
 The trustee can admit the claim and deliver the property to the claimant or dispute it 

o IF disputed, the claimant must appeal the decision with fifteen days of being notified of the trustee's 
disagreement 

o You CANNOT bring a civil action against the trustee - you MUST go through section 81 summary 
procedure 

  

BIA s 81 - Third Parties Asserting Proprietary Claims 
Persons claiming property in possession of bankrupt 

 81. (1) Where a person claims any property, or interest therein, in the possession of a bankrupt at the time of 
the bankruptcy, he shall file with the trustee a proof of claim verified by affidavit giving the grounds on which 
the claim is based and sufficient particulars to enable the property to be identified. 

 How claim disposed of 

(2) The trustee with whom a proof of claim is filed under subsection (1) shall within 15 days after the filing of 
the claim or within 15 days after the first meeting of creditors, whichever is the later, either admit the claim 
and deliver possession of the property to the claimant or send notice in the prescribed manner to the claimant 
that the claim is disputed, with the trustee’s reasons for disputing it, and, unless the claimant appeals the 
trustee’ decision to the court within 15 days after the sending of the notice of dispute, the claimant is deemed 
to have abandoned or relinquished all his or her right to or interest in the property to the trustee who may 
then sell or dispose of the property free of any right, title or interest of the claimant. 

 Onus on claimant 

(3) The onus of establishing a claim to or in property under this section is on the claimant. 
 Require proof of claim 

(4) The trustee may send notice in the prescribed manner to any person to prove his or her claim to or in 
property under this section, and, unless that person files with the trustee a proof of claim, in the prescribed 
form, within 15 days after the sending of the notice, the trustee may then, with the leave of the court, sell or 
dispose of the property free of any right, title or interest of that person. 

 No other proceeding to be instituted 

(5) No proceedings shall be instituted to establish a claim to, or to recover any right or interest in, any property 
in the possession of a bankrupt at the time of the bankruptcy, except as provided in this section. 

 Rights of others not extended 

(6) Nothing in this section shall be construed as extending the rights of any person other than the trustee. 
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 R.S., 1985, c. B-3, s. 81; 
  

Secured Creditors 
 Secured creditors have a better claim to property of the bankrupt than the trustee 

o The section 81 procedure does not apply to secured creditors 
o Secured creditors remain free to realize on their security interests 

 Section 71 indicates that property vests in the trustee subject to the rights of secured creditors to claim 
collateral 

 Also, note that any property that is rightfully owned by third parties cannot be claimed by the trustee - the 
trustee can only use the bankrupt's own property to satisfy debt obligations 

 A court can grant a temporary stay on an application by a secured creditor against a trustee, but the stay can 
last for no longer than six months, and exceptional circumstances must exist 

 The trustee in bankruptcy has only a limited right to interfere with the rights of secured creditors in specific 
circumstances 
o For example, if the collateral is not sufficient to cover the debt owed to the secured creditor, then the 

secured creditor must prove the debt 
o Under s 128(1), the trustee may require a secured creditor to file a proof of its security, which must 

include a VALUATION of the security 
 The trustee has the right to pay out the security interest in cash based on the valuation instead of 

giving up the secured chattel (can alternatively put the collateral up for sale under s 129 and give 
the trustee the proceeds, minus the surplus). 
 This is designed to prevent the secured creditor from giving an artificially low value to the 

collateral  
o IF the value of the collateral is insufficient to cover the secured debt, the balance of the debt owed can 

be proven as a separate unsecured credit interest (after the collateral has been discharged in full to the 
secured party) 

 Also, recall that under the PPSA, an unperfected security interest will not have priority over the trustee in 
bankruptcy 

 The definition of "secured creditor" in s 2 of the BIA is pre-PPSA origin, so it does not "deem" other types of 
transactions to be security interests like the PPSA does.  The old language also does not treat all security 
interests the same.  This raises two questions: 
o Does it cover security interests not enumerated in the definition?  

 Per Re Ford Credit Canada - yes, conditional sales contracts will be included in the BIA definition 
 Note that, under the PPSA, conditional sales contracts are explicitly included in the definition 

of security interests 
 Of course, the PPSA definition will not apply to interpret any federal statutes (Especially 

since the federal legislation has its own definitions section) 
 Also, note that the BIA definition is not limited to personal property, like the BIA.  Therefore, real 

property mortgages will be included in the BIA definition. 
 What about a lease of goods?   

 Interestingly, this has not yet been clarified by the courts 
o Does it include non-consensual security interests arising from operation of law and not by agreement? 

 Clearly yes, the BIA includes liens and other legal charges on bankrupt's property 
 Also, the BIA specifically notes that liens are included within the ambit of the definition of "secured 

creditor" 
  
 
 
 

BIA s 2 - definition of "secured creditor" 
“secured creditor” 
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“secured creditor” means a person holding a mortgage, hypothec, pledge, charge or lien on or against the property 
of the debtor or any part of that property as security for a debt due or accruing due to the person from the debtor, 
or a person whose claim is based on, or secured by, a negotiable instrument held as collateral security and on which 
the debtor is only indirectly or secondarily liable, and includes 
 (a) a person who has a right of retention or a prior claim constituting a real right, within the meaning of the 

Civil Code of Québec or any other statute of the Province of Quebec, on or against the property of the debtor 
or any part of that property, or 

 (b) any of 
o (i) the vendor of any property sold to the debtor under a conditional or instalment sale, 
o (ii) the purchaser of any property from the debtor subject to a right of redemption, or 
o (iii) the trustee of a trust constituted by the debtor to secure the performance of an obligation, 

if the exercise of the person’s rights is subject to the provisions of Book Six of the Civil Code of Québec 
entitled Prior Claims and Hypothecs that deal with the exercise of hypothecary rights; 

  

BIA ss 127-135 - Process to Prove Secured Credit Interests 
Proof by secured creditor 

 127. (1) Where a secured creditor realizes his security, he may prove the balance due to him after deducting 
the net amount realized. 

 May prove whole claim on surrender 

(2) Where a secured creditor surrenders his security to the trustee for the general benefit of the creditors, he 
may prove his whole claim. 

 R.S., 1985, c. B-3, s. 127; 
 2004, c. 25, s. 67(F). 

Proof may be requested 

 128. (1) Where the trustee has knowledge of property that may be subject to a security, the trustee may, by 
serving notice in the prescribed form and manner, require any person to file, in the prescribed form and 
manner, a proof of the security that gives full particulars of the security, including the date on which the 
security was given and the value at which that person assesses it. 

 Where reply not received 

(1.1) Where the trustee serves a notice pursuant to subsection (1), and the person on whom the notice is 
served does not file a proof of security within thirty days after the day of service of the notice, the trustee may 
thereupon, with leave of the court, sell or dispose of any property that was subject to the security, free of that 
security. 

 Dividend on balance 

(2) A creditor is entitled to receive a dividend in respect only of the balance due to him after deducting the 
assessed value of his security. 

 Trustee may redeem security 

(3) The trustee may redeem a security on payment to the secured creditor of the debt or the value of the 
security as assessed, in the proof of security, by the secured creditor. 

 R.S., 1985, c. B-3, s. 128; 
 1992, c. 27, s. 51; 
 1999, c. 31, s. 25; 
 2004, c. 25, s. 68(F). 

May order security to be sold 

 129. (1) Where the trustee is dissatisfied with the value at which a security is assessed, the trustee may require 
that the property the security comprises be offered for sale at such time and on such terms and conditions as 
may be agreed on between the creditor and the trustee or, in default of such an agreement, as the court may 
direct. 

 Sale by public auction 

(2) Where a sale under subsection (1) is by public auction the creditor or the trustee on behalf of the estate 
may bid or purchase. 

 (3) [Repealed, 1992, c. 27, s. 52] 

http://www.canlii.org/en/qc/laws/stat/cqlr-c-c-1991/latest/cqlr-c-c-1991.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/qc/laws/stat/cqlr-c-c-1991/latest/cqlr-c-c-1991.html
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 Costs of sale 

(4) The costs and expenses of a sale made under this section are in the discretion of the court. 
 R.S., 1985, c. B-3, s. 129; 
 1992, c. 27, s. 52; 
 2004, c. 25, s. 69(F). 

Creditor may require trustee to elect to exercise power 

130. Notwithstanding subsection 128(3) and section 129, the creditor may, by notice in writing, require the trustee 
to elect whether he will exercise the power of redeeming the security or requiring it to be realized, and if the trustee 
does not, within one month after receiving the notice or such further time or times as the court may allow, signify in 
writing to the creditor his election to exercise the power, he is not entitled to exercise it, and the equity of 
redemption or any other interest in the property comprised in the security that is vested in the trustee shall vest in 
the creditor, and the amount of his claim shall be reduced by the amount at which the security has been valued. 
 R.S., c. B-3, s. 101. 

Amended valuation by creditor 

131. Where a creditor after having valued his security subsequently realizes it, or it is realized under section 129, the 
net amount realized shall be substituted for the amount of any valuation previously made by the creditor and shall 
be treated in all respects as an amended valuation made by the creditor. 
 R.S., c. B-3, s. 102. 

Secured creditor may amend 

 132. (1) Where the trustee has not elected to acquire the security as provided in this Act, a creditor may at any 
time amend the valuation and proof on showing to the satisfaction of the trustee or the court that the 
valuation and proof were made in good faith on a mistaken estimate or that the security has diminished or 
increased in value since its previous valuation. 

 Amendment at cost of creditor 

(2) An amendment pursuant to subsection (1) shall be made at the cost of the creditor and on such terms as 
the court orders, unless the trustee allows the amendment without application to the court. 

 Rights and liabilities of creditor where valuation amended 

(3) Where a valuation has been amended pursuant to this section, the creditor 
o (a) shall forthwith repay any surplus dividend that he may have received in excess of that to which he 

would have been entitled on the amended valuation; or 
o (b) is entitled to be paid out of any money for the time being available for dividend any dividend or share 

of dividend that he may have failed to receive by reason of the amount of the original valuation before 
that money is made applicable to the payment of any future dividend, but he is not entitled to disturb 
the distribution of any dividend declared before the amendment is filed with the trustee. 

 R.S., c. B-3, s. 103. 
Exclusion for non-compliance 

133. Where a secured creditor does not comply with sections 127 to 132, he shall be excluded from any dividend. 
 R.S., c. B-3, s. 104. 

No creditor to receive more than 100 cents in dollar 

134. Subject to section 130, a creditor shall in no case receive more than one hundred cents on the dollar and 
interest as provided by this Act. 
 R.S., c. B-3, s. 105. 

Trustee shall examine proof 

 135. (1) The trustee shall examine every proof of claim or proof of security and the grounds therefor and may 
require further evidence in support of the claim or security. 

 Determination of provable claims 

(1.1) The trustee shall determine whether any contingent claim or unliquidated claim is a provable claim, and, 
if a provable claim, the trustee shall value it, and the claim is thereafter, subject to this section, deemed a 
proved claim to the amount of its valuation. 

 Disallowance by trustee 

(2) The trustee may disallow, in whole or in part, 
o (a) any claim; 
o (b) any right to a priority under the applicable order of priority set out in this Act; or 
o (c) any security. 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec128subsec3_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec129_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec129_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec127_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec132_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec130_smooth
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 Notice of determination or disallowance 

(3) Where the trustee makes a determination under subsection (1.1) or, pursuant to subsection (2), disallows, 
in whole or in part, any claim, any right to a priority or any security, the trustee shall forthwith provide, in the 
prescribed manner, to the person whose claim was subject to a determination under subsection (1.1) or whose 
claim, right to a priority or security was disallowed under subsection (2), a notice in the prescribed form setting 
out the reasons for the determination or disallowance. 

 Determination or disallowance final and conclusive 

(4) A determination under subsection (1.1) or a disallowance referred to in subsection (2) is final and 
conclusive unless, within a thirty day period after the service of the notice referred to in subsection (3) or such 
further time as the court may on application made within that period allow, the person to whom the notice 
was provided appeals from the trustee’s decision to the court in accordance with the General Rules. 

 Expunge or reduce a proof 

(5) The court may expunge or reduce a proof of claim or a proof of security on the application of a creditor or 
of the debtor if the trustee declines to interfere in the matter. 

  

R v Ford Credit Canada Ltd (ONSC 1990) 

Facts Szucsko bought a Ford vehicle on credit, statement filed by PPSA.  Declared bankruptcy thereafter.  Ford tried 
to claim car from trustee, but trustee indicated that they were not satisfied that Ford had proven its security 
claim.  The trustee claims that the definition of "secured creditor" in the BIA differs from that of the PPSA, 
and should not include conditional sales contracts as secured debts.   

Issues Does Ford have a valid security interest in the car, giving it a superior claim to the trustee? 

Decision Whether Ford had a proprietary interest in the car is irrelevant.  The fact that they are not the "real owner" of 
the goods and does not have actual possession of the goods is irrelevant.  Security rights and proprietary 
rights are distinct, and impose different requirements on the trustee.  For proprietary rights, the trustee has 
no claim over the goods, since they are legally and actually owned by a third party.  For security rights, the 
trustee will only have claim to the value of the collateral in excess of what is required to satisfy the remaining 
debt.  That clearly applies to a conditional sales contract where a balance is still owing to a creditor at the 
time bankruptcy is declared. 

Ratio The definition of "secured creditor" in the BIA is sufficiently broad to include conditional sales contracts, even 
though it is not explicitly included as it is under the PPSA. 

  

Secured Creditor Rights to Post-Bankruptcy and Post-Discharge Collateral 
 Does the discharge of a bankrupt prevent a secured creditor from enforcing its remedies against the collateral?  

NO 
o The secured party has the right to enforce its debt against the collateral  

 To the extent that there is still collateral that has yet to be realized, the absolute discharge will not 
prevent the secured party from realizing on that collateral  

 This was the fact pattern in Peylea v Canadian Packers Employee's Credit Union - the secured 
creditor could still realize against the collateral post-discharge 

 There are legitimate reasons why a secured creditor may want to delay realization of its credit 
interests (i.e. in some industries, such as agriculture, selling at certain points in the year will be 
more profitable than others) 
 IF the secured creditor had to enforce its rights before discharge, it might force a sale early in 

uneconomic conditions 
 What happens when a secured creditor holds a security interest in "all after-acquired property" post-

bankruptcy but pre-discharge?  YES (but subject to statutory modification) 
o The first Holy Rosary case deals with this situation 

http://www.canlii.org/en/on/laws/regu/rro-1990-reg-865/latest/rro-1990-reg-865.html
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 The maintenance limits in the BIA will need to be applied first, but with regards to the surplus 
income that is available post-bankruptcy but pre-discharge, the security interest can be satisfied  

 Note that Parliament responded to this by enacting s 68.1, which reverses the decision - wage 
assignments are no longer operable post-bankruptcy and pre-discharge 
 Subsection 2 extends this protection to accounts receivable for work done post-bankruptcy 

by professionals 
 What happens when a secured creditor holds a security interest in "all after-acquired property" with respect to 

property acquired post discharge? 
o The secured creditor can no longer enforce the security interest post-discharge (the second Holy Rosary 

case) 
  

Holy Rosary Parish (Thorold) Credit Union Ltd v Premier Trust Co (SCC 1965) 

Facts Robitaille borrowed from Holy Rosary and on that date gave the Holy Rosary an assignment of 30% of all 
wages, salary, commission, or other moneys owing to him or thereafter become owing to him.  He made a 
voluntary assignment into bankruptcy (Premier appointed trustee).  Holy Rosary is now claiming that after-
acquired wages pre-discharge should be assigned to them as payment of its security interest.   
  
Side note: In Alberta, wage assignments are not permitted under the Fair Trading Act, so this would never 
be an issue in Alberta. 

Issues Will a credit interest in all future wages survive post-bankruptcy but pre-discharge? 

Decision In Canada, after-acquired wages or salaries of a bankrupt, subject to an allowance for personal and family 
maintenance, go to the trustee as property of the bankrupt.  Since Holy Rosary holds a valid security interest 
in all after-acquired wages, so that amount should be available to satisfy its secured debt, subject to the 
maintenance limitation set out in the BIA. 

Ratio A security interest given in after acquired wages will be enforceable against the trustee in bankruptcy against 
wages acquired after bankruptcy and pre-discharge. 
  
Note that Parliament responded to this by enacting s 68.1, which reverses the decision - wage assignments 
are no longer operable post-bankruptcy 

  

BIA s 68.1 - assignment of wages 
Assignment of wages 

 68.1 (1) An assignment of existing or future wages made by a debtor before the debtor became bankrupt is of 
no effect in respect of wages earned after the bankruptcy. 

Assignment of book debts 

(2) An assignment of existing or future amounts receivable as payment for or commission or professional fees in 
respect of services rendered by a debtor who is an individual before the debtor became bankrupt is of no effect in 
respect of such amounts earned or generated after the bankruptcy. 

 
 
 
 
  

Holy Rosary Parish (Thorold) Credit Union v Bye (SCC 1967) 

Facts Same facts as above, but Holy Rosary is now asking whether its security interest in the wages will continue 
after discharge. 
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Issues Will Holy Rosary's security interest survive? 

Decision Nope.  The assignment into bankruptcy renders the assignment ineffective to enforce the security 
agreement, and once a discharge is granted, all debts held by the bankrupt party are discharged.  Therefore, 
the security interest will no longer attach to Bye's future earnings. 

Ratio At discharge, a security interest in future wages will no longer be operative. 

  

Thirty Day Goods 
 Sections 81.1-81.6 of the BIA set out procedures for unpaid product suppliers to repossess goods held by the 

bankrupt party 
 These are known as "thirty day goods", because the goods must have been delivered to the bankrupt within a 

30-day window before the bankruptcy order (must give a written demand for repossession within 15 days of 
the bankruptcy declaration) - remember notices must be given to affected parties of the bankruptcy 
o This is a new right in goods that suppliers get during bankruptcy, which is fairly rare (bankruptcy 

proceedings normally only apply to proprietary rights that exist at the time bankruptcy is declared) 
o This section will apply when suppliers give inventory to the bankrupt party on an unsecured basis - 

essentially, the 30 day window gives the supplier a limited security interest in those goods 
o This was introduced to prevent debtors from artificially taking on large amounts of inventory 

immediately before bankruptcy for the benefit of secured creditors, and to the detriment of the 
suppliers themselves (this would be done where the shareholders of the company have given personal 
guarantees to the secured creditor) 

 Requirements: 
o Written demand for repossession of goods within 15 days after bankruptcy is declared 
o Goods delivered within 30 days before the date of bankruptcy can be repossessed 
o The goods must:  

 be in the possession of the purchaser or trustee,  
 must be identifiable,  
 must be in the same state as on delivery,  
 not be resold at arms' length, and  
 not be subject to any agreement for sale at arms' length 

  

BIA s 81.1 - right of unpaid supplier to repossess goods 
Right of unpaid supplier to repossess goods 

 81.1 (1) Subject to this section, if a person (in this section referred to as the “supplier”) has sold to another 
person (in this section referred to as the “purchaser”) goods for use in relation to the purchaser’s business and 
delivered the goods to the purchaser or to the purchaser’s agent or mandatary, and the purchaser has not fully 
paid for the goods, the supplier may have access to and repossess the goods at the supplier’s own expense, 
and the purchaser, trustee or receiver, or the purchaser’s agent or mandatary, as the case may be, shall 
release the goods, if 
o (a) the supplier presents a written demand for repossession to the purchaser, trustee or receiver, in the 

prescribed form and containing the details of the transaction, within a period of 15 days after the day on 
which the purchaser became bankrupt or became a person who is subject to a receivership; 

o (b) the goods were delivered within 30 days before the day on which the purchaser became bankrupt or 
became a person who is subject to a receivership; 

o (c) at the time when the demand referred to in paragraph (a) is presented, the goods 
 (i) are in the possession of the purchaser, trustee or receiver, 
 (ii) are identifiable as the goods delivered by the supplier and not fully paid for, 
 (iii) are in the same state as they were on delivery, 
 (iv) have not been resold at arms’ length, and 
 (v) are not subject to any agreement for sale at arms’ length; and 
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o (d) the purchaser, trustee or receiver does not, forthwith after the demand referred to in paragraph (a) is 
presented, pay to the supplier the entire balance owing. 

 Where goods have been partly paid for 

(2) Where, at the time when the demand referred to in paragraph (1)(a) is presented, the goods have been 
partly paid for, the supplier’s right to repossess under subsection (1) shall be read as a right 
o (a) to repossess a portion of the goods proportional to the unpaid amount; or 
o (b) to repossess all of the goods on paying to the purchaser, trustee or receiver an amount equal to the 

partial payment previously made to the supplier. 
 (3) [Repealed, 1999, c. 31, s. 23] 
 If notice of intention or proposal was filed 

(4) If a notice of intention under section 50.4 or a proposal was filed in respect of the purchaser after the 
delivery of the goods to the purchaser and before the purchaser became bankrupt or became a person who is 
subject to a receivership, the 30-day period referred to in paragraph (1)(b) is the 30-day period before the filing 
of the notice of intention or, if there was no notice of intention, the filing of the proposal. 

 Expiry of supplier’s right 

(5) A supplier’s right to repossess goods under this section expires if not exercised within the 15-day period 
referred to in paragraph (1)(a), unless the period is extended before its expiry by the trustee or receiver, or by 
the court. 

 Ranks above other claims 

(6) Notwithstanding any other federal or provincial Act or law, a supplier’s right to repossess goods pursuant to 
this section ranks above every other claim or right against the purchaser in respect of those goods, other than 
the right of a bona fide subsequent purchaser of the goods for value without notice that the supplier had 
demanded repossession of the goods. 

 Application to court for directions 

(7) The purchaser, trustee or receiver may apply to the court for directions in relation to any matter relating to 
this section, and the court shall give, in writing, such directions, if any, as it considers proper in the 
circumstances. 

 Supplier may appeal to court 

(8) Where a supplier is aggrieved by any act, omission or decision of the purchaser, trustee or receiver, the 
supplier may apply to the court and the court may make such order as it considers proper in the 
circumstances. 

 Other rights saved 

(9) Nothing in subsection (7) or (8) precludes a person from exercising any right that the person may have 
under subsection 34(1) or section 37. 

 No payment 

(10) A supplier who repossesses goods pursuant to this section is not entitled to be paid for those goods. 
 Provincial rights saved 

(11) Nothing in this section precludes a supplier from exercising any right that the supplier may have under the 
law of a province. 

 Definitions 

(12) The following definitions apply in this section. 
“person who is subject to a receivership” 
« mise sous séquestre » 
“person who is subject to a receivership” means a person in respect of whom any property is under the 
possession or control of a receiver. 
“receiver” 
« séquestre » 
“receiver” means a receiver within the meaning of subsection 243(2). 

  

Thomson Consumer Electronics v Consumers Distributing Inc (Ont Gen Div 1996) 

Facts Thomson Consumer Electronics is trying to claim inventory held by Consumers Distributing (bankrupt) as 30 
day goods that are exempt from distribution under section 81.1.  Consumers Distributing argues that the 
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goods cannot be adequately identified. 

Issues What is required to identify goods as 30 day goods? 

Decision Section 81.1 provides an exception to the general policy of the BIA to give suppliers a right to reclaim 
property held as inventory with the bankrupt.  The conditions for establishing the right to this exception 
must be satisfied.  Identification of those goods can come from invoices and other records held, and need 
not be through a stamp or other identifier on the goods themselves.  The defendants claim that there was 
significant movement of goods within the warehouse just prior to bankruptcy, and it is impossible to identify 
the inventory that originally came from Thomson.  The computer system tracks numbers of goods, but not 
the location of specific goods.  Many of the delivery slips are dated more than 30 days before the declaration 
of bankruptcy (thus invalidating the s 81.1 exemption for those goods), and others showed delivery to 
multiple warehouses that were not the bankrupt's.  There was no transformation of the goods (as unpacking 
them from trucks and pallets does not constitute transformation).  The applicants have therefore not met the 
burden of proof overall to identify the goods which fall under the s 81.1 exception. 

Ratio The supplier has the burden to show which goods count as 30 day goods under the section 81.1 exception.  
The proof does not need to be through a stamp on the goods themselves, but it must be possible to identify 
and track the goods through invoices and other documentation, at minimum.  Essentially, the claimant must 
prove that the items subject to repossession meet all of the requirements under s 81.1. 

  

Port Alice Specialty Cellulose v ConocoPhillips (BCCA 2005) 

Facts ConocoPhillips delivered fuel oil to pulp mill that went bankrupt, is trying to claim the oil as "30 day goods."  
Trustee is claiming that the unpaid fuel oil is not sufficiently identifiable, since it was comingled with other oil 
on the property that was not subject to the exemption. 

Issues In what circumstances can comingled goods still receive the s 81.1 exemption? 

Decision The burden is on the supplier to identify the goods in the possession of the bankrupt that are subject to the 
supplier exemption.  At trial, the judge interpreted section 81.1 broadly to allow it to operate fairly and 
practically to protect the interest of the supplier, and therefore granted Conoco the exemption.   
  
The trial judge was correct - to narrowly interpret s 81.1 as excluding fungible goods would frustrate 
Parliament's intent.  There is nothing in the words of the section to exclude comingled goods, provided it is 
still possible to identify the quantum that is subject to the s 81.1 exemption.   
  
What happens if there is insufficient gasoline available to satisfy the full amount claimed?  If the gasoline was 
mixed with other gasoline not subject to the exemption, then withdrawals from that amount are deemed to 
be pro rata.  Therefore, look at the percentage of the original mixture that was comprised of exempt 
gasoline, and apply that same percentage to the volume remaining. 

Ratio Fungible goods can still be subject to the section 81.1 exemption, provided the quantum that is subject to the 
exemption is provable. 

  

Agricultural Input Security 
 Similar to thirty day goods, but with some differences (set in s 81.2): 

 Written demand for repossession must come within 30 days after bankruptcy 
 Goods delivered within 15 days before the day on which the purchaser became bankrupt are exempt 
 You don't have to identify the specific items (i.e. the specific fish, the specific grain) - you obtain security on 

all inventory held by the bankrupt 
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 This will apply to agricultural products, products of the sea (fish), and aquacultural products sold by farmers, 
fishermen, or aquaculturalists 

 Between 81.1 and 81.2, 81.1 interests get priority over 81.2 
  

BIA s 81.2 - farmers, fishermen and aquaculturalists 
Special right for farmers, fishermen and aquaculturists 

 81.2 (1) Where 
o (a) a farmer has sold and delivered products of agriculture, a fisherman has sold and delivered products 

of the sea, lakes and rivers, or an aquaculturist has sold and delivered products of aquaculture, to 
another person (in this section referred to as the “purchaser”) for use in relation to the purchaser’s 
business, 

o (b) the products were delivered to the purchaser within the fifteen day period preceding 
 (i) the day on which the purchaser became bankrupt, or 
 (ii) the first day on which there was a receiver, within the meaning of subsection 243(2), in 
relation to the purchaser, 

o (c) as of the day referred to in subparagraph (b)(i) or (ii), the farmer, fisherman or aquaculturist has not 
been fully paid for the products, and 

o (d) the farmer, fisherman or aquaculturist files a proof of claim in the prescribed form in respect of the 
unpaid amount with the trustee or receiver, as the case may be, within thirty days after the day referred 
to in subparagraph (b)(i) or (ii), 
the claim of the farmer, fisherman or aquaculturist for the unpaid amount in respect of the products is 
secured by security on all the inventory of or held by the purchaser as of the day referred to in 
subparagraph (b)(i) or (ii), and the security ranks above every other claim, right, charge or security 
against that inventory, regardless of when that other claim, right, charge or security arose, except a 
supplier’s right, under section 81.1, to repossess goods, despite any other federal or provincial Act or 
law; and if the trustee or receiver, as the case may be, takes possession or in any way disposes of 
inventory covered by the security, the trustee or receiver is liable for the claim of the farmer, fisherman 
or aquaculturist to the extent of the net amount realized on the disposition of that inventory, after 
deducting the cost of realization, and is subrogated in and to all rights of the farmer, fisherman or 
aquaculturist to the extent of the amounts paid to them by the trustee or receiver. 

  
Wage Earner Charge 

 Wage-earners can be considered non-consensual creditors, since there is no formal agreement to extend 
credit between them and their employers 
o Since the wages are unlikely to be unpaid, no risk premium is attached to them 
o It is also true that wage-earners are inefficient risk-bearers, as there is a greater cost to society for them 

to bear risk 
 In the 1970s, wage earners were given preferred status relative to other unsecured creditors, but this was later 

found to be insufficient to protect wage-earners from losing out to secured creditors in company bankruptcies 
 Today, there is a two-option process: 
 In 2006, the Wage Earner Protection Program Act was introduced to give wage-earners greater protection in 

bankruptcy than had been afforded previously 
o Insurance scheme (paid from general government revenues) to benefit employees whose wages are 

unpaid in bankruptcy 
o Crown has right of subrogation (permits the substitution of a party for another party who holds a claim - 

in this case, the Crown is subrogated to the claims held by employees) 
o Employees have an option in bankruptcy to make claims under this Act, or recover directly from the 

bankrupt employer through s 81.3 
o Requirements: 

 Wage claim must have arisen within six months of the bankruptcy or receivership 
 A wage earner cannot make a claim if they are an officer or director of the bankrupt corporation 
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 Must file a claim with the Minister 
 Section 81.3 gives employees a security interest in unpaid wages up to $2000 that is given superpriority over 

other security interests (including secured creditors) 
o This allows employees to recover wages up to $2000 each in priority over other secured creditors, 

deemed trusts, agricultural implements etc. 
 Will not have priority against thirty day goods and source deductions through the Income Tax 
Act (and related provincial taxes) 

o Again, this is separate from a WEPPA claim.  Must choose one or the other.  If a claim is made under 
WEPPA, then the Crown is substituted for the employees (subrogated) under s 81.3 (thus preventing the 
employees from double recovery) 

o The secured charge granted to wage earners is on "current assets" (that is, not all of the assets) 
 "Current assets" are defined in the BIA as inventory, accounts, and proceeds from the dealings 
with inventory and accounts (so consumer goods and equipment would not be included) 

 Employees under the Wage Earner Protection Program are only insured up to $3000 or an amount equal to 
four times the maximum weekly insurable earnings under the Employment Insurance Act 

  

BIA s 81.3 - Unpaid wages 

 81.3 (1) The claim of a clerk, servant, travelling salesperson, labourer or worker who is owed wages, salaries, 
commissions or compensation by a bankrupt for services rendered during the period beginning on the day that is six 
months before the date of the initial bankruptcy event and ending on the date of the bankruptcy is secured, as of the 
date of the bankruptcy, to the extent of $2,000 — less any amount paid for those services by the trustee or by a 
receiver — by security on the bankrupt’s current assets on the date of the bankruptcy. 

 Commissions 

(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), commissions payable when goods are shipped, delivered or paid for, if 
shipped, delivered or paid for during the period referred to in that subsection, are deemed to have been earned in 
that period. 

 Security for disbursements 

(3) The claim of a travelling salesperson who is owed money by a bankrupt for disbursements properly incurred in 
and about the bankrupt’s business during the period referred to in subsection (1) is secured, as of the date of the 
bankruptcy, to the extent of $1,000 — less any amount paid for those disbursements by the trustee or by a receiver 
— by security on the bankrupt’s current assets on that date. 

 Rank of security 

(4) A security under this section ranks above every other claim, right, charge or security against the bankrupt’s 
current assets — regardless of when that other claim, right, charge or security arose — except rights under sections 
81.1 and 81.2 and amounts referred to in subsection 67(3) that have been deemed to be held in trust. 

 Liability of trustee 

(5) If the trustee disposes of current assets covered by the security, the trustee is liable for the claim of the clerk, 
servant, travelling salesperson, labourer or worker to the extent of the amount realized on the disposition of the 
current assets and is subrogated in and to all rights of the clerk, servant, travelling salesperson, labourer or worker in 
respect of the amounts paid to that person by the trustee. 

 Claims of officers and directors 

(6) No officer or director of the bankrupt is entitled to have a claim secured under this section. 
 Non-arm’s length 

(7) A person who, in respect of a transaction, was not dealing at arm’s length with the bankrupt is not entitled to 
have a claim arising from that transaction secured by this section unless, in the opinion of the trustee, having regard 
to the circumstances — including the remuneration for, the terms and conditions of and the duration, nature and 
importance of the services rendered — it is reasonable to conclude that they would have entered into a substantially 
similar transaction if they had been dealing with each other at arm’s length. 

 Proof by delivery 

(8) A claim referred to in this section is proved by delivering to the trustee a proof of claim in the prescribed form. 
 Definitions 

(9) The following definitions apply in this section. 
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“compensation” 
« rémunération » 
“compensation” includes vacation pay but does not include termination or severance pay. 
“receiver” 
« séquestre » 
“receiver” means a receiver within the meaning of subsection 243(2) or an interim receiver appointed under 
subsection 46(1), 47(1) or 47.1(1). 
  

Pension Fund Contributions 
 Employee pension fund contributions are also exempt from distribution under the BIA through s 81.5 

 This section secured employee pension contributions against all of the employer's assets (there is no cap on 
the amount of security, and no time limit on recovery) 

 The statutory security is wider than the wages exemption. 
 The charge granted has priority over all other security except for unpaid wage earners charge (that takes 

precedence over everything), the 30 day goods exception, agricultural products exemption, and deemed trusts 
in s 67 (ranked in fifth place) 

 Banks will often put procedures in place to ensure that companies uphold their pension contribution 
obligations - because, if the company does not follow through with these obligations, then the Bank will 
potentially lose out on its security interest for loans advanced 

  

BIA s 81.5 - Pension Fund contributions 

 81.5 (1) If the bankrupt is an employer who participated or participates in a prescribed pension plan for the benefit 
of the bankrupt’s employees, the following amounts that are unpaid on the date of bankruptcy to the fund 
established for the purpose of the pension plan are secured by security on all the assets of the bankrupt: 
 (a) an amount equal to the sum of all amounts that were deducted from the employees’ remuneration for 

payment to the fund; 
 (b) if the prescribed pension plan is regulated by an Act of Parliament, 

o (i) an amount equal to the normal cost, within the meaning of subsection 2(1) of the Pension Benefits 
Standards Regulations, 1985, that was required to be paid by the employer to the fund, and 

o (ii) an amount equal to the sum of all amounts that were required to be paid by the employer to the fund 
under a defined contribution provision, within the meaning of subsection 2(1) of the Pension Benefits 
Standards Act, 1985, 

o (iii) an amount equal to the sum of all amounts that were required to be paid by the employer to the 
administrator of a pooled registered pension plan, as defined in subsection 2(1) of the Pooled Registered 
Pension Plans Act; and 

 (c) in the case of any other prescribed pension plan, 
o (i) an amount equal to the amount that would be the normal cost, within the meaning of subsection 2(1) 

of the Pension Benefits Standards Regulations, 1985, that the employer would be required to pay to the 
fund if the prescribed plan were regulated by an Act of Parliament, 

o (ii) an amount equal to the sum of all amounts that would have been required to be paid by the 
employer to the fund under a defined contribution provision, within the meaning of subsection 2(1) of 
the Pension Benefits Standards Act, 1985, if the prescribed plan were regulated by an Act of Parliament, 
and 

o (iii) an amount equal to the sum of all amounts that would have been required to be paid by the 
employer in respect of a prescribed plan, if it were regulated by the Pooled Registered Pension Plans Act. 

  
 
 
 

Re Graphicshoppe Ltd (ONCA 2005) 
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Facts Graphicshoppe held employee pension fund contributions in trust when it deducted them from their 
pay.  At that moment, the trust property was identifiable, and met all trust conditions.  Just prior to 
bankruptcy, Graphicshoppe comingled the pension funds with its other funds, and funds were no longer 
traceable.  The Trustee is claiming that, since the pension funds are no longer identifiable at the date of 
bankruptcy, no exemption should apply.  Note that s 81.5 has not yet been enacted - the only way the 
employees can claim an exemption is through the exemption of trust property. 

Issues Can the pension funds be traced sufficiently to allow for the trust exemption to operate? 

Decision One trust funds have been converted into other property that cannot be traced, that is fatal to the 
application of the exemption.  Co-mingled trust funds with other funds is not necessarily fatal, provided 
the trust funds can still be accurately identified.  This is a harsh result - the employees are losing their 
pension funds, but in many bankruptcy proceedings, the outcome is harsh.   

Ratio If trust funds cannot be traced, then no exemption will apply to them. 

  

Crown Claims 
 Standard argument in favour of giving Crown claims greater priority in bankruptcy: A debt owing to the Crown is a 

debt owing to society as a whole 
 Prior to 1992, BIA ranked Crown claims as preferred claims (preferred over unsecured creditors, but not secured).   
 Provinces and the federal government did not like this (felt Crown claims should be given higher priority), so several 

acts (such as Income Tax Act, Excise Tax act, Canada Pension Plan, Employment Insurance Act etc) were all modified 
to create statutory trusts for amounts owed by employers under these acts 

 The SCC decided that provinces could not modify the priority order by stealth, even through deemed trusts in favour 
of the Crown created by provincial legislation (Husky Oil) 

 This was changed via statute - ss 67(2) and (3) deal with statutory deemed trusts, and ss 86-87 deal with statutory 
liens, charges and security interests 
 Also the list of preferred claimants was modified to eliminate Crown Claims  

 Section 86 - Crown claims will rank as ordinary UNSECURED claims (not preferred claims), subject to three 
enumerated exceptions 

 IF the secured claim is one that is one that can be ordinarily obtained by a person other than the Crown 
(i.e. a security agreement similar to what would be granted by a private bank) 
 The statutory security in favour of the CRA under the Income Tax Act (not the deemed trust) and any 
provincial equivalents.  This is used to recover unpaid source deductions. 
 The Crown may assert its security interest in the bankruptcy of the debtor if it registered it before the 
date of the initial bankruptcy event  

 Section 87 allows the Crown to assert security interests for Workers Compensation claims against the trustee only 
if it was registered prior to the initial bankruptcy event. 
 The Crown claim is subordinate to securities in respect of which all steps necessary to make them effective 

against other creditors were taken before that registration (that is, the Crown does not obtain superpriority, it 
will be treated the same as other secured creditors for the purpose of determining priority) 

 It is valid only respecting to the amounts owing to Her Majesty at the time of registration (this is what was 
disputed in Gillford Furniture Mart case - this statement does not encompass fees paid to judgment 
enforcement officers) 

 Husky Oil decision will still be relevant for PROVINCIAL statutory deemed trusts that benefit persons other than the 
Crown (that is, provincial legislation creating these types of trusts cannot frustrate the BIA's priority sequence) 
 For example, for unpaid wages, Alberta's Employment Standards Code creates a $7500 max deemed trust for 

wages per worker, which is operative outside of bankruptcy, but in bankruptcy, the $2000 limit applied by the 
BIA will prevail 

  

BIA s 67(2)-(3) - deemed trusts in favour of the Crown 
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 Deemed trusts 

(2) Subject to subsection (3), notwithstanding any provision in federal or provincial legislation that has the effect of 
deeming property to be held in trust for Her Majesty, property of a bankrupt shall not be regarded as held in trust for 
Her Majesty for the purpose of paragraph (1)(a) unless it would be so regarded in the absence of that statutory 
provision. 

 Exceptions 

(3) Subsection (2) does not apply in respect of amounts deemed to be held in trust under subsection 227(4) or (4.1) 
of the Income Tax Act, subsection 23(3) or (4) of the Canada Pension Plan or subsection 86(2) or (2.1) of the 
Employment Insurance Act (each of which is in this subsection referred to as a “federal provision”) nor in respect of 
amounts deemed to be held in trust under any law of a province that creates a deemed trust the sole purpose of 
which is to ensure remittance to Her Majesty in right of the province of amounts deducted or withheld under a law 
of the province where 
 (a) that law of the province imposes a tax similar in nature to the tax imposed under the Income Tax Act and 

the amounts deducted or withheld under that law of the province are of the same nature as the amounts 
referred to in subsection 227(4) or (4.1) of the Income Tax Act, or 

 (b) the province is a “province providing a comprehensive pension plan” as defined in subsection 3(1) of the 
Canada Pension Plan, that law of the province establishes a “provincial pension plan” as defined in that 
subsection and the amounts deducted or withheld under that law of the province are of the same nature as 
amounts referred to in subsection 23(3) or (4) of the Canada Pension Plan, 
and for the purpose of this subsection, any provision of a law of a province that creates a deemed trust is, 
notwithstanding any Act of Canada or of a province or any other law, deemed to have the same effect and 
scope against any creditor, however secured, as the corresponding federal provision. 

  

BIA ss 86-87 - Crown claims 
Status of Crown claims 

 86. (1) In relation to a bankruptcy or proposal, all provable claims, including secured claims, of Her Majesty in 
right of Canada or a province or of any body under an Act respecting workers’ compensation, in this section 
and in section 87 called a “workers’ compensation body”, rank as unsecured claims. 

 Exceptions 

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply 
o (a) to claims that are secured by a security or charge of a kind that can be obtained by persons other 

than Her Majesty or a workers’ compensation body 
 (i) pursuant to any law, or 
 (ii) pursuant to provisions of federal or provincial legislation, where those provisions do not have 

as their sole or principal purpose the establishment of a means of securing claims of Her Majesty 
or of a workers’ compensation body; and 

o (b) to the extent provided in subsection 87(2), to claims that are secured by a security referred to in 
subsection 87(1), if the security is registered in accordance with that subsection. 

 Exceptions 

(3) Subsection (1) does not affect the operation of 
o (a) subsections 224(1.2) and (1.3) of the Income Tax Act; 
o (b) any provision of the Canada Pension Plan or of the Employment Insurance Act that refers to 

subsection 224(1.2) of the Income Tax Act and provides for the collection of a contribution, as defined in 
the Canada Pension Plan, an employee’s premium, or employer’s premium, as defined in the 
Employment Insurance Act, or a premium under Part VII.1 of that Act, and of any related interest, 
penalties or other amounts; or 

o (c) any provision of provincial legislation that has a similar purpose to subsection 224(1.2) of the Income 
Tax Act, or that refers to that subsection, to the extent that it provides for the collection of a sum, and of 
any related interest, penalties or other amounts, where the sum 
 (i) has been withheld or deducted by a person from a payment to another person and is in respect 

of a tax similar in nature to the income tax imposed on individuals under the Income Tax Act, or 
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 (ii) is of the same nature as a contribution under the Canada Pension Plan if the province is a 
“province providing a comprehensive pension plan” as defined in subsection 3(1) of the Canada 
Pension Plan and the provincial legislation establishes a “provincial pension plan” as defined in that 
subsection, 
and for the purpose of paragraph (c), the provision of provincial legislation is, despite any Act of 
Canada or of a province or any other law, deemed to have the same effect and scope against any 
creditor, however secured, as subsection 224(1.2) of the Income Tax Act in respect of a sum 
referred to in subparagraph (c)(i), or as subsection 23(2) of the Canada Pension Plan in respect of a 
sum referred to in subparagraph (c)(ii), and in respect of any related interest, penalties or other 
amounts. 

Statutory Crown securities 

 87. (1) A security provided for in federal or provincial legislation for the sole or principal purpose of securing a 
claim of Her Majesty in right of Canada or of a province or of a workers’ compensation body is valid in relation 
to a bankruptcy or proposal only if the security is registered under a prescribed system of registration before 
the date of the initial bankruptcy event. 

 Idem 

(2) In relation to a bankruptcy or proposal, a security referred to in subsection (1) that is registered in 
accordance with that subsection 
o (a) is subordinate to securities in respect of which all steps necessary to make them effective against 

other creditors were taken before that registration; and 
o (b) is valid only in respect of amounts owing to Her Majesty or a workers’ compensation body at the time 

of that registration, plus any interest subsequently accruing on those amounts. 
  

Re Gillford Furniture Mart (BCCA 1996) 

Facts Bailiff seized inventory of struggling retailer in effort to collect on unpaid provincial sales taxes.  Submitted 
Proof of Claim to Trustee claiming an entitlement to his costs in enforcing the debt as part of the Crown 
claim.  The trustee dismissed the claim, stating that it was not a Crown claim, and should instead be 
considered a preferred claim. 

Issues Is the provincial Crown given a first charge to collect on unpaid taxes? 

Decision The Social Service Tax Act creates a lien against personal property of the delinquent for unpaid provincial 
sales taxes.  The registration was valid ONLY against amounts owed directly to Her Majesty, which does not 
include the costs amount owed to the bailiff.  If Parliament wished to create superior claims for amounts 
other than what is owed to the Crown, it could have done so, but elected not to do so.  The Crown is 
essentially not permitted to "pre-register" its interest.  

Ratio Costs to the bailiff in enforcing a Crown lien will be considered a preferred claim (after secured creditors, but 
before other unsecured creditors), and are not included in the exemption given to Crown liens. 

  

Environmental Remediation Orders 
 What about the cost of environmental cleanups mandated under provincial and federal legislation? 

 Typically, the occupier of a premises is held responsible for environmental cleanup costs 
 Also applies to any subsequent occupiers, so theoretically, the trustee and secured creditors who take 

possession of a property subject to cleanup costs will also be held responsible 
 Section 14.06(2) exempts trustees from any liability for environmental cleanup costs that arose from 

conditions before the trustee's appointment, or after the trustee took possession (except in the case of the 
trustee's gross negligence) 

 Section 14.06(7) gives the Crown a superpriority security interest for the property that the order applies to for the 
cost of any environmental cleanup costs, takes priority over all other interests 
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 Applies to the property itself and any properties adjoining the land, but not to any other property held by the 
bankrupt  

  

BIA s 14.06(2) - trustee liability for environmental cleanup 
(2) Notwithstanding anything in any federal or provincial law, a trustee is not personally liable in that position for any 
environmental condition that arose or environmental damage that occurred 
 (a) before the trustee’s appointment; or 
 (b) after the trustee’s appointment unless it is established that the condition arose or the damage occurred as 

a result of the trustee’s gross negligence or wilful misconduct or, in the Province of Quebec, the trustee’s gross 
or intentional fault. 

  

BIA s 14.06(7) - Crown charge for environmental cleanup costs 
Priority of claims 

(7) Any claim by Her Majesty in right of Canada or a province against the debtor in a bankruptcy, proposal or 
receivership for costs of remedying any environmental condition or environmental damage affecting real property or 
an immovable of the debtor is secured by security on the real property or immovable affected by the environmental 
condition or environmental damage and on any other real property or immovable of the debtor that is contiguous 
with that real property or immovable and that is related to the activity that caused the environmental condition or 
environmental damage, and the security 
 (a) is enforceable in accordance with the law of the jurisdiction in which the real property or immovable is 

located, in the same way as a mortgage, hypothec or other security on real property or immovables; and 
 (b) ranks above any other claim, right, charge or security against the property, despite any other provision of 

this Act or anything in any other federal or provincial law. 
  

Sales Transactions 
 What happens when a buyer prepays for goods from the seller, and the seller goes bankrupt before the buyer 

obtains the purchased goods or services? 
 Sales of Goods Act indicates that a sale is not complete unless the purchased goods and services are realized 

 Therefore must look at the point where title passes to the buyer - often done through actual transfer of 
possession, but can be done using other methods as well 

 If the sales contract is for specific goods that can be identified, then it is relatively easy to assume transfer of 
title 

 However, if you pay for a good based on the "floor" model, and there are several of the same type in stock, 
then the sales transaction is not yet complete 
o You still have a claim, but will be treated as an unsecured creditor 

 At the time of bankruptcy, who had title to the goods according to the Sales of Goods Act? 
  

Support Obligations 
 Child/Spousal Support claims under divorce and separation proceedings are provable claims in bankruptcy 
 Listed in section 178 as NOT eligible for bankruptcy discharge 

 Spousal claims are also pegged as preferred claims up to 1 year of arrears prior to the bankruptcy discharge 
o Remember, courts cannot make an order that provides for payment of just one of the creditors 
o The spousal claim will be paid first up to the 1 year arrear mark due to the priority it is granted under the 

BIA 
  
 
 
 

BIA s 178 - support obligations 

 (b) any debt or liability for alimony or alimentary pension; 
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 (c) any debt or liability arising under a judicial decision establishing affiliation or respecting support or maintenance, 
or under an agreement for maintenance and support of a spouse, former spouse, former common-law partner or 
child living apart from the bankrupt; 
  

Matrimonial Property Orders 
 Arise in divorce proceedings, pertain to division of matrimonial property between spouses 
 You have a "non-owning" spouse that asserts a Matrimonial Property Claim against the "owning spouse" 

 Where the "owning spouse" goes bankrupt, that property will transfer to the trustee - the non-owning spouse 
then must assert proprietary interest as against the trustee 

 Under provincial MPA legislation, the non-owning spouse does not have an actual property interest until a 
court order is granted 
o Therefore, simply having a right to bring an application will not be sufficient to prove a proprietary right 

against the trustee (can still prove a claim, but will be treated as a regular unsecured creditor in the 
eventual distribution) 

 However, if the court order has been granted, then the non-owning spouse can assert a property interest 
directly against the trustee and remove the property without going through distribution 

 If you are making an argument using trust law, then the analysis would follow the regular rules for trusts 
 If you can prove a constructive trust, then the assets it applies to will be removed from bankruptcy to the 

benefit of the non-owning spouse 
 What if the non-owning spouse declares bankruptcy?  What happens to their claim? 

 The trustee in bankruptcy acquires all the property formerly owned by the bankrupt, including all rights of 
action 

 Therefore, the trustee can still pursue the matrimonial property claim against the owning spouse, even in 
bankruptcy 

 
PRESERVING THE BANKRUPT'S ESTATE 

 There are situations where the trustee will want to take steps to preserve the assets (i.e. continue business 
contracts, continue operating a bankrupt business through the receivership process) 

  

Stay of Proceedings 
 This mechanism allows the trustee to efficiently dispose of assets - the stay of proceedings prevents other 

claimants from going in and grabbing assets (they all vest in the trustee) 
 

Scope and effect 
o Sections 69-69.3 give different stay of proceeding processes for different types of situations  

o Section 69.3 indicates that creditors have no remedy against the bankrupt or their property once a 
bankruptcy action is commenced 
 Has been given a broad interpretation by the courts (see Vachon) 

 

Duration 
o Comes into effect immediately - the mere fact of bankruptcy gives rise to the stay of proceedings 
o Ceases upon the discharge of the trustee (s 69.3(1.1)) 

o NOT upon discharge of the bankrupt - ceases as soon as the trustee indicates that their role is 
complete and finished 

 
 

Impact on Secured Creditors 
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o Not affected by the automatic bankruptcy stay, but a court on application may postpone the 
enforcement by a secured creditor for a limited period of time 

o What about unsecured creditors that have obtained a writ of enforcement?  The writ of enforcement will 
no longer be effective in bankruptcy - everything gets turned over to the trustee.  Must be fully paid out 
before bankruptcy. 

 

Lifting the Stay of Proceedings 
o Governed by section 69.4 

o Multiple defendants and bankrupt a necessary party - will lift the stay to permit the proceedings to 
continue so as to not prejudice the other parties (stay will be lifted only with respect to the 
litigation, NOT with respect to the enforcement of the eventual judgment) 

o Complex actions  
o Civil proceedings near completion - doesn't make sense to stop a civil proceeding if it is already 

near completion (again, stay will only apply to the litigation itself, not with respect to the 
enforcement of the eventual judgment) 

o Bankrupt is insured - essentially, the insurer will pay the eventual damages, so it does not 
prejudice other creditors to allow the proceedings to continue 

o Claim is not released by discharge anyways - doesn't make sense to hold up proceedings that will 
not be affected by bankruptcy (again, this is not with respect to the eventual enforcement of the 
judgment) 

  

BIA s 69.3 - no remedy against debtor 

 69.3 (1) Subject to subsections (1.1) and (2) and sections 69.4 and 69.5, on the bankruptcy of any debtor, no creditor 
has any remedy against the debtor or the debtor’s property, or shall commence or continue any action, execution or 
other proceedings, for the recovery of a claim provable in bankruptcy. 

 End of stay 

(1.1) Subsection (1) ceases to apply in respect of a creditor on the day on which the trustee is discharged. 
  

BIA s 69.4 - lifting stay 
69.4 A creditor who is affected by the operation of sections 69 to 69.31 or any other person affected by the 
operation of section 69.31 may apply to the court for a declaration that those sections no longer operate in respect 
of that creditor or person, and the court may make such a declaration, subject to any qualifications that the court 
considers proper, if it is satisfied 
 (a) that the creditor or person is likely to be materially prejudiced by the continued operation of those 

sections; or 
 (b) that it is equitable on other grounds to make such a declaration. 

  

Vachon v Canada (SCC 1985) 

Facts Vachon owed $922 to Unemployment Insurance Commission. Following bankruptcy, but before discharge, 
he was owed unemployment benefits again.  The UI commission merely withheld $922 in benefits from him, 
even though the $922 debt was properly dischargeable in bankruptcy.  Vachon is suing, claiming that his 
benefits were improperly withheld. 

Issues Were the benefits improperly withheld to satsify a debt that was properly dischargeable in bankruptcy? 

Decision Section 49 of the BIA indicates that creditors lose individual causes of action against the estate of the 
bankrupt as soon as bankruptcy proceedings begin.  At trial, judge held that the set off against future 
benefits owed was not a "remedy" within the meaning of s 49.  Did not provide reasons for this 
interpretation.  However, this does not give adequate weight to the exempt property provisions which are 
intended to allow the bankrupt to maintain a subsistence lifestyle.  Since UI benefits are directly applicable 
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to the bankrupt's lifestyle, then it was improper for the UI Commission to withhold future benefits to recoup 
the full amount owed to them.  It also frustrates the equitable distribution of the bankrupt's property to all 
creditors if one creditor is allowed to collect the full value of their debt through set off against future 
benefits or earnings.   

Ratio Withholding future benefits owed to satisfy debts that are dischargeable in bankruptcy is not permissible, 
especially if those benefits speak directly to the bankrupt's ability to maintain a subsistence lifestyle. 

  

R v Fitzgibbon (SCC 1990) 

Facts Fitzgibbon, a lawyer, defrauded his clients of $$$ (Ponzi scheme).  The Assurance Fund compensated the 
defrauded clients, but only up to a maximum of $25k.  Some clients, therefore, did not recover the full 
amount owed and seek restitution from the criminal trial judge.  When he was sentenced, he received a 
prison term plus an order to pay out $325k to the Law Society and additional monies owed to other 
defrauded clients.  At the time of his sentencing, he was an undischarged bankrupt.  Fitzgibbon argues that 
the trial judge must take notice of his bankruptcy status, and that all amounts owing should be 
dischargeable in bankruptcy. 

Issues Are orders for criminal restitution properly within the ambit of a bankruptcy discharge? 

Decision Trial judges are permitted, within their discretion, to award restitution to victims.  These are effective 
sentencing tools that should be available to all offenders.  The original order made by the judge is not 
immediately enforceable until it is converted into a judgment debt by the superior court.  Once converted, 
the judgment debt becomes merely another creditor in the bankruptcy proceeding.  However, until then, it 
is merely an order against the accused personally and is not a charge on their property at that point in time.  
Therefore, a compensation order can be made without leave of the bankruptcy court.  It is not until such 
time as the beneficiaries of the compensation order seek to proceed and register the order with the 
Superior Court that they must first obtain the consent of the bankruptcy court. 

Ratio In criminal trials, judges are permitted to order restitution against accuseds that are in the midst of 
bankruptcy proceedings. 

  

Disclaiming Executory Contracts 
 "Executory" contracts refer to contracts where both parties have unperformed obligations, such that in order 

to obtain the performance of the other party, further performance on your end is required 
 Bankruptcy itself will not automatically terminate the agreement or constitute a breach of contract 
 The trustee has a period of time where they can insist on performing the contract (Re Thomson Knitting) 

o This ability is not explicitly codified in Canada's BIA, but the common law reads it in anyways (New 
Skeena) 

 Therefore, the trustee has some choices: 
o Can affirm the contract, 
o Disclaim the contract, 
o Or, assign the contract to another party 

 The trustee is not personally liable for breach of contract (that is, the other contracting party can sue the 
bankrupt estate, but not the trustee personally) 

 The counterparty is entitled to prove a claim for breach of contract in the bankruptcy in the event that the 
trustee decides to not perform the contract 

 Disclaimer does not rescind the contract - The contract still exists and serves as the basis for the other party to 
file a claim for breach of contract 

  

New Skeena Forest Products Inc v Don Hull & Sons (BCCA 2005) 
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Issues Do trustees have the power to disclaim contracts? 

Decision There is no power in the BIA that gives trustees power to disclaim contracts.  Under s 30(1)(k), the trustee 
may disclaim "a lease of or other temporary interest in any property of the bankrupt."  At common law, 
trustees did have a power to disclaim contracts as an assignee of the debtor.  In the absence of a clear 
statutory provision overriding the common law, this power should continue to apply.   

Ratio Trustees continue to have the common law power to disclaim contract unless and until the BIA is modified 
to remove this power. 

  

Re Thomson Knitting Co (ONCA 1925) 

Facts In October 1922, the debtor company ordered from creditors 5,000 pounds of artificial silk wool, of which 
only 3,250 pounds were delivered.  The creditors are now suing the estate for more $$$ for failure to take 
delivery of the remaining silk that was ordered. 

Issues Can creditors sue for failure by the bankrupt to complete contracts? 

Decision Vendors cannot refused to take delivery and then claim damages for failure to pay.  The same goes for other 
creditors of the bankrupt attempting to force creditors to deliver goods as agreed (for distribution to all 
creditors), even though those creditors did not obtain the full amount of $$$ owed to them.  A vendor is 
entitled to consider his contract cancelled on the insolvency of the purchaser and if the trustee fails to notify 
them of an intention to continue the contract.  If the trustee remains silent, the vendor is entitled to assume 
the contract has ended.  In this case, the trustee did not notify vendors of an intention to continue the 
contracts, and so they terminated as of the date of bankruptcy.  Therefore, no deliveries need to be made. 

Ratio A vendor is entitled to consider his contract cancelled on the insolvency of the purchaser and if the trustee 
fails to notify them of an intention to continue the contract.  

  

Creditel of Canada Ltd v Terrace Inn (ABCA 1983) 

Facts Creditel is suing for an amount due under a fabrication and sale contract that was signed pre-bankruptcy.  
There is no evidence to show that the trustee or bankrupt made any attempts to inform the vendor of an 
intention to continue with the contract post-bankruptcy. 

Issues Can Creditel force the vendor to proceed with its contracts with the bankrupt? 

Decision NO.  Following Thomson Knitting, the bankrupt/trustee did not make any attempt to inform the vendor of an 
intention to continue the contract post-bankruptcy and pre-discharge.  Therefore, the vendor was entitled to 
assume that the contract was at an end, and that no further performance was required on their part. 

ratio Same ratio as Thomson Knitting above. 

  

Affirming Executory Contracts 
 Affirmation is the "other side of the coin" of a disclaimer - it is the decision by the trustee to adopt the contract 

post-bankruptcy 
 Remember, the assumption is that all contracts are disclaimed, unless the trustee takes positive steps to affirm 

contracts 
 For example, in commercial landlord/tenant leases, the trustee has the right to affirm the tenancy agreement 
 BIA s 84.2 indicates that no person may terminate or amend a contract a contract with a bankrupt individual 

alone solely by reason of the person's bankruptcy 
o ONLY applies where the bankrupt debtor is an individual (not to corporations) 
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o May be misconceived - trustees may be required to maintain corporation's business during the 
insolvency 

o However, if the termination clause is invoked by some other event (not just insolvency), then it will 
remain effective 

o Subsections 2 and 3 will prevent public utilities from terminating service by reason only of pre-
bankruptcy arrears 
o Of course, if the bankrupt continues to be in arrears for post-bankruptcy services, then service can 

be shut off 
 The trustee CANNOT affirm a contract if it was validly terminated prior to the bankruptcy 

o An ipso facto clause that automatically terminates a contract on commencement of insolvency 
proceedings will be effective, although the BIA will limit their use in specified cases (s 84.2) 

 The trustee cannot affirm contracts where there is a significant element of personal service  
o i.e. the trustee cannot get another painter to paint a portrait if the contract was with another (bankrupt) 

painter 
  

BIA s 84.2 - no unilateral right of third parties to terminate contracts 
Certain rights limited 

 84.2 (1) No person may terminate or amend — or claim an accelerated payment or forfeiture of the term 
under — any agreement, including a security agreement, with a bankrupt individual by reason only of the 
individual’s bankruptcy or insolvency. 

 (2) If the agreement referred to in subsection (1) is a lease, the lessor may not terminate or amend, or claim an 
accelerated payment or forfeiture of the term under, the lease by reason only of the bankruptcy or insolvency 
or of the fact that the bankrupt has not paid rent in respect of any period before the time of the bankruptcy. 

 Public utilities 

(3) No public utility may discontinue service to a bankrupt individual by reason only of the individual’s 
bankruptcy or insolvency or of the fact that the bankrupt individual has not paid for services rendered or 
material provided before the time of the bankruptcy. 

  

Assigning Executory Contracts 
 Does a trustee have the right to assign a pre-bankruptcy contract between Counterparty and Debtor regardless 

of Counterparty's wishes? 
 Commercial tenancy agreements have a right to assignment 
 Section 84.1 can allow the trustee to assign the contract despite the existence of a non-assignment clause, and 

now provides that the court must approve a proposed assignment and consider: 
o Whether the assignee is able to perform the obligations, and 
o Whether it is "appropriate" to assign the contract to the assignee 

 This is intended to preserve the value of the bankrupt's estate (i.e. if you are not able to assign a commercial 
lease, then the value of that lease is essentially worthless) 

 Of course, the third party must be notified of the assignment, and they have the right to object to the 
assignment in court 

 Also, the assignee must assume the rights and obligations under the contract (cannot only assume the benefits 
without the detriments) 

 Note that the courts cannot change the terms of the agreement - the only term that the Court can override is 
a clause preventing the assignment of the contract 

  

BIA s 84.1 - effect of non-assignment clauses 

 84.1 (1) On application by a trustee and on notice to every party to an agreement, a court may make an order 
assigning the rights and obligations of a bankrupt under the agreement to any person who is specified by the court 
and agrees to the assignment. 

 Individuals 

(2) In the case of an individual, 
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o (a) they may not make an application under subsection (1) unless they are carrying on a business; and 
o (b) only rights and obligations in relation to the business may be assigned. 

 Exceptions 

(3) Subsection (1) does not apply in respect of rights and obligations that are not assignable by reason of their nature 
or that arise under 
o (a) an agreement entered into on or after the date of the bankruptcy; 
o (b) an eligible financial contract; or 
o (c) a collective agreement. 

 Factors to be considered 

(4) In deciding whether to make the order, the court is to consider, among other things, 
o (a) whether the person to whom the rights and obligations are to be assigned is able to perform the 

obligations; and 
o (b) whether it is appropriate to assign the rights and obligations to that person. 

 Restriction 

(5) The court may not make the order unless it is satisfied that all monetary defaults in relation to the agreement — 
other than those arising by reason only of the person’s bankruptcy, insolvency or failure to perform a non-monetary 
obligation — will be remedied on or before the day fixed by the court. 

 Copy of order 

(6) The applicant is to send a copy of the order to every party to the agreement. 
  

Ford Motor Company v Welcome Ford Sales (ABCA 2011) 

Facts This is an appeal from a decision granting permission to a bankruptcy trustee to sell an auto dealership 
agreement to a third party over the objections of the other party to the agreement (Ford Canada).  Ford 
objected to all assignments proposed by the trustee, even though the sales would have netted sufficient 
assets to pay off most creditors (but not all of Ford Canada's outstanding debts).  Ford Canada asserts that 
they should have a veto over any assignment of the contract.  The chambers judge allowed the assignment to 
proceed despite Ford's objections. 

Issues Can the trustee proceed with the sale of a bankrupt corporation to a third party over the objections of the 
other party to the contract? 

Decision The effect of s 84.1 of the BIA is to override the common law unilateral right of the innocent party to the 
contract to accept the repudiation and end the contract.  IT is designed to preserve the value of the estate in 
bankruptcy.  Even if Ford had the right to terminate the dealership agreement for breach of condition, s 84.1 
would nonetheless allow the trustee to apply to the court for permission to assign the contract to another 
party so long as the provisions in the statute are met.  Assigning the contract did not cause undue harm to 
Ford Canada, and assisted in maximizing the value of the estate for the benefit of creditors.  Even if the 
contract says that the obligations are personal in nature, that will not override the application of s 84.1.  The 
objections of the third party will be taken into consideration, but in this case, the objections were not 
reasonable.  The assignee was a well-respected car dealer that had won sales awards in the past.  There was 
nothing to suggest that the assignee would not be good fit to assume the contract. 

Ratio Section 84.1 works to give the trustee the right to apply to court to assign a contract to another party, even 
over the objections of the other party to the contract, provided (1) the assignee is able to perform the 
obligations, and (2) it is appropriate to proceed with the assignment. 

  

Leases 
 Temporary Occupation of Leased Premises provided for in Landlord's Rights on Bankruptcy Act (in Alberta) 

o Section 5(1) provides that the trustee in bankruptcy can occupy the leased premises so long as it meets 
obligations to the landlord re: rent 
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 The right of the landlord to claim contractual damages upon disclaimer by the trustee is limited by statute (That is, if 
the trustee decides to NOT continue the lease, the landlord has limited rights of recovery on breach) 
o The landlord is able to claim up to three months of future rent if the trustee decides to terminate a lease (this 

can still be a very large amount for expensive commercial leases) 
  

LRBA s 5(1) - trustee's right to occupation 

Trustee  
5(1)  The trustee is entitled to occupy and to continue in occupation of the leased premises for so long as the trustee 
requires the premises for the purposes of the trust estate vested in the trustee. 
(2)  The trustee shall pay to the landlord for the period during which the trustee actually occupies the leased 
premises from and after the date of the receiving order or assignment a rental calculated on the basis of the lease. 
(3)  A payment to be made to the landlord in respect of accelerated rent shall be credited against the amount 
payable by the trustee for the period of the trustee’s occupation. 
  

LRBA ss 3-4 - trustee limitation of liability for breach 

Surplus rent  
3   The lessee is a debtor to the landlord 
                               (a)    for all surplus rent in excess of the 3 months’ rent accrued due at the date of the receiving 
order or assignment, and 
                              (b)    for any accelerated rent to which the landlord may be entitled under the lease but not 
exceeding an amount equal to 3 months’ rent. 
When landlord unable to claim from lessee  
4   Subject to section 3, the landlord has no right to claim as a debt any money due to the landlord from the lessee 
for any portion of the unexpired term of the lessee’s lease. 

  
Preventing Bankrupt from Dealing with the Estate 
 The bankrupt ceases to have any capacity to dispose of or deal with property as soon as bankruptcy is declared, since 

all property immediately vests in the trustee through the operation of s 71 
 If the bankrupt conveys property to an unknowing bona fide purchaser for value, the purchaser does not obtain title 

(operation of nemo dat) 
o Purchaser will obtain a right of action, but since the act came after bankruptcy declaration, it is not provable in 

bankruptcy and the purchaser cannot participate in asset distribution 
o Therefore, the right of action will survive discharge 

 Exception is in s 75 - if a bankruptcy order is not registered by the trustee in the land titles system, then a bona fide 
purchaser of real property can rely on the registry, and the property will be transferred to them 

 Another exception is s 67(1)(c), which allows the bankrupt to dispose of after-acquired property before the trustee 
intervenes 

 Also, section 99 indicates that any dealing with a person in good faith and for value is valid against the trustee in 
respect of post-bankruptcy assets only 
  

BIA s 75 - purchasers of real property post-bankruptcy 
75. Despite anything in this Act, a deed, transfer, agreement for sale, mortgage, charge or hypothec made to or in 
favour of a bona fide purchaser, mortgagee or hypothecary creditor for adequate valuable consideration and 
covering any real property or immovable affected by a bankruptcy order or an assignment under this Act is valid and 
effectual according to the tenor of the deed, transfer, agreement for sale, mortgage, charge or hypothec and 
according to the laws of the province in which the property is situated as fully and effectually and to all intents and 
purposes as if no bankruptcy order or assignment had been made under this Act, unless the bankruptcy order or 
assignment, or notice of the order or assignment, or caution, has been registered against the property in the proper 
office prior to the registration of the deed, transfer, agreement for sale, mortgage, charge or hypothec in accordance 
with the laws of the province in which the property is situated. 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ab/laws/stat/rsa-2000-c-l-5/latest/rsa-2000-c-l-5.html?autocompleteStr=landlord%27s%20rights%20on%20&autocompletePos=1#sec3_smooth
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BIA s 99 - bona fide purchasers of assets that were acquired post-bankruptcy 

 99. (1) All transactions by a bankrupt with any person dealing with the bankrupt in good faith and for value in respect 
of property acquired by the bankrupt after the bankruptcy, if completed before any intervention by the trustee, are 
valid against the trustee, and any estate, or interest or right, in the property that by virtue of this Act is vested in the 
trustee shall determine and pass in any manner and to any extent that may be required for giving effect to any such 
transaction. 

 Receipt of money by banker 

(2) For the purposes of this section, the receipt of any money, security or negotiable instrument from or by the order 
or direction of a bankrupt by his banker and any payment and any delivery of any security or negotiable instrument 
made to or by the order or direction of a bankrupt by his banker shall be deemed to be a transaction by the bankrupt 
with his banker dealing with him for value. 
  

BIA s 67(1)(c) - property acquired after commencement of bankruptcy 

 (c) all property wherever situated of the bankrupt at the date of the bankruptcy or that may be acquired by or 
devolve on the bankrupt before their discharge, including any refund owing to the bankrupt under the Income Tax 
Act in respect of the calendar year — or the fiscal year of the bankrupt if it is different from the calendar year — in 
which the bankrupt became a bankrupt, except the portion that 
o (i) is not subject to the operation of this Act, or 
o (ii) in the case of a bankrupt who is the judgment debtor named in a garnishee summons served on Her 

Majesty under the Family Orders and Agreements Enforcement Assistance Act, is garnishable money that is 
payable to the bankrupt and is to be paid under the garnishee summons, and 

 (d) such powers in or over or in respect of the property as might have been exercised by the bankrupt for his own 
benefit. 

  

IMPEACHING PRE-BANKRUPTCY TRANSACTIONS 
 If the trustee does not commence an action to impeach a fraudulent pre-bankruptcy transaction, then the creditor 

can pursue the action themselves under s 38 (must fund the litigation themselves, but they get all the proceeds) 
 Trustee has powers under ss 95-101 to impeach certain transactions under the BIA (preferences, transfers at 

undervalue), but provincial laws can also provide additional powers (s 72(1)) 
 In Alberta, provincial laws give trustees additional powers to pursue fraudulent transactions that are intended 

to defeat proper distribution in bankruptcy (Fraudulent Preferences Act, Fraudulent Conveyances Act that was 
received into Alberta law from UK in 1870) 

  

BIA s 72 - powers of trustee granted by provincial legislation still valid 
72. (1) The provisions of this Act shall not be deemed to abrogate or supersede the substantive provisions of any 
other law or statute relating to property and civil rights that are not in conflict with this Act, and the trustee is 
entitled to avail himself of all rights and remedies provided by that law or statute as supplementary to and in 
addition to the rights and remedies provided by this Act. 
  

Preferences  
 Preference is payment of money or transfer of property made by a debtor to a creditor on the eve of the 

debtor's bankruptcy that is for a larger amount than the creditor would recover in bankruptcy distribution 
 Section 95 applies - distingiushes between arm's length and non-arm's length transactions 
 Section 98 gives trustee the power to reverse any transactions that pass the test for preferences under s 95 
 Types of preferred transfers covered (s 95(1)): 

o Transfer of property - i.e. transferring chattels in lieu of cash to repay a debt 
o Provision of services - providing services in lieu of cash to repay a debt 
o Charge on property - Granting previously unsecured creditors a security interest in property immediately 

before declaring bankruptcy. 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-4-2nd-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-4-2nd-supp.html
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o Payment or obligation incurred - simply paying the debt 
o Judicial proceedings taken or suffered - i.e. if the debtor gives a consent judgment for enforcement and 

allows it to be enforced against their property before declaring bankruptcy 
  

Arm's Length Transactions 
 Arm's length (s 95(1)(a)): the trustee must prove the debtor's intention to prefer, although if the transfer was 

made within 3 months of bankruptcy declaration (or within 12 months for family members), then it is 
presumed that a preference was intended 
 Each party is assumed to be acting in their own interests, and not in illegitimate collusion 
 The debtor's intention is what needs to be proven, it does not matter whether the creditor intended for 

the transaction to give them a preference 
 That being said, the creditor has the burden of proof - they must prove that the debtor had an intention 

to make a preference 
 How do you determine whether or not a transaction is arm's length or not? 

 BIA s 4 provides rules for determining whether parties are deemed to be "related" or not 
 BIA s 4(4) - determination is fact- and context-specific whether the persons are related to one another or 

not and were, at the particular time, dealing with each other at arm's length 
 If the parties are related to one another (creditor is related to debtor), then it is presumed that the 

transaction was a non-arm's length transaction… but this presumption is rebuttable 
 Therefore, related parties can try to demonstrate that, despite being related, they were acting at 

arm's length at the time of the transaction 
  

BIA s 4 - definition of "related parties" 

 4. (1) In this section, 
“entity” means a person other than an individual; 
“related group” means a group of persons each member of which is related to every other member of the group; 
“unrelated group” means a group of persons that is not a related group. 

 Definition of “related persons” 
(2) For the purposes of this Act, persons are related to each other and are “related persons” if they are 
o (a) individuals connected by blood relationship, marriage, common-law partnership or adoption; 
o (b) an entity and 

 (i) a person who controls the entity, if it is controlled by one person, 
 (ii) a person who is a member of a related group that controls the entity, or 
 (iii) any person connected in the manner set out in paragraph (a) to a person described in subparagraph 

(i) or (ii); or 
o (c) two entities 

 (i) both controlled by the same person or group of persons, 
 (ii) each of which is controlled by one person and the person who controls one of the entities is related 

to the person who controls the other entity, 
 (iii) one of which is controlled by one person and that person is related to any member of a related group 

that controls the other entity, 
 (iv) one of which is controlled by one person and that person is related to each member of an unrelated 

group that controls the other entity, 
 (v) one of which is controlled by a related group a member of which is related to each member of an 

unrelated group that controls the other entity, or 
 (vi) one of which is controlled by an unrelated group each member of which is related to at least one 

member of an unrelated group that controls the other entity. 
 Relationships 

(3) For the purposes of this section, 
o (a) if two entities are related to the same entity within the meaning of subsection (2), they are deemed to be 

related to each other; 
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o (b) if a related group is in a position to control an entity, it is deemed to be a related group that controls the 
entity whether or not it is part of a larger group by whom the entity is in fact controlled; 

o (c) a person who has a right under a contract, in equity or otherwise, either immediately or in the future and 
either absolutely or contingently, to, or to acquire, ownership interests, however designated, in an entity, or to 
control the voting rights in an entity, is, except when the contract provides that the right is not exercisable 
until the death of an individual designated in the contract, deemed to have the same position in relation to the 
control of the entity as if the person owned the ownership interests; 

o (d) if a person has ownership interests in two or more entities, the person is, as holder of any ownership 
interest in one of the entities, deemed to be related to himself or herself as holder of any ownership interest in 
each of the other entities; 

o (e) persons are connected by blood relationship if one is the child or other descendant of the other or one is 
the brother or sister of the other; 

o (f) persons are connected by marriage if one is married to the other or to a person who is connected by blood 
relationship or adoption to the other; 

o (f.1) persons are connected by common-law partnership if one is in a common-law partnership with the other 
or with a person who is connected by blood relationship or adoption to the other; and 

o (g) persons are connected by adoption if one has been adopted, either legally or in fact, as the child of the 
other or as the child of a person who is connected by blood relationship, otherwise than as a brother or sister, 
to the other. 

 Question of fact 

(4) It is a question of fact whether persons not related to one another were at a particular time dealing with each 
other at arm’s length. 

 Presumptions 

(5) Persons who are related to each other are deemed not to deal with each other at arm’s length while so related. 
For the purpose of paragraph 95(1)(b) or 96(1)(b), the persons are, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, 
deemed not to deal with each other at arm’s length. 
  

Non-Arm's Length Transactions 
 Non-arm's length (s 95(1)(b)): Trustee only needs to prove that the transaction has the effect of giving the 

creditor a preference (no intention is required) 
 Each party is assumed to be colluding together for an inappropriate non-business purpose 
 Applies to a longer period - transactions during the 12 months prior to the initial bankruptcy event and 

ending on the date of bankruptcy 
 If the tests in section 95(1) are passed, then there is a rebuttable presumption that the debtor intended a 

preference (subsection (2)).  The burden then shifts to the preferred creditor to demonstrate that the debtor 
did not intend a preference in making the transaction. 
o Courts had previously read in a requirement that the creditor also had to intend a preference.  

Parliament is SPECIFICALLY overriding this line of judicial reasoning through s 95(2). 
o Also abolishes the common law "doctrine of pressure": Courts had previously indicated that, creditors 

that put more pressure on the debtor to pay than others should be given the benefit of any prima facie 
preferential payments made by the debtor.  Again, Parliament is specifically overriding that line of 
judicial reasoning. 

  

Rebutting Presumptions 
 Source of a significant amount of litigation, since intention is a fact-specific endeavor  
 Payments made in the ordinary course of business 

o The reason the payment was made is that it was an ordinary payment that is made regularly - the 
pattern of events rebuts the presumption that the payment was intended to give some kind of 
preference 

o This will only work if the debtor is actually making regular payments 
 Transfers made to permit the debtor to remain in business 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec95subsec1_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec96subsec1_smooth
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o This is where a vendor requires the payment of any arrears for future deliveries or services to be 
provided 

o If those supplies are essential for business operations, then the debtor may be permitted to pay out 
those debts for the purpose of remaining in business 

o Note that the creditor demanding repayment to secure future deliveries must actually make future 
deliveries (Canadawide Fruit Wholesalers) 

o Also, if the items could have been purchased elsewhere (and they were willing to do so), then this 
justification will fail 

 Security for present advances 
o This applies to getting new loans from new creditors based on new security interests 
o This really isn't a preference in fact, since it has a neutral effect on existing creditors 

 Security which secures present and past advances 
o This applies to getting new loans from an existing creditor that adds security for past advances as well as 

new advances 
o This does have a preferential effect with respect to the effect on past advances, but it can be argued that 

the intention was really to secure future advances to remain in business (and thus rebut the intention 
presumption) 
 Courts do have the option to sever the past and present advances - past advances have a 

preferential effect, present ones do not 
 Binding promise to give security outside of three month period 

o If an agreement binds the creditor to give security at some future date, then it will not be considered a 
preference if that agreement was initially entered into outside of the 3 month period, and the credit 
interest was effected within the 3 month period 

  

BIA s 95 - preferences 

 95. (1) A transfer of property made, a provision of services made, a charge on property made, a payment made, an 
obligation incurred or a judicial proceeding taken or suffered by an insolvent person 
 (a) in favour of a creditor who is dealing at arm’s length with the insolvent person, or a person in trust for that 

creditor, with a view to giving that creditor a preference over another creditor is void as against — or, in 
Quebec, may not be set up against — the trustee if it is made, incurred, taken or suffered, as the case may be, 
during the period beginning on the day that is three months before the date of the initial bankruptcy event and 
ending on the date of the bankruptcy; and 

 (b) in favour of a creditor who is not dealing at arm’s length with the insolvent person, or a person in trust for 
that creditor, that has the effect of giving that creditor a preference over another creditor is void as against — 
or, in Quebec, may not be set up against — the trustee if it is made, incurred, taken or suffered, as the case 
may be, during the period beginning on the day that is 12 months before the date of the initial bankruptcy 
event and ending on the date of the bankruptcy. 

 Preference presumed 

(2) If the transfer, charge, payment, obligation or judicial proceeding referred to in paragraph (1)(a) has the effect of 
giving the creditor a preference, it is, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, presumed to have been made, 
incurred, taken or suffered with a view to giving the creditor the preference — even if it was made, incurred, taken 
or suffered, as the case may be, under pressure — and evidence of pressure is not admissible to support the 
transaction. 
  

BIA s 98 - power in trustee to recover preferences 

 98. (1) If a person has acquired property of a bankrupt under a transaction that is void or voidable and set 
aside or, in the Province of Quebec, null or annullable and set aside, and has sold, disposed of, realized or 
collected the property or any part of it, the money or other proceeds, whether further disposed of or not, shall 
be deemed the property of the trustee. 
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Hudson v Banallack (SCC 1976) 

Facts Banallack transferred real property to Hudson just prior to declaring bankruptcy.  Parties are related.  Trustee 
reversed the transaction as being a preference.  Hudson claims that he had no knowledge of the transaction's 
nature, and as a bona fide purchaser should therefore be permitted to retain the property. 

Issues Does section 96 require only an intention on the part of the insolvent debtor to make a preference, or does it 
require both the debtor and preferred creditor to have knowledge of the transaction's purpose? 

Decision The object of the preferences provision in the BIA is to ensure fairness between creditors in sharing the 
bankrupt's estate between them.  If one creditor receives a preference over others, that frustrates the primary 
aim of bankruptcy law.  One can sympathize with the position of an innocent creditor who will find the 
payment of their debt reversed by this, but the policy reasons underpinning the BIA are more important to 
uphold.   

Ratio The creditor does not need to have actual knowledge that the transaction was intended to be a preference for 
the trustee to reverse the transaction.  Only the intention of the debtor is relevant to the analysis.  

  

Canadawide Fruit Wholesalers v Hapco Farms (QCCA 1998) 

Facts Hapco delivered two shipments of fruits and vegetables to Canadawide.  The payment cheque for the first 
shipment bounced due to INF, but that happened after the second shipment was already delivered.  
Canadawide agreed to provide a replacement cheque on condition that future shipments would be made.  
The replacement cheque was cashed.  Canadawide declared bankruptcy shortly thereafter.  Trustee now 
claims that the cheque was a preference.  Canadawide claims that it did not intend for it to act as a 
preference, and was actually intended to secure further shipments to keep business afloat. 

Issues Was the second cheque payment a preference under the BIA? 

Decision If, in the three month period prior to the bankruptcy of the debtor, one creditor is paid over other creditors, 
it is presumed to be a preference.  The onus is on the creditor to prove he was not paid by preference, but in 
the ordinary course of his debtor's business.  If the creditor fails to satisfy the Court that the payment was 
made in the ordinary course of his debtor's business, then the payment is considered fraudulent and is 
reversible by the trustee. 
  
It is an error to force the trustee to prove that the debtor intended the transaction as a preference.  
Provided the transaction occurred within three months of bankruptcy, that triggers the presumption - 
creditor needs to demonstrate that debtor did not intend a preference.  The effect of the arrangement with 
Hapco was to require Canadawide to prefer Hapco over other creditors in order to secure future shipments, 
which Hapco was unlikely to fill anyways.  That meets the test for a preference. 

Ratio The burden of proof is on the preferred creditor to demonstrate that the payment was not intended to be a 
preference if the prima facie test in the BIA is satisfied. 

  

Logistec Stevedoring v AC Poirier & Associates (NBCA 2005) 

Facts Pulp mill was owned by subsidiary of St. Anne.  St. Anne was also the primary secured creditor of the pulp mill.  
St. Anne made a voluntary assignment into bankruptcy.  Prior to bankruptcy, as was common business practice, 
pulp was transported to warehouse owned by Logistec.  Immediately prior to bankruptcy, St. Anne informed 
Logistec of financial problems, and made arrangements to ensure that the pulp was shipped out to customers.  
Logistec refused, saying that it would only release the pulp if it was paid for unpaid invoices.  After receiving an 
indemnification, the payment was made to Logistec, and the pulp was released.  Bankruptcy declared the next 
day.   
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Issues Was the payment to Logistec a preference? 

Decision The task of the court is to determine whether the debtor's dominant intent was to make a preference.  The 
prima facie test under s 95 is met, but Logistec alleges that the debtor did not intend a preference, because the 
payment was intended to ensure that contracts with customers for the pulp would be honoured.  Also, 
intended to generate income to help stay solvent from the sale of the pulp, and to (potentially) ensure 
maximum recovery of St. Anne's debt to its subsidiary.  The dominant intent was to generate income to be 
used to pay secured creditors, not Logistec.  This is not a fraudulent preference, because the dominant intent 
was not to prefer Logistec, it was to maximize the value of the estate for the secured creditors. 

Ratio Provided the dominant intention was not to prefer the creditor who received the impugned payment, then the 
presumption in favour of the preference will be rebutted. 

  

Provincial Preference Provisions 
 Provinces have enacted "fraudulent preference" legislation that can supplement section 95 of the BIA 
 The problem is that provincial preference laws are subject to three major weaknesses 

 Does not apply to a payment of money to a creditor, which is the most common form of preference 
 IF the action to impeach is not brought within one year of the transfer, the doctrine of concurrent intent (both 

debtor and creditor must intend a preference) and doctrine of pressure (making payment under duress is not a 
preference) make it difficult to prove the case (both of these doctrines were abolished under the BIA, but 
remain effective provincially) 

 However, if an action to impeach is brought WITHIN one year of the transfer (60 days in most provinces), then no 
proof of intent is necessary, and the doctrines of concurrent intent and pressure will not apply - this is easier to 
prove than under the BIA for arm's length transactions 
 Note that this will apply if it is an arm's length or non-arm's length transaction 

 Note that the trustee has the choice of whether to proceed under provincial law, or under the BIA 
 Provincial law includes the Fraudulent Preferences Act, and the Fraudulent Conveyances Act (old act from 

Britain that was received into Alberta law) 
  

Provincial Fraudulent Conveyancing Law 
 Every conveyance of property made with the intention of delaying, hindering, or defrauding creditors and others is 

void 
 This is a very old law that originated under Elizabeth I in the 1700s, received into Alberta law in 1870 and remains in 

force today 
 Two types: 

 Voluntary Conveyance: A gift, essentially. 
o Look to the intention of the debtor (recipient's intent does not matter) 

 Conveyance of Value: some value is paid for the exchange 
o "Value" defined more than nominal value sufficient to support a simple contract (also not fair market 

value), but it must be significant enough (good consideration) 
o Fraudulent intent for both parties must be proven (both the debtor and the creditor's intent are 

important) 
 "Badges of Fraud" (indicia of intent to defraud): 

 Retention of benefit by the debtor 
o Transfer property to someone else legally, but the debtor is still actually using the property in the same 

way as before the transfer 
 Transfer of substantially all assets 
o The debtor has transferred most assets to someone else, that is suspicious 

 Secrecy 
o The fact that the transaction was done secretly with an intention to hide it from others is suspicious 
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 Action or Legal Process is Pending 
o Know that an action is pending, so transfer takes place just prior to when the judgment is delivered to 

avoid enforcement 
 Transfer to related party 
o Similar to BIA - if the other party is related, then it is suspicious 

 Transfers made while insolvent 
o Can be suspicious, will warrant further investigation 

  
Transfers at Undervalue 
 Section 96 governs transfers made for insufficient consideration 

 (BIA s 2) "Transfer at undervalue" is defined as a disposition of property or provision of services for 
which no consideration is received by the debtor or for which the consideration received by the debtor is 
conspicuously less than the fair market value of the consideration given the debtor 
o Therefore covers both gifts, and transactions at considerably less than fair market value 
o Also applies if the debtor buys an asset or services for significantly more than fair market value (same 

effect as selling for undervalue) 
 The presumption is that the trustee sets the fair market value, unless it is challenged by the recipient 
(and introduces evidence to rebut the trustee's valuation) 
 Also, note that s 96 indicates that the Court MAY order that a transfer at undervalue is void - this gives 
the Court the discretion to decide whether or not to impose the remedy 

 Main features: 
 Applies to both arm's-length and non-arm's-length transactions 
 For arm's length transactions, review period is one year prior to date of bankruptcy 
 For arm's length transactions, the trustee must prove that (a) the debtor was insolvent at the time of 
the transaction, or the transaction itself rendered the debtor insolvent, and (b) the debtor intended to defeat 
the interests of creditors 
 Interestingly, this doesn't add much to the trustee's arsenal.  Often, it will be better to go through 

provincial fraudulent conveyance law, since provincial law does not require the trustee to show that the 
debtor was insolvent at the time of the transaction (Added evidentiary burden).   

 For non-arm's length transactions occurring within one year of bankruptcy, the trustee does not need to 
prove anything - the transaction will be reversed if the trustee can show that it was a transfer at undervalue 
between related parties within the prescribed time period 
 This is a much more powerful mechanism than provincial laws for the trustee to impugn transactions 

 For non-arm's length transactions occurring between 1-5 years prior to bankruptcy, the trustee must EITHER 
demonstrate that the debtor was insolvent at the time the transaction was made, OR had an intention to 
defraud and defeat creditors (note the slight different, only needs to prove one, not both, as opposed to the 
rule for arm's length transactions) 

 The trustee has a choice of remedies: can either avoid the transfer or sue the counterparty for the value 
shortfall 
 Avoidance means that the property be returned to the trustee - this remedy is preferred if the property 

has increased in value significantly since the transfer 
 Suing the counterparty will result in the counterparty paying the trustee for the difference in value of the 

consideration received by the debtor, and the value of the consideration given by the debtor - this 
remedy is preferred if the property has depreciated since the transfer, or is neutral in value 
i. Note that this can be sought from a party to the transfer, or any other person who is privy to the 

transfer (which means, outside of the contracting parties, third parties that obtain the benefit of 
the contract i.e. piercing the corporate veil as in Peoples v Wise) 

ii. "person who is privy" is defined in s 96(3) - a person who is not dealing at arm's length with a 
party to a transfer and, by reason of the transfer, directly or indirectly, receives a benefit or causes 
a benefit to be received by another person. 
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BIA s 2 - definition of "transfer at undervalue" 
“transfer at undervalue” means a disposition of property or provision of services for which no consideration is 
received by the debtor or for which the consideration received by the debtor is conspicuously less than the fair 
market value of the consideration given by the debtor; 

  

BIA s 96 - transfers at undervalue 
Transfer at undervalue 

 96. (1) On application by the trustee, a court may declare that a transfer at undervalue is void as against, or, in 
Quebec, may not be set up against, the trustee — or order that a party to the transfer or any other person who 
is privy to the transfer, or all of those persons, pay to the estate the difference between the value of the 
consideration received by the debtor and the value of the consideration given by the debtor — if 
o (a) the party was dealing at arm’s length with the debtor and 

 (i) the transfer occurred during the period that begins on the day that is one year before the 
date of the initial bankruptcy event and that ends on the date of the bankruptcy, 
 (ii) the debtor was insolvent at the time of the transfer or was rendered insolvent by it, and 
 (iii) the debtor intended to defraud, defeat or delay a creditor; or 

o (b) the party was not dealing at arm’s length with the debtor and 
 (i) the transfer occurred during the period that begins on the day that is one year before the 
date of the initial bankruptcy event and ends on the date of the bankruptcy, or 
 (ii) the transfer occurred during the period that begins on the day that is five years before the 
date of the initial bankruptcy event and ends on the day before the day on which the period 
referred to in subparagraph (i) begins and 
 (A) the debtor was insolvent at the time of the transfer or was rendered insolvent by it, or 
 (B) the debtor intended to defraud, defeat or delay a creditor. 

 Establishing values 

(2) In making the application referred to in this section, the trustee shall state what, in the trustee’s opinion, 
was the fair market value of the property or services and what, in the trustee’s opinion, was the value of the 
actual consideration given or received by the debtor, and the values on which the court makes any finding 
under this section are, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the values stated by the trustee. 

 Meaning of “person who is privy” 
(3) In this section, a “person who is privy” means a person who is not dealing at arm’s length with a party to a 
transfer and, by reason of the transfer, directly or indirectly, receives a benefit or causes a benefit to be 
received by another person. 

  

Standard Trustco v Standard Trust (ONCA 1995) 

Facts Trustco made a capital injection worth $25 million to STC, and received subordinated debt and common 
shares in exchange.  Within one year, declared bankruptcy.  This is a non-arm's length transaction between 
two related parties.   

Issues How do you determine what "fair market value" is?  Do the court need to conduct a further investigation into 
the market value? 

Decision No, courts are granted discretion to determine if further investigation into the market value of the transaction 
is warranted.  The court does not need to take the trustee's estimate of fair market value and grant judgment 
on that basis.  Even though the conditions of the section have technically be satisfied, the Court retains a 
residual discretion on whether or not to grant judgment.   

Ratio Courts have residual discretion to determine the fair market value of an impugned transaction, do not need to 
follow the estimate provided by the trustee. 
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Peoples Department Stores v Wise (SCC 2004) 

Facts Peoples' trustee claims that Wise brothers (former owners) were privy to transactions in which Peoples' 
assets had been transferred to Wise for conspicuously less than fair market value.  Within the year 
preceding the date of bankruptcy, Peoples transferred inventory to Wise for which the trustee claims fair 
market value was not paid.  The transactions were made in anticipation of a busy holiday season.  This is a 
non-arm's length transaction, so it is subject to increased scrutiny.   

Issues Can the transactions be reversed? 

Decision The difference between the consideration paid and fair market value must be "conspicuous" to warrant 
court intervention.  The percentage difference is a factor, but is not solely determinative.  Courts can also 
look to evidence of margin of error that can be expected in initial valuations, any appraisals that were 
actually made prior to the transaction, and evidence of the parties' subjective beliefs.  Consideration of 
$59.5 million was given for $71.5 million worth of goods.  The difference is adjusted down to $4.4 million 
after accounting for exchange rates, administrative charges.  This yields a 6% disparity between the 
consideration paid and fair market value.  This is not sufficiently egregious to classify the transaction as a 
"transfer at undervalue" because the difference is not conspicuous. 

Ratio The difference in value between the consideration given and fair market assessment must be 
"conspicuous" to warrant classifying it as a transfer at undervalue. 

  

Additional Remedies 
  

BIA s 97 - transactions between initial bankruptcy event and date of bankruptcy 
Protected transactions 

 97. (1) No payment, contract, dealing or transaction to, by or with a bankrupt made between the date of the 
initial bankruptcy event and the date of the bankruptcy is valid, except the following, which are valid if made in 
good faith, subject to the provisions of this Act with respect to the effect of bankruptcy on an execution, 
attachment or other process against property, and subject to the provisions of this Act respecting preferences 
and transfers at undervalue: 
o (a) a payment by the bankrupt to any of the bankrupt’s creditors; 
o (b) a payment or delivery to the bankrupt; 
o (c) a transfer by the bankrupt for adequate valuable consideration; and 
o (d) a contract, dealing or transaction, including any giving of security, by or with the bankrupt for 

adequate valuable consideration. 
 Definition of “adequate valuable consideration” 

(2) The expression “adequate valuable consideration” in paragraph (1)(c) means a consideration of fair and 
reasonable money value with relation to that of the property assigned or transferred, and in paragraph (1)(d) 
means a consideration of fair and reasonable money value with relation to the known or reasonably to be 
anticipated benefits of the contract, dealing or transaction. 

 Law of set-off or compensation 

(3) The law of set-off or compensation applies to all claims made against the estate of the bankrupt and also to 
all actions instituted by the trustee for the recovery of debts due to the bankrupt in the same manner and to 
the same extent as if the bankrupt were plaintiff or defendant, as the case may be, except in so far as any claim 
for set-off or compensation is affected by the provisions of this Act respecting frauds or fraudulent 
preferences. 

  

BIA s 101 - inquiry into share redemptions 
Inquiry into dividends and redemptions of shares 

 101. (1) Where a corporation that is bankrupt has paid a dividend, other than a stock dividend, or redeemed or 
purchased for cancellation any of the shares of the capital stock of the corporation within the period beginning 
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on the day that is one year before the date of the initial bankruptcy event and ending on the date of the 
bankruptcy, both dates included, the court may, on the application of the trustee, inquire into the transaction 
to ascertain whether it occurred at a time when the corporation was insolvent or whether it rendered the 
corporation insolvent. 

 Judgment against directors 

(2) If a transaction referred to in subsection (1) has occurred, the court may give judgment to the trustee 
against the directors of the corporation, jointly and severally, or solidarily, in the amount of the dividend or 
redemption or purchase price, with interest on the amount, that has not been paid to the corporation if the 
court finds that 
o (a) the transaction occurred at a time when the corporation was insolvent or the transaction rendered 

the corporation insolvent; and 
o (b) the directors did not have reasonable grounds to believe that the transaction was occurring at a time 

when the corporation was not insolvent or the transaction would not render the corporation insolvent. 
  

PROVABLE CLAIMS 
 To be entitled to participate in the debtor's bankruptcy, a creditor must have a "provable" claim 
 The amount of a creditor's claim (as a percentage of the estate) will determine what percentage they will get 

from the assets available, and it will also determine the number of votes they will get in creditors meetings (s 
115) 

 Note that the definition of provable claim in s 121 includes "all debts and liabilities, present and future" 
o Therefore covers present debts, future debts (That is, debts that are owing but not payable on the date 

of bankruptcy), contingent debts (debts subject to a condition precedent that has not been fulfilled at 
the date of bankruptcy), and unliquidated claims (claims for an amount that has yet to be determined as 
at the date of bankruptcy) 

o All debts must have accrued pre-bankruptcy - anything incurred after is not provable 
 One exception is post-filing claims for environmental cleanup costs, another is the cause of 

action for breach of contract that arises if the trustee decides to disclaim a contract 
 Section 121(4) deals with family support claims 

o It indicates that debts payable by reason of a family support claim is provable in bankruptcy 
  

BIA s 115 - calculation of votes for creditors meetings 
115. Subject to this Act, all questions at meetings of creditors shall be decided by resolution carried by the majority 
of votes, and for that purpose the votes of a creditor shall be calculated by counting one vote for each dollar of every 
claim of the creditor that is not disallowed. 
  

BIA s 121 - provable claims 
Claims provable 

 121. (1) All debts and liabilities, present or future, to which the bankrupt is subject on the day on which the 
bankrupt becomes bankrupt or to which the bankrupt may become subject before the bankrupt’s discharge by 
reason of any obligation incurred before the day on which the bankrupt becomes bankrupt shall be deemed to 
be claims provable in proceedings under this Act. 

 Contingent and unliquidated claims 

(2) The determination whether a contingent or unliquidated claim is a provable claim and the valuation of such 
a claim shall be made in accordance with section 135. 

 Debts payable at a future time 

(3) A creditor may prove a debt not payable at the date of the bankruptcy and may receive dividends equally 
with the other creditors, deducting only thereout a rebate of interest at the rate of five per cent per annum 
computed from the declaration of a dividend to the time when the debt would have become payable 
according to the terms on which it was contracted. 

 Family support claims 

(4) A claim in respect of a debt or liability referred to in paragraph 178(1)(b) or (c) payable under an order or 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec135_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec178subsec1_smooth
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agreement made before the date of the initial bankruptcy event in respect of the bankrupt and at a time when 
the spouse, former spouse, former common-law partner or child was living apart from the bankrupt, whether 
the order or agreement provides for periodic amounts or lump sum amounts, is a claim provable under this 
Act. 

  

BIA s 135(1.1) - valuation of contingent or unliquidated claims 

 135. Determination of provable claims 

(1.1) The trustee shall determine whether any contingent claim or unliquidated claim is a provable claim, and, if a 
provable claim, the trustee shall value it, and the claim is thereafter, subject to this section, deemed a proved claim 
to the amount of its valuation. 
  

Bukvic v Bukvic 
o Bukvic v Bukvic - no support arrears were owing at the time of bankruptcy, but almost $400,000 in arrears would be 

owing after the bankruptcy. 
 Question was whether section 121(4) couple apply prospectively to arrears accumulated after bankruptcy, but 

before discharge 
 Argument was that these claims should be treated as contingent claims that are in existence at the date of 

bankruptcy, and fall under the "future" amounts in the definition under subsection (!) 
 The Court agreed - section 121(4) can apply to future amounts owing under a support award that is made 

prior to date of bankruptcy (treated the same as a contingent claim) 

  

Ontario New Home Warranty Program v Jiordan Homes (ONSC 1999) 

Facts Jiordan signed a guarantee in which he agreed to indemnify the plaintiff if it had to make good any of 
Jiordan's obligations.  Later agreed to sell a house to Ramos.  After that, Jiordan declared bankruptcy, 
meaning that the sale of the house did not close.  Jiordan was then discharged from bankruptcy.  Ramos is 
now claiming, post discharge, that it is entitled to return of deposit it had paid to Jiordan.  The Ontario New 
Home Warranty Program paid Ramos for his damages, and is now seeking recovery against Jiordan directly.   

Issues Did the bankruptcy terminate the personal guarantee?  Is a personal guarantee a provable debt in 
bankruptcy? 

Decision BIA states that a creditor has no remedy against an insolvent for a claim provable in bankruptcy.  Ramos' 
claim is best characterized as a future liability that Jiordan might theoretically become subject before 
discharge.  A claim is only provable if the debtor is "subject" to the claim at the time of bankruptcy.  Here, 
the defendant did not become subject to a liability until the plaintiff made the payment for which it claims 
indemnity, and that payment was made after the discharge.  Therefore, it is not provable in bankruptcy, 
because the debt did not arise until after discharge.  As a result, the debt was not discharged, and is 
enforceable post-discharge. 

Ratio IF the debt does not actually arise until after discharge, then it will not be provable in bankruptcy and can be 
enforced post discharge.  Properly understood, Prof. Wood believes that the decision in Jiordan is wrong. 

  

Re Dunham (NSSC 2005) 

Facts Dunham contracted with NBFL to sell securities.  NBFL extended credit to him to allow him to purchase 
securities for the Account.  The money that was borrowed was collateralized against the securities that it was 
used to purchase.  NBFL later demanded full payment of the outstanding balance of the credit account, 
Dunham did not respond.  It then sued for payment (proceedings were stayed with commencement of 
bankruptcy).  After bankruptcy, there was a creditors meeting that NBFL was not informed of, so did not 
submit amount owing as a provable claim.  The trustee later determined that NBFL's claim was contingent or 
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unliquidated and is valued at $0.  This was later ratified at another creditors meeting. 

Issues Is NBFL's interest an unliquidated claim that is too difficult to value to allow it to be provable in bankruptcy? 

Decision The trustee views the debt as a component of a larger complicated legal relationship between NBFL and 
Dunham.  In this case, the debt is part of a larger legal relationship, and part of it is valued based on damages 
for breach of contract.  However, NBFL has calculated the amount owed to it to the last cent.  There is no 
suggestion of fraud.  The amount it has calculated makes the debt liquidated, and therefore provable in 
bankruptcy. 

Ratio IF the debt can be calculated with reasonable certainty, then it is a liquidated debt that is provable in 
bankruptcy. 

  

Valuation of Provable Claims 
 A contingent claim, or an unliquidated claim, that is too difficult to value will be unprovable 
 If the value is so uncertain, and it is impossible to properly valuate, then the claim will not be provable (will 

therefore not be discharged) 
o For example, say one of the claims is a tort action that has a 40% chance of success, given the facts.  How 

do you value that claim in bankruptcy? 
 Remember that, if there are any debt enforcement claims before the courts when bankruptcy is declared, 

those proceedings are stayed 
o Generally, the courts will prefer for the trustee to assess the likelihood of the claim succeeding, and 

value that claim if possible 
o If it is not possible to properly or accurately value the claim, then it will not be dealt with in bankruptcy, 

and with otherwise survive discharge 
o In rare circumstances, if the litigation is very close to the end, the trustee may allow the proceedings to 

conclude to come to a conclusive determination of value 
 Historically, support claims were not viewed as provable claims in bankruptcy - they would survive bankruptcy 

and could be enforced thereafter 
o Courts did not consider support claims to be "debts" since they can always be varied retrospectively, 

unlike normal debts 
o Now, s 121(4) are provable, and preferred creditor status is conferred for periodic amounts accrued in 

the year before the date of the bankruptcy, plus any lump sum amounts that are payable 
o Family support claims are not released on bankruptcy (s 178(1)(b)) 
o Family support claims are not subject to the stay of proceedings (s 69(4.1)) 

  

Claude Resources Inc v Dutton (SKQB 1993) 

Facts Dutton owned WCSC (an immigration investment fund), which gave a loan of $34 million to Claude 
Resources.  Claude Resources also had a management agreement with Dutton.  The management agreement 
was cancelled, but an indemnity was given that had an indeterminate value.  The immigrant investors sued 
WCSC.  When Claude Resources went bankrupt, the immigrant investors claimed that the indemnity given by 
Claude Resources was a provable claim in bankruptcy, despite the fact that the lawsuit pertained to WCSC. 

Issues Is the indemnity agreement sufficiently determinable to constitute a provable claim in bankruptcy? 

Decision In this case, the matter of valuation is too speculative to put a proper value on it.  Therefore, it is not a 
provable claim in bankruptcy.  For that reason, the claim will survive discharge and can still be enforced 
thereafter, once the litigation has resolved and the damages (and value of the indemnity) have been 
determined.   

Ratio If the valuation of a debt is too speculative, then it is not provable in bankruptcy.  It will not be discharged 
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and can be enforced post-bankruptcy.   

  

Re Wiebe (ONSC 1995) 

 Thunder Bay wanted to retain its doctors and other professionals, so it made a loan to Wiebe (a dentist) that was 
forgiveable if he stayed for a certain length of time (5 years),  Wiebe declared bankruptcy before that five year 
period ends.   

 How do you value this loan? 
 IF Wiebe leaves his employment within five years, then the full amount comes due.  However, if he stays, then 

the entire debt is cancelled.  There is no indication that he was planning on leaving, but the Court indicates 
that there is maybe a 10% possibility of him leaving.  Therefore, the court multiplies 10% by the total value of 
the loan to come up with the amount that is provable in bankruptcy.  Therefore, the Thunder Bay health 
authority was allowed to prove its claim in bankruptcy, and the claim was discharged thereafter. 

  

Bittner v Borne Chemical Company (US 3rd Cir 1982) 

 Plaintiffs were thought to have a 40% chance of succeeding in its claim against the bankrupt corporation. 
 How do you value this claim? 

 IF the probability is >50% of success, then the plaintiffs will get the full value of the claim, and if the probability 
is <50%, then they get nothing 

 Note that this was a re-structuring case - the plaintiffs were looking for voting rights in the new structure of 
the corporation.  The same analysis is used. 

 When dealing with contested litigation in bankruptcy, courts will be more comfortable in using this 
approach.  On a balance of probabilities, is it more likely than not that the plaintiffs would succeed in the 
action?   

  

Provability of Environmental Protection Orders  
  

Newfoundland and Labrador v AbitibiBowater Inc (SCC 2012) 

Facts Abitibi filed for insolvency, Nfld issued five Environmental Protection Act orders against it.  Abitibi required to 
submit remediation proposals for sites that were expropriated by the provincial government.  Nfld is arguing 
that the Environmental Protection Act orders should not be dischargeable, Abitibi is claiming that they should 
be discharged in bankruptcy proceedings. 

Issues Are the EPA orders dischargeable in bankruptcy? 

Decision Recall that there is a secured claim created by s 14.06(7) of the BIA which gives the Crown priority in respect 
of charges for environmental orders against the land itself, and adjoining lands.  Therefore, it does not apply 
to all assets, only some of the assets 
  
Not all orders issued by regulatory bodies are monetary in nature, and are therefore provable in bankruptcy.  
For example, some orders impose obligations to do something (like remediate a site) that are not monetary 
in nature, and therefore will continue post discharge.  Some orders may be, however, even if the amounts are 
not fully quantified at the outset of the proceedings.  Orders must meet three requirements in order to be 
considered "provable" in the insolvency process: 

 There must be a debt, liability, or obligation to a creditor (this is met in this case because the Province 
identified itself as a creditor by resorting to EPA enforcement mechanisms) 
 The debt must be incurred as of a specific time (this is met because the environmental damage 
occurred before the proceedings began) 
 It must be possible to attach a monetary value to the debt  
o Contingent claims can be provable, provided it is not too remote or speculative 
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o There must be sufficient indications that the regulatory body that triggered the enforcement 
mechanism will ultimately perform remediation work and assert a monetary claim 
 This is kind of silly - the provinces almost never remediate properties themselves, unless 

there is a grave immediate health risk. 
 IT also encourages gamesmanship - essentially, the government could pretend that it 

intends to remediate the property itself for the sole reason of succeeding in proving the 
claim in bankruptcy 

Ratio Must meet a three stage test in order for a regulatory body's order to be considered provable in bankruptcy. 

  

Rule Against Double Proof 
 Creditors cannot claim against the same debt, even if it can be attacked through multiple contracts 

  

Re Olympia & York Developments (ON Gen Div 1998) 

Facts Olympia is wholly owned subsidiary of holding company, which had been created for the sole purpose of 
receiving a massive $2.5 billion loan.  Upon receipt, monies were immediately advanced to Olympia, which 
gave a promissory note and promised repayment to the holding company.  Olympia also provided the lenders 
of the loan to parent company with a guarantee.  Therefore, obligations pertaining to the same debt were 
owed to the lenders by both the holding company (Through the loan agreement), and to Olympia (through 
the guarantee).  Both Olympia and the holding company went bankrupt.  The lenders are now trying to 
recover from both companies in bankruptcy.   

Issues Will the rule against double proof prevent the creditors from proving its claim against both companies with 
relation to the $2.5 billion loan and promissory note? 

Decision Technicalities are not permitted to obscure the essence of the transaction.  The fact that there are two 
contracts with two different parties is not determinative, Court must look to the essence of the transaction to 
determine if it pertains to the same liability.  The rule is intended to prevent creditors from claiming against 
the same debt twice.  While there was a prima facie valid debtor-creditor relationship between the holding 
company and Olympia, in essence, the two functioned as a single unit with respect to the $2.5 billion debt.  
Therefore, the lenders are only permitted to prove against one of the debtors.   

Ratio Must look at the essence of the transaction to determine whether the double proof rule will apply. 

  

DISTRIBUTION 
 While the general policy rule in bankruptcy is to treat creditors the same, some types of claims are given 

preferences  
 Section 141 indicates that "all claims proved in bankruptcy shall be paid ratably  

o This means that each ordinary creditor will obtain a bankruptcy dividend proportionate to the amount of 
their debt relative to the total amount of unpaid liabilities 

 Scheme of Distribution: 
o Preferred Creditors (ss 136, 140) 

 Given a statutory preference, and will get paid out before general creditors 
 Section 136 ranks preferred creditors (that is, (a) has the highest preference, then you go down the 

list from there) 
 Some are limited by monetary amounts  
 Section 147 sets out a levy that is payable to help administer bankruptcy system, it is given a 

preferred claim on the estate of the bankrupt 
 Section 140 prevents directors and officers of a corporation from obtaining preferred status 

under s 147 for debts owed by the corporation to them 
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o General Creditors (s 141) 
 These are essentially any unsecured creditors that are not subject to a statutory preference 
 Will also include secured creditors that have some kind of deficiency that prevent them from realizing 

on their security 
 Will share in parri passu in proportion to the amount of debt they hold 

o Postponed Creditors (ss 137, 139, 140, 140.1) 
 Almost never get anything in bankruptcy, by the time it gets to postponed creditors, there is usually 

nothing left in the estate 
 Section 137 postpones any claims that are judged by the trustee to not have been at arm's length 
 Section 139 postpones claims of "profit-sharing" lenders.  These are close to partnership contracts - if 

you aren't careful (and if you draft the agreement to give the creditor some control or say) you could 
be found to be a partner of the bankrupt party. 

 Section 140.1 postpones equity claims (that is, if the debt provides for payment in the form of equity, 
such as shares, then it will be postponed).   Also occurs when a corporation declares a dividend in 
favour of shareholders.  Upon declaration, the shareholders are legally owed that money.  IF the 
corporation then goes bankrupt before paying out the dividend, then those dividends will be treated 
as postponed interests through s 140.1. 

  

BIA s 137 - postponement of claims not at arm's length 
Postponement of claims — creditor not at arm’s length 

 137. (1) A creditor who, at any time before the bankruptcy of a debtor, entered into a transaction with the debtor 
and who was not at arm’s length with the debtor at that time is not entitled to claim a dividend in respect of a 
claim arising out of that transaction until all claims of the other creditors have been satisfied, unless the 
transaction was in the opinion of the trustee or of the court a proper transaction. 

  

BIA s 139 - postponement of claims by silent partners 
139. Where a lender advances money to a borrower engaged or about to engage in trade or business under a contract 
with the borrower that the lender shall receive a rate of interest varying with the profits or shall receive a share of the 
profits arising from carrying on the trade or business, and the borrower subsequently becomes bankrupt, the lender of 
the money is not entitled to recover anything in respect of the loan until the claims of all other creditors of the borrower 
have been satisfied. 
  

BIA s 140 - postponement of wage claims of officers and directors 
Postponement of wage claims of officers and directors 

140. Where a corporation becomes bankrupt, no officer or director thereof is entitled to have his claim preferred as 
provided by section 136 in respect of wages, salary, commission or compensation for work done or services rendered to 
the corporation in any capacity. 
 R.S., c. B-3, s. 111. 

  

BIA s 140.1 - postponement of equity claims 
Postponement of equity claims 

140.1 A creditor is not entitled to a dividend in respect of an equity claim until all claims that are not equity claims have 
been satisfied. 

  

BIA s 141 - claims generally payable ratably 
Claims generally payable rateably 

141. Subject to this Act, all claims proved in a bankruptcy shall be paid rateably. 
  
 

BIA s 136 - Priority of claims 
Priority of claims 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec136_smooth
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 136. (1) Subject to the rights of secured creditors, the proceeds realized from the property of a bankrupt shall be 
applied in priority of payment as follows: 
o (a) in the case of a deceased bankrupt, the reasonable funeral and testamentary expenses incurred by the 

legal representative or, in the Province of Quebec, the successors or heirs of the deceased bankrupt; 
o (b) the costs of administration, in the following order, 

 (i) the expenses and fees of any person acting under a direction made under paragraph 14.03(1)(a), 
 (ii) the expenses and fees of the trustee, and 
 (iii) legal costs; 

o (c) the levy payable under section 147; 
o (d) the amount of any wages, salaries, commissions, compensation or disbursements referred to in sections 

81.3 and 81.4 that was not paid; 
o (d.01) the amount equal to the difference a secured creditor would have received but for the operation of 

sections 81.3 and 81.4 and the amount actually received by the secured creditor; 
o (d.02) the amount equal to the difference a secured creditor would have received but for the operation of 

sections 81.5 and 81.6 and the amount actually received by the secured creditor; 
o (d.1) claims in respect of debts or liabilities referred to in paragraph 178(1)(b) or (c), if provable by virtue of 

subsection 121(4), for periodic amounts accrued in the year before the date of the bankruptcy that are 
payable, plus any lump sum amount that is payable; 

o (e) municipal taxes assessed or levied against the bankrupt, within the two years immediately preceding the 
bankruptcy, that do not constitute a secured claim against the real property or immovables of the bankrupt, 
but not exceeding the value of the interest or, in the Province of Quebec, the value of the right of the 
bankrupt in the property in respect of which the taxes were imposed as declared by the trustee; 

o (f) the lessor for arrears of rent for a period of three months immediately preceding the bankruptcy and 
accelerated rent for a period not exceeding three months following the bankruptcy if entitled to accelerated 
rent under the lease, but the total amount so payable shall not exceed the realization from the property on 
the premises under lease, and any payment made on account of accelerated rent shall be credited against 
the amount payable by the trustee for occupation rent; 

o (g) the fees and costs referred to in subsection 70(2) but only to the extent of the realization from the 
property exigible thereunder; 

o (h) in the case of a bankrupt who became bankrupt before the prescribed date, all indebtedness of the 
bankrupt under any Act respecting workers’ compensation, under any Act respecting unemployment 
insurance or under any provision of the Income Tax Act creating an obligation to pay to Her Majesty 
amounts that have been deducted or withheld, rateably; 

o (i) claims resulting from injuries to employees of the bankrupt in respect of which the provisions of any Act 
respecting workers’ compensation do not apply, but only to the extent of moneys received from persons 
guaranteeing the bankrupt against damages resulting from those injuries; and 

o (j) in the case of a bankrupt who became bankrupt before the prescribed date, claims of the Crown not 
mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (i), in right of Canada or any province, rateably notwithstanding any 
statutory preference to the contrary. 

  

BIA s 140 – postponement of wage claims of officers and directors 
Postponement of wage claims of officers and directors 

140. Where a corporation becomes bankrupt, no officer or director thereof is entitled to have his claim preferred as 
provided by section 136 in respect of wages, salary, commission or compensation for work done or services rendered to 
the corporation in any capacity. 

  
 
 
 

BIA s 147 - levy to Superintendent of Bankruptcy 
Levy payable out of dividends for supervision 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20&autocompletePos=1#sec14.03subsec1_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20&autocompletePos=1#sec147_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20&autocompletePos=1#sec81.3_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20&autocompletePos=1#sec81.3_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20&autocompletePos=1#sec81.4_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20&autocompletePos=1#sec81.3_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20&autocompletePos=1#sec81.4_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20&autocompletePos=1#sec81.5_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20&autocompletePos=1#sec81.6_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20&autocompletePos=1#sec178subsec1_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20&autocompletePos=1#sec121subsec4_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy%20&autocompletePos=1#sec70subsec2_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp/latest/rsc-1985-c-1-5th-supp.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec136_smooth
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 147. (1) For the purpose of defraying the expenses of the supervision by the Superintendent, there shall be 
payable to the Superintendent for deposit with the Receiver General a levy on all payments, except the costs 
referred to in subsection 70(2), made by the trustee by way of dividend or otherwise on account of the creditor’s 
claims, including Her Majesty in right of Canada or of a province claiming in respect of taxes or otherwise. 

  

Greenview (Municipal District) v Bank of Nova Scotia (ABCA 2013) 

Facts Greenview entered into a contract with Horizon Earthworks whereby Horizon would perform work.  Only 
part of the contract was completed and paid for when Horizon went bankrupt.  Horizon bonded its contract 
to Western Surety, which then subcontracted to Petrowest to complete the project.  Greenview wants to 
pay the balance of the contract to Petrowest, but Bank of Nova Scotia claims that, since the contract is still 
with Horizon, it is entitled to all proceeds for accounts receivable through a perfected security interest.  
Greenview claims that its agreement between Horizon and Western Surety mandates that unsecured 
creditors must be paid out first from any proceeds received, notwithstanding other contractual 
arrangements. 

Issues Can Greenview contract with the bankrupt party to effectively circumvent the priority rules in bankruptcy?  
Can a contract mandating payments to unsecured creditors be enforced after bankruptcy? 

Decision Contractual terms cannot supersede bankruptcy provisions.  Upon bankruptcy, Horizon ceased to be 
competent to deal with its property - all property vests in the trustee.  That includes unpaid accounts - those 
too vest in the trustee.  Therefore, the normal priority rules must apply, since the contract cannot dictate 
how the trustee is to deal with the property. 

Ratio Contracts cannot invalidate the normal distribution scheme in bankruptcy - at bankruptcy, such clauses are 
no longer enforceable against the trustee. 

  

Re Air Canada (Ont Sup Ct 2004) 

Facts CIBC, the Toronto Airport, Airbus, Cara, and IBM are claiming that all holders of Subordinated Perpetual 
Debt be declared subordinate to unsecured creditors (them) by virtue of the subordination agreements they 
had entered into.  Essentially, the holders of the SP Debt entered into contracts agreeing that, if certain 
events happened (including bankruptcy), their interests will be subordinated to Senior Indebtedness.   

Issues Can a contractual subordination agreement be used to supersede the normal distribution rules in 
bankruptcy? 

Decision There is no impediment in bankruptcy preventing one party from contractually agreeing to subordinate its 
interest to other creditors.  The amount that would have been paid to the subordinated creditor will be paid 
to the senior creditor in the contractual arrangement.   

Ratio Yes, subordination agreements will be honoured in bankruptcy to alter the distribution rules. 

  

DISCHARGE 
 Right of discharge partially grounded in the notion that insolvent debtors will not "work hard" if most of their 

income is set to repay creditors 
 A more compelling reason - it encourages debtors to take risks, and therefore stimulate the economy 

o It also encourages creditors to be more diligent in assessing credit risk 
 Bankruptcy also imposes costs on the debtor to reflect the costs borne by creditors 
 Must balance competing objectives - discharge is designed to rehabilitate the honest but unfortunate debtor, but 

that must be balanced against the interests of the creditors and maintaining public confidence in the bankruptcy 
system 
o These policy statements are repeated in almost every bankruptcy discharge decision 
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 Economic rehabilitation is at the heart of the rationale for discharging insolvent debtors (individuals) 
o Not a factor for commercial bankruptcies - purpose there is to efficiently reallocate corporate assets 

among creditors, wind up the company 
  

Consumer Proposals 
 Consumer proposals:  As an alternative to individuals declaring bankruptcy, the bankrupt and the creditors can 

develop consumer proposals where a revised payment agreement is reached in exchange for not declaring 
bankruptcy.  This will often involve the creditors taking a hit to their expected rate of return and timeline for 
repayment.  This also allows the debtor to retain assets that would otherwise be lost in a bankruptcy proceeding. 

  

Automatic Discharge 
 Automatic Discharge:  Will occur in the majority of cases.  IF there is no opposition to the bankruptcy from the 

creditors, then after a period of time (9 months after date of declaration of bankruptcy if there is no surplus 
income, 21 months if there is surplus income), the debtor will get an automatic discharge. (s 168.1).  Will happen 
with no opposition filed from creditors. 
o For a second time bankrupt, the timelines are lengthened - 24 months if no surplus income, 36 months if 

there is surplus income 
o For third time bankrupts - there is no automatic bankruptcy, must go before a court 
o If there is a large debt owing to the CRA, then there is no automatic bankruptcy, must go before a court 

  

BIA s 168.1 - automatic discharge 
Automatic discharge 

 168.1 (1) Subject to subsections (2) and 157.1(3), the following provisions apply in respect of an individual 
bankrupt other than a bankrupt referred to in subsection 172.1(1): 
o (a) in the case of a bankrupt who has never before been bankrupt under the laws of Canada or of any 

prescribed jurisdiction, the bankrupt is automatically discharged 
 (i) on the expiry of 9 months after the date of bankruptcy unless, in that 9-month period, an 

opposition to the discharge has been filed or the bankrupt has been required to make payments under 
section 68 to the estate of the bankrupt, or 

 (ii) on the expiry of 21 months after the date of bankruptcy unless an opposition to the discharge has 
been filed before the automatic discharge takes effect; and 

o (b) in the case of a bankrupt who has been a bankrupt one time before under the laws of Canada or of any 
prescribed jurisdiction, the bankrupt is automatically discharged 
 (i) on the expiry of 24 months after the date of bankruptcy unless, in that 24-month period, an 

opposition to the discharge has been filed or the bankrupt has been required to make payments under 
section 68 to the estate of the bankrupt, or 

 (ii) on the expiry of 36 months after the date of bankruptcy unless an opposition to the discharge has 
been filed before the automatic discharge takes effect. 

 Application not precluded 

(2) Nothing in subsection (1) precludes a bankrupt from applying to the court for a discharge before the bankrupt 
would otherwise be automatically discharged, and that subsection ceases to apply to a bankrupt who makes such 
an application. 

 Application of other provisions 

(3) The provisions of this Act concerning the discharge of bankrupts apply in respect of an individual bankrupt who 
has never before been bankrupt under the laws of Canada or of any prescribed jurisdiction, to the extent that 
those provisions are not inconsistent with this section, whether or not the bankrupt applies to the court for a 
discharge referred to in subsection (2). 

 Notice of impending discharge 

(4) The trustee shall, not less than 15 days before the date of a bankrupt’s automatic discharge, give notice of the 
impending discharge, in the prescribed form, to the Superintendent, the bankrupt and every creditor who has 
proved a claim, at the creditor’s latest known address. 
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 Effect of automatic discharge 

(5) An automatic discharge is deemed, for all purposes, to be an absolute and immediate order of discharge. 
 Certificate 

(6) Without delay after a bankrupt has been automatically discharged, the trustee shall issue a certificate to the 
discharged bankrupt, in the prescribed form, declaring that the bankrupt is discharged and is released from all 
debts except those matters referred to in subsection 178(1). The trustee shall send a copy of the certificate to the 
Superintendent. 

  

Contested Discharge 
 Contested Discharge:  Occurs when one or more of the creditors dispute the application for discharge.   
 For bankrupt corporations, they may not apply for a discharge unless it has satisfied claims of creditors in full 

o This rarely happens - bankruptcy normally signals the death knell of the corporation 
 Section 172(1) sets out powers of the court regarding discharge applications that are not resolved automatically 

o Absolute Discharge: No conditions are placed on the discharge application.  Upon the order being made, the 
bankrupt gets a full discharge (same legal effect as an automatic discharge). 

o Conditional Discharge: Conditions are placed on the discharge (i.e. must pay a certain amount of money per 
month over a period of time to a creditor).  IF the conditions are met, then at the end of the period an 
absolute discharge is automatically granted.   

o Suspend Discharge: The absolute discharge is delayed for a period of time (not often used). 
o Refuse Discharge: The person continues to be a bankrupt indefinitely (Therefore, all after acquired property 

will continue to be available to the trustee).  This will be done on an interim basis, and the court will then 
rehear the application.  Will often be ordered where the bankrupt has entered into fraudulent conveyances 
or other underhanded techniques to defeat creditors.  

 Section 173 - a Court is NOT PERMITTED to grant an absolute discharge if certain facts are present 
o IF a section 173 fact is not proven, then conditional discharges must relate to any earnings or income that 

may afterwards become due to the bankrupt or with respect to the bankrupt's after-acquired property  
 IF a bankruptcy discharge is contested, the trustee in bankruptcy is required to produce a report to the Court 

regarding the bankrupt's financial position, surplus income, liabilities, and overall cooperativeness (s 170) 
  

Relevant Factors 
 Enhancement of future earning capacity - if the creditor has financed the debtor to allow the debtor to obtain a 

greater earning capacity, then the creditor should be given some benefit of that increase earning capacity 
o This formerly was applied to bankruptcies involving government student loans.  A more stringent approach 

is now taken (They are not dischargeable at all for seven years after graduation) 
 Involuntary creditors: For example, tort victims who have been granted judgments against the bankrupt.  Courts 

are unlikely to grant unconditional discharges where that would deny a tort victim recovery for their injuries.  Also 
important that the creditor did not choose to extend credit, unlike a bank. 

 Recovery of amounts justly due in bankruptcy:  These include conveying assets away just prior to bankruptcy, or 
changing property from non-exempt to exempt property for the purpose of frustrating creditors in bankruptcy.  
The courts will likely attach conditions to make the creditors whole for the amounts that were improperly 
conveyed away. 

 Programs for the benefit of the public:  For example, income taxes that are due but that do not exceed the 
statutory amount to trigger the Income Tax Act provisions.  Courts believe that granting a discharge for these 
debts place a greater burden on society. 

 Large Amounts of Exempt Property:  This is rare, but would occur where the bankrupt simply has a large amount 
of exempt property that is not related to improper conveyancing (i.e. they contributed their RRSP maximums for 
many years).  Some courts will impose conditions to allow creditors to realize the benefit of some of those assets, 
although others will say that the provinces have set laws to exempt these types of property, and those laws should 
be followed.  There is significant disagreement among judges on this point. 
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 Gambling and substance abuse: IF the solvency is a result of gambling or substance abuse, there is an attitude 
that these should weigh against the bankrupt (particularly for gambling situations).  Note that gambling is a s 173 
factor. 

  

BIA s 172 - powers of court to grant or refuse discharge 
Court may grant or refuse discharge 

 172. (1) On the hearing of an application of a bankrupt for a discharge, other than a bankrupt referred to in 
section 172.1, the court may 
o (a) grant or refuse an absolute order of discharge; 
o (b) suspend the operation of an absolute order of discharge for a specified time; or 
o (c) grant an order of discharge subject to any terms or conditions with respect to any earnings or income 

that may afterwards become due to the bankrupt or with respect to the bankrupt’s after-acquired property. 
 Powers of court to refuse or suspend discharge or grant conditional discharge 

(2) The court shall, on proof of any of the facts referred to in section 173, which proof may be given orally under 
oath, by affidavit or otherwise, 
o (a) refuse the discharge of a bankrupt; 
o (b) suspend the discharge for such period as the court thinks proper; or 
o (c) require the bankrupt, as a condition of his discharge, to perform such acts, pay such moneys, consent to 

such judgments or comply with such other terms as the court may direct. 
 Court may modify after year 

(3) Where at any time after the expiration of one year after the date of any order made under this section the 
bankrupt satisfies the court that there is no reasonable probability of his being in a position to comply with the 
terms of the order, the court may modify the terms of the order or of any substituted order, in such manner and 
on such conditions as it may think fit. 

 Power to suspend 

(4) The powers of suspending and of attaching conditions to the discharge of a bankrupt may be exercised 
concurrently. 

  

BIA s 173 - facts for which discharge may be refused, suspended, or granted conditionally (i.e. no absolute 
discharge) 
Facts for which discharge may be refused, suspended or granted conditionally 

 173. (1) The facts referred to in section 172 are: 
o (a) the assets of the bankrupt are not of a value equal to fifty cents on the dollar on the amount of the 

bankrupt’s unsecured liabilities, unless the bankrupt satisfies the court that the fact that the assets are not 
of a value equal to fifty cents on the dollar on the amount of the bankrupt’s unsecured liabilities has arisen 
from circumstances for which the bankrupt cannot justly be held responsible; 

o (b) the bankrupt has omitted to keep such books of account as are usual and proper in the business carried 
on by the bankrupt and as sufficiently disclose the business transactions and financial position of the 
bankrupt within the period beginning on the day that is three years before the date of the initial bankruptcy 
event and ending on the date of the bankruptcy, both dates included; 

o (c) the bankrupt has continued to trade after becoming aware of being insolvent; 
o (d) the bankrupt has failed to account satisfactorily for any loss of assets or for any deficiency of assets to 

meet the bankrupt’s liabilities; 
o (e) the bankrupt has brought on, or contributed to, the bankruptcy by rash and hazardous speculations, by 

unjustifiable extravagance in living, by gambling or by culpable neglect of the bankrupt’s business affairs; 
o (f) the bankrupt has put any of the bankrupt’s creditors to unnecessary expense by a frivolous or vexatious 

defence to any action properly brought against the bankrupt; 
o (g) the bankrupt has, within the period beginning on the day that is three months before the date of the 

initial bankruptcy event and ending on the date of the bankruptcy, both dates included, incurred 
unjustifiable expense by bringing a frivolous or vexatious action; 
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o (h) the bankrupt has, within the period beginning on the day that is three months before the date of the 
initial bankruptcy event and ending on the date of the bankruptcy, both dates included, when unable to pay 
debts as they became due, given an undue preference to any of the bankrupt’s creditors; 

o (i) the bankrupt has, within the period beginning on the day that is three months before the date of the 
initial bankruptcy event and ending on the date of the bankruptcy, both dates included, incurred liabilities in 
order to make the bankrupt’s assets equal to fifty cents on the dollar on the amount of the bankrupt’s 
unsecured liabilities; 

o (j) the bankrupt has on any previous occasion been bankrupt or made a proposal to creditors; 
o (k) the bankrupt has been guilty of any fraud or fraudulent breach of trust; 
o (l) the bankrupt has committed any offence under this Act or any other statute in connection with the 

bankrupt’s property, the bankruptcy or the proceedings thereunder; 
o (m) the bankrupt has failed to comply with a requirement to pay imposed under section 68; 
o (n) the bankrupt, if the bankrupt could have made a viable proposal, chose bankruptcy rather than a 

proposal to creditors as the means to resolve the indebtedness; and 
o (o) the bankrupt has failed to perform the duties imposed on the bankrupt under this Act or to comply with 

any order of the court. 
 Application to farmers 

(2) Paragraphs (1)(b) and (c) do not apply in the case of an application for discharge by a bankrupt whose principal 
occupation and means of livelihood on the date of the initial bankruptcy event was farming or the tillage of the 
soil. 

  

BIA s 178(2) - discharge releases debtor for claims provable in bankruptcy 
Claims released 

(2) Subject to subsection (1), an order of discharge releases the bankrupt from all claims provable in bankruptcy. 
  

Re McAfee (BCCA 1988) 

Facts Chambers judge imposed a condition on the discharge that the bankrupt consent to a judgment for $40k.  
Largest creditor, Westmore, opposes the discharge as being unfair, since it will only collect pennies on the 
dollar.  Westmore contends that the bankrupt party is culpable for becoming bankrupt, and should be 
punished.  McAfee made attempts to restructure debt to Westmore several times, Westmore rejected all of 
these as inadequate.  In bankruptcy proceedings, Westmore argued that he should be given twice McAfee's 
net worth, which would represent nearly full payment of the debt owed.  

Issues Should McAfee be granted a discharge of his debt to Westmore? 

Decision Chambers judge found that McAfee had, for the most part, conducted himself properly and should not be 
penalized for bad economic times and making poor business decisions.  However, no monies had been paid 
to the trustee yet - this is where the $40k judgment came from.   
  
To grant a discharge, the judge must balance the interests of the bankrupt, of the creditors, and of the 
public.  Westmore contends that McAfee behaved improperly and should be censured, and he lived an 
extravagant lifestyle and continued to work as a lawyer, with some significant assurance of income into the 
future.  The trustee reports that McAfee should not be held personally responsible for the bankruptcy - it 
was more due to entering into failed businesses due to poor economic conditions.  Westmore refused all of 
McAfee's attempts to restructure the debt repayments, which is what forced the assignment into 
bankruptcy.   
  
However, since the assignment into bankruptcy, McAfee has not made any attempts to make payments to 
creditors.  Instead, all efforts have been made to preserve his wealth for himself.  Therefore, the amount to 
pay should be increased to $80k. 
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Ratio Discharges should be granted if the bankruptcy was primarily caused by factors outside of the bankrupt's 
personal culpability. 

  

Moloney v Alberta (ABCA 2014) 

Facts Moloney was responsible for a motor vehicle accident in 1989 (!) while driving uninsured.  A default 
judgment was granted against him in the amount of $194,875 for damages to the injured party.  Moloney 
made arrangements to pay back the debt in installments.  While someone is paying back the Administrator 
of the Motor Vehicle Claims Act, they cannot be issued a driver's license.  In 2008, he declared bankruptcy.  
The debt was discharged in the proceedings.  However, the government claims that he still cannot obtain a 
driver's license until the now discharged debt is repaid.   

Issues Can the government continue to deny issuing Moloney a driver's license even after his debt has been 
discharged? 

Decision First, the provincial legislation suspending driver's licenses until repayment of judgment debt is operationally 
in conflict with the federal BIA - since the only way to comply with both statutes is to not drive, that clearly 
frustrates Parliament's intent to establish a fresh start.  The government argues that driver's licenses are 
privileges, and therefore should not be considered as part of the bankruptcy proceedings.  Provinces are free 
to specify conditions for which a driver's license will be granted.   
  
One of the main underlying principles of a discharge is to rehabilitate the bankrupt.  Driving is of sufficiently 
significant importance to function in a modern economy that it can properly be said to frustrate Parliament's 
intent if a driver's license continues to be withheld for the purpose of securing a discharged debt.  Provinces 
are not permitted to frustrate the notion of "discharge."  The bankrupt should not have to make "choices" 
about whether to drive or pay back a discharged debt - that runs contrary to the fundamental concept of 
"discharge." 
  
Note that the SCC affirmed the ABCA's decision on November 13, 2015 

Ratio   

  

Income Tax Debts 
 A bankrupt cannot obtain an automatic discharge if the bankrupt has $200,000 or more of personal income tax 

debt and whose personal income tax debt represents 75% or more of the bankrupt's total unsecured claims (s 
172.1) 

 Subsection 4 requires the court to take into consideration certain factors where this section is triggered 
o Essentially intended to determine if the bankrupt is intentionally choosing to not pay their taxes or not 

  

BIA s 172.1 - income tax debts 
Exception — personal income tax debtors 

 172.1 (1) In the case of a bankrupt who has $200,000 or more of personal income tax debt and whose personal 
income tax debt represents 75% or more of the bankrupt’s total unsecured proven claims, the hearing of an 
application for a discharge may not be held before the expiry of 
o (a) if the bankrupt has never before been bankrupt under the laws of Canada or of any prescribed 

jurisdiction, 
 (i) 9 months after the date of bankruptcy if the bankrupt has not been required to make payments 

under section 68 to the estate of the bankrupt at any time during those 9 months, or 
 (ii) 21 months after the date of bankruptcy, in any other case; 

o (b) if the bankrupt has been a bankrupt one time before under the laws of Canada or of any prescribed 
jurisdiction, 
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 (i) 24 months after the date of bankruptcy if the bankrupt has not been required to make payments 
under section 68 to the estate of the bankrupt at any time during those 24 months, or 

 (ii) 36 months after the date of bankruptcy, in any other case; and 
o (c) in the case of any other bankrupt, 36 months after the date of the bankruptcy. 

 Appointment to be obtained by trustee 

(2) Before proceeding to the trustee’s discharge and before the first day that the hearing could be held in respect 
of a bankrupt referred to in subsection (1), the trustee must, on five days notice to the bankrupt, apply to the 
court for an appointment for a hearing of the application for the bankrupt’s discharge. 

 Powers of court to refuse or suspend discharge or grant conditional discharge 

(3) On the hearing of an application for a discharge referred to in subsection (1), the court shall, subject to 
subsection (4), 
o (a) refuse the discharge; 
o (b) suspend the discharge for any period that the court thinks proper; or 
o (c) require the bankrupt, as a condition of his or her discharge, to perform any acts, pay any moneys, 

consent to any judgments or comply with any other terms that the court may direct. 
 Factors to be considered 

(4) In making a decision in respect of the application, the court must take into account 
o (a) the circumstances of the bankrupt at the time the personal income tax debt was incurred; 
o (b) the efforts, if any, made by the bankrupt to pay the personal income tax debt; 
o (c) whether the bankrupt made payments in respect of other debts while failing to make reasonable efforts 

to pay the personal income tax debt; and 
o (d) the bankrupt’s financial prospects for the future. 

 Requirements if discharge suspended 

(5) If the court makes an order suspending the discharge, the court shall, in the order, require the bankrupt to file 
income and expense statements with the trustee each month and to file all returns of income required by law to 
be filed. 

 Court may modify after year 

(6) If, at any time after the expiry of one year after the day on which any order is made under this section, the 
bankrupt satisfies the court that there is no reasonable probability that he or she will be in a position to comply 
with the terms of the order, the court may modify the terms of the order or of any substituted order, in any 
manner and on any conditions that it thinks fit. 

 Power to suspend 

(7) The powers of suspending and of attaching conditions to the discharge of a bankrupt may be exercised 
concurrently. 

 Meaning of “personal income tax debt” 
(8) For the purpose of this section, “personal income tax debt” means the amount payable, within the meaning of 
subsection 223(1) of the Income Tax Act without reference to paragraphs (b) to (c), by an individual and the 
amount payable by an individual under any provincial legislation that imposes a tax similar in nature to the income 
tax imposed on individuals under the Income Tax Act, including, for greater certainty, the amount of any interest, 
penalties or fines imposed under the Income Tax Act or the provincial legislation. It does not include an amount 
payable by the individual if the individual is or was a director of a corporation and the amount relates to an 
obligation of the corporation for which the director is liable in their capacity as director. 

  

Non-Dischargeable Debts 
 List of certain debts in s 178 that are not dischargeable in bankruptcy 
 Section 178.1(1.1) gives a new safety valve option for student loan debts that cannot be paid and would cause 

undue hardship before the normal 7 year exclusion period from discharge 
  

BIA s 178 - non-dischargeable debts 
Debts not released by order of discharge 

 178. (1) An order of discharge does not release the bankrupt from 
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o (a) any fine, penalty, restitution order or other order similar in nature to a fine, penalty or restitution order, 
imposed by a court in respect of an offence, or any debt arising out of a recognizance or bail; 

o (a.1) any award of damages by a court in civil proceedings in respect of 
 (i) bodily harm intentionally inflicted, or sexual assault, or 
 (ii) wrongful death resulting therefrom; 

o (b) any debt or liability for alimony or alimentary pension; 
o (c) any debt or liability arising under a judicial decision establishing affiliation or respecting support or 

maintenance, or under an agreement for maintenance and support of a spouse, former spouse, former 
common-law partner or child living apart from the bankrupt; 

o (d) any debt or liability arising out of fraud, embezzlement, misappropriation or defalcation while acting in a 
fiduciary capacity or, in the Province of Quebec, as a trustee or administrator of the property of others; 

o (e) any debt or liability resulting from obtaining property or services by false pretences or fraudulent 
misrepresentation, other than a debt or liability that arises from an equity claim; 

o (f) liability for the dividend that a creditor would have been entitled to receive on any provable claim not 
disclosed to the trustee, unless the creditor had notice or knowledge of the bankruptcy and failed to take 
reasonable action to prove his claim; 

o (g) any debt or obligation in respect of a loan made under the Canada Student Loans Act, the Canada 
Student Financial Assistance Act or any enactment of a province that provides for loans or guarantees of 
loans to students where the date of bankruptcy of the bankrupt occurred 
 (i) before the date on which the bankrupt ceased to be a full- or part-time student, as the case may be, 

under the applicable Act or enactment, or 
 (ii) within seven years after the date on which the bankrupt ceased to be a full- or part-time student; 

o (g.1) any debt or obligation in respect of a loan made under the Apprentice Loans Act where the date of 
bankruptcy of the bankrupt occurred 
 (i) before the date on which the bankrupt ceased, under that Act, to be an eligible apprentice within 

the meaning of that Act, or 
 (ii) within seven years after the date on which the bankrupt ceased to be an eligible apprentice; or 

o (h) any debt for interest owed in relation to an amount referred to in any of paragraphs (a) to (g.1). 
  

BIA s 178.1(1.1) - safety valve for student loans 
(1.1) At any time after five years after the day on which a bankrupt who has a debt referred to in paragraph (1)(g) or 
(g.1) ceases to be a full- or part-time student or an eligible apprentice, as the case may be, under the applicable Act or 
enactment, the court may, on application, order that subsection (1) does not apply to the debt if the court is satisfied 
that 
 (a) the bankrupt has acted in good faith in connection with the bankrupt’s liabilities under the debt; and 
 (b) the bankrupt has and will continue to experience financial difficulty to such an extent that the bankrupt will be 

unable to pay the debt. 
  

Annulment Orders 
 The Court can annul the order for discharge if it is found that the bankruptcy was a lie, and there was significant 

fraud on the debtor's part 
 Can also be ordered if the debtor fails to satisfy conditions in conditional discharge orders 

  
 
 
 

BIA s 180 - annulments 
Court may annul discharge 

 180. (1) Where a bankrupt after his discharge fails to perform the duties imposed on him by this Act, the court 
may, on application, annul his discharge. 
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http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/sc-1994-c-28/latest/sc-1994-c-28.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/sc-2014-c-20-s-483/latest/sc-2014-c-20-s-483.html
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Post-Discharge Re-affirmations 
 It is possible for the debtor and creditor to reaffirm previous credit agreements post-discharge, under the same 

terms as the original credit agreement that was discharged in bankruptcy 
 If so, then those new agreements will still apply after discharge, are not considered discharged 

  

CORPORATE RESTRUCTURING LAW 
 The Companies Creditors Arrangement Act is designed to allow companies to restructure independently of the 

BIA  
o Supplements the BIA's creditor proposal provisions (ss 50-66) - those are normally used by smaller and 

mid-sized corporations as they are normally cheaper, and are better suited to less complex 
restructurings  

o It was assumed that the CCAA would not be used once the creditor proposal sections were added to the 
BIA, but this is not the case - large companies still use the CCAA for complex restructurings 

  

Overview of Companies Creditors Arrangement Act 
 The CCAA was originally estabished solely for restructurings, but it is now also used for liquidations 
 Under the CCAA, unlike the BIA, the corporation's assets do not vest in a trustee 

 Current management usually stays in place and continues to run the company (similar to Chapter 11 
Bankruptcy proceedings in the US) 

 Also, in restructuring proceedings, the objective is to save the company, not to wind it down 
 A stay in proceedings can be granted by order of the court, only used to provide some "breathing space" while the 

details of the restructuring are worked out 
 A typical CCAA plan will provide that all creditors accept x cents on the dollar for their debts 

 Can also contain plans to increase the debtor's profitability through restructuring management, or creating a 
new business model 

 Three main policy objectives of the CCAA: (1) The maximization of returns to creditors, (2) Protection of wider 
stakeholder interests, and (3) Debtor rehabilitation 

 Note that all current CCAA proceedings (both liquidations and restructurings) can be found on the Office of the 
Superintendent of Bankruptcy website 
 You can find all of the key documents pertaining to the proceedings, including the initial order, list of creditors, 

the company's affidavit that was used in connection with obtaining the initial order, reports on the 
restructuring made before the monitor is appointed, any monitor reports 
o Keep in mind that the CCAA is "front end loaded" in that there is a significant amount of work that needs 

to be put into preparing documents for presentation to the Court. 
o The affidavit filed by the company in support of the CCAA initial application is quite lengthy, will discuss 

cash management systems, nature of creditors, why the company is in financial distress, rationale for 
relief under the CCAA 

 What if the creditors are in a position to enforce against assets before preliminary affidavits are ready for 
filing? 
o Should advise clients to begin restructuring process as soon as possible to allow for sufficient time before 

collateral enforcement 
o Creditors will often send a s 244 BIA notice of security before enforcement, which gives 10 days' notice 
o There is also a way to transform BIA proceedings into CCAA proceeding 

 Therefore, you can quickly file for an immediate stay of proceedings under the BIA, and then later 
transfer the proceedings to the CCAA if you really are pressed for time 

  

Maximizing Creditor Returns 

 In some cases, restructuring proceedings may allow the debtor to trade out of its financial difficulties, which would 
enable them to repay creditors in full 
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 Where the debtor's operations are significantly restructured, the creditors may recover more money than they 
would under bankruptcy proceedings 
 It is implicit in CCAA proceedings that creditors will receive more than they would under the BIA - otherwise, 

the creditors will not vote in favour of the restructuring proposal 
  

Protection of Wider Stakeholder Interests 

 "Saving jobs" and "keeping the town alive" could be other interests that are met under CCAA restructuring 
proceedings 

 These interests are subordinate to creditor interests 
  

Debtor Rehabilitation 

 This essentially applies the "fresh start" principle to the corporate insolvency context 
 This is important to preserve the complex web of corporate relationships that is necessary for a business to properly 

function 
  

CCAA Restructurings v CCAA Liquidations 
 In the past decade, a trend has emerged where companies attempt to conduct liquidations under the CCAA instead 

of under the BIA 
 Keep in mind that only companies with a market capitalization >$5 million can access the CCAA for liquidations 

or restructurings (otherwise have no choice but to go through the BIA) 
 Under a CCAA liquidation, the debtor's assets are sold either peacemeal or on a going concern basis under the 

court's supervision.  The sales may occur pursuant to plans approved by creditors, or they may occur in the absence 
of a plan.   
 Interestingly, the debtor often never intends to restructure at all - the entire purpose is to wind up the 

business, but avoid having to go through the BIA 
 The debtor has more control over these proceedings, since the assets are not vested in a trustee 

 This control is notional and is still subject to the interests of creditors, who could apply to force bankruptcy if a 
stay of proceedings is not granted 

 Note that principal secured creditors are often not stayed under these proceedings 
 Unsecured creditors have virtually no say in the proceedings (indeed secured creditors will often not accept 

any arrangement that pays unsecured creditors at all, unless the secured parties are paid out in full) 
 Section 36 CCAA indicates that the court must approve any liquidation of business assets (lists factors that must be 

considered) 
 This has been interpreted widely by the courts to give courts the power to approve the liquidation of the entire 

business within the CCAA 
  

CCAA s 33 - restriction on disposition of business assets 

 36. (1) A debtor company in respect of which an order has been made under this Act may not sell or otherwise 
dispose of assets outside the ordinary course of business unless authorized to do so by a court. Despite any 
requirement for shareholder approval, including one under federal or provincial law, the court may authorize the 
sale or disposition even if shareholder approval was not obtained. 

 Notice to creditors 

(2) A company that applies to the court for an authorization is to give notice of the application to the secured 
creditors who are likely to be affected by the proposed sale or disposition. 

 Factors to be considered 

(3) In deciding whether to grant the authorization, the court is to consider, among other things, 
o (a) whether the process leading to the proposed sale or disposition was reasonable in the circumstances; 
o (b) whether the monitor approved the process leading to the proposed sale or disposition; 
o (c) whether the monitor filed with the court a report stating that in their opinion the sale or disposition would 

be more beneficial to the creditors than a sale or disposition under a bankruptcy; 
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o (d) the extent to which the creditors were consulted; 
o (e) the effects of the proposed sale or disposition on the creditors and other interested parties; and 
o (f) whether the consideration to be received for the assets is reasonable and fair, taking into account their 

market value. 
 Additional factors — related persons 

(4) If the proposed sale or disposition is to a person who is related to the company, the court may, after considering 
the factors referred to in subsection (3), grant the authorization only if it is satisfied that 
o (a) good faith efforts were made to sell or otherwise dispose of the assets to persons who are not related to 

the company; and 
o (b) the consideration to be received is superior to the consideration that would be received under any other 

offer made in accordance with the process leading to the proposed sale or disposition. 
 Related persons 

(5) For the purpose of subsection (4), a person who is related to the company includes 
o (a) a director or officer of the company; 
o (b) a person who has or has had, directly or indirectly, control in fact of the company; and 
o (c) a person who is related to a person described in paragraph (a) or (b). 

 Assets may be disposed of free and clear 

(6) The court may authorize a sale or disposition free and clear of any security, charge or other restriction and, if it 
does, it shall also order that other assets of the company or the proceeds of the sale or disposition be subject to a 
security, charge or other restriction in favour of the creditor whose security, charge or other restriction is to be 
affected by the order. 

 Restriction — employers 

(7) The court may grant the authorization only if the court is satisfied that the company can and will make the 
payments that would have been required under paragraphs 6(4)(a) and (5)(a) if the court had sanctioned the 
compromise or arrangement. 
  

Commencement of Proceedings under CCAA 
 Two part application procedure under s 11.02 

o Initial application (30 days) 
 The Court will routinely grant the initial order, which will provide for a stay of proceedings for 30 

days (that is, creditors cannot enforce rights during that period) 
o Subsequent application (notice to all known creditors) 

 This is a much more cumbersome process for lawyers - must prepare the order sought, obtain 
affidavits from all affected parties showing that all known creditors have been notified since the 
initial application was filed 

 The restructuring proposal must be set out in detail in the draft order, and it must be served on the 
creditors 

 This also gives the creditors some time to consider the restructuring proposal 
 Elements of the application (set out in the Alberta Template CCAA Initial Order) 

o Declaration that debtor is eligible to apply under the CCAA 
o Stay of Proceedings 

 Unlike BIA, this is not automatic.  The Court must order this specifically. 
o Authorization to Carry on Operations during restructuring period 
o Power to Borrow - allows the company to apply for interim financing orders to provide credit during the 

restructuring phase 
 These borrowings may be given superpriority over all other secured creditors 

o Appointment of Monitor - the same people who are licensed to act as trustees in bankruptcy can also act 
as Monitors under the CCAA 

  

CCAA s 11.02 - commencement of proceedings 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-36/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-36.html?autocompleteStr=companies%20&autocompletePos=2#sec6subsec4_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-36/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-36.html?autocompleteStr=companies%20&autocompletePos=2#sec6subsec5_smooth
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 11.02 (1) A court may, on an initial application in respect of a debtor company, make an order on any terms that it 
may impose, effective for the period that the court considers necessary, which period may not be more than 30 days, 
o (a) staying, until otherwise ordered by the court, all proceedings taken or that might be taken in respect of the 

company under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act or the Winding-up and Restructuring Act; 
o (b) restraining, until otherwise ordered by the court, further proceedings in any action, suit or proceeding 

against the company; and 
o (c) prohibiting, until otherwise ordered by the court, the commencement of any action, suit or proceeding 

against the company. 
 Stays, etc. — other than initial application 

(2) A court may, on an application in respect of a debtor company other than an initial application, make an order, on 
any terms that it may impose, 
o (a) staying, until otherwise ordered by the court, for any period that the court considers necessary, all 

proceedings taken or that might be taken in respect of the company under an Act referred to in paragraph 
(1)(a); 

o (b) restraining, until otherwise ordered by the court, further proceedings in any action, suit or proceeding 
against the company; and 

o (c) prohibiting, until otherwise ordered by the court, the commencement of any action, suit or proceeding 
against the company. 

 Burden of proof on application 

(3) The court shall not make the order unless 
o (a) the applicant satisfies the court that circumstances exist that make the order appropriate; and 
o (b) in the case of an order under subsection (2), the applicant also satisfies the court that the applicant has 

acted, and is acting, in good faith and with due diligence. 
 Restriction 

(4) Orders doing anything referred to in subsection (1) or (2) may only be made under this section. 
  

Bargain Harold's Discount Ltd v Paribas Bank of Canada (Ont Gen Div 1992) 

Facts Paribas is the first secured creditor by priority, it is rejecting Harold's application for restructuring under the 
CCAA, and wishes to appoint a receiver under the BIA instead.   

Issues Can Paribas reject the restructuring proposal and force bankruptcy on the insolvent company? 

Decision If no plan will be found acceptable to the required percentages of creditors, then the restructuring 
application should be refused.  However, the fact that the secured creditors have indicated that they will not 
approve a plan does not end the inquiry - all affected constituencies must be considered.  In this case, the 
applicant does not yet know what caused the dire financial circumstances to transpire.  This is an 
insurmountable obstacle to being able to articulate a reasonable plan for restructuring.  Also, the secured 
creditors have enough votes to veto any approved plan.  Therefore, there is no realistic possibility that a 
restructuring can succeed.  A receiver shall be appointed instead.   

Ratio IF there is no realistic probability of the insolvent company being able to put forward a restructuring 
proposal that is palatable to the secured creditors, then a receiver should be appointed instead.  This can 
happen when the company has no idea why they were put into financial distress in the first place. 

  

Re San Francisco Gifts Ltd (ABQB 2005) 

Facts San Francisco Co obtained a stay of proceedings under the CCAA that was extended three times.  The final 
deadline was not met, so another stay has been requested.  A small group of landlords opposes the motion on 
the basis that San Francisco pled guilty to Copyright Act offences for wilful copyright infringement in selling 
counterfeit products, that they suggest precludes any possibility that the company acted in good faith, which 
is a statutory pre-condition for granting the stay.  San Francisco concedes that its conduct was stupid, 
offensive and dangerous, but argues that it has "paid its debt to society" under the Copyright Act settlement, 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-w-11/latest/rsc-1985-c-w-11.html
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and should not be punished twice under the CCAA proceedings.   

Issues Should the stay of proceedings be granted? 

Decision The purpose of the CCAA is to facilitate the making of a compromise arrangement that will allow the company 
to stay in business.  The applicant for a stay of proceedings must demonstrate that circumstances exist that 
make such an order appropriate, and that the applicant has acted in good faith and with due diligence.  
  
Stays should not be granted if the effect would be to condone deliberate wrongdoing by the insolvent 
company (this pertains to the "good faith" requirement in the test).  In this case, San Francisco's conduct was 
repugnant in selling counterfeit goods.  The landlords are arguing that this has destroyed any trust they may 
have in San Francisco, and therefore contravenes the good faith requirement.  However, punishment has been 
levied already for this conduct.  Denying the stay would be an additional form of punishment.  Also, this would 
effectively deny San Francisco's creditors from voting on a restructuring proposal, which is forthcoming.  San 
Francisco is diligently working towards a restructuring plan, and that process should not be disturbed to 
ensure that creditors' interests are not prejudiced.  Good faith as a concept should be interpreted more 
narrowly to cover how the insolvent company is dealing with the affected parties in the proceedings. 

Ratio Stays should not be denied to punish wrongdoing that has already been punished in another context.  Also 
must consider the impact on creditors if the denial of the stay would prevent them from being able to vote on 
a forthcoming restructuring proposal.  "Good faith" as a concept should be interpreted more narrowly to cover 
how the insolvent company is dealing with the affected parties in the proceedings. 

  

Re Terrace Bay Pulp (ONSC 2013) 

Facts Terrace Bay obtained stay of proceedings under CCAA, Ernst & Young appointed as Monitor.  As part of the 
first set of proceedings, Terrace issued a promissory note to previously unsecured creditors, which effectively 
provided those creditors with a security interest that would allow them to share pari passu with other 
secured creditors.  Terrace later sold its operating assets to another company, and laid off all of its 
employees.  Terrace was also charged of several Occupational Health and Safety Violations that carry hefty 
fines (>$500,000).  Terrace Bay argues that a stay of proceedings under the CCAA should be effective to stay 
the proceedings by the Crown under the OHSA. 

Issues Will the stay of proceedings under the CCAA also stay the proceedings under the OHSA? 

Decision At this point, it is uncertain as to whether the OHSA proceedings will impose a financial penalty on Terrace.  
Terrace will be required to expend resources to defend the OHSA case, but it also has the choice to not 
contest the proceedings thereby saving money.  Since the current state of the litigation does not compel 
Terrace to expend financial resources, the OHSA proceedings are not stayed under the CCAA stay.  This is 
because the Crown is not yet considered a creditor of Terrace. 

Ratio If it is uncertain as to whether a proceeding will result in a financial penalty or require the expenditure of 
resources by a bankrupt entity, then the proceedings will not be stayed in conjunction with the CCAA stay. 

  
 
 
 

Commencement of Restructuring Proceedings under BIA 
 For the restructuring section in the BIA, it is common to file a Notice of Intention under s 50.4, which triggers an 

automatic stay of proceedings as soon as the application is filed (unlike the CCAA provision, which requires the Court 
to order the stay) 
o The proposal must be filed within 30 days of filing the initial application (s 50.4(8)) 
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o The Court can also extend this period for up to 45 additional days (s 50.4(9)) - this happens often due to the 
complexity of the proposals 
o Under the CCAA, the time period can be extended for up to 6 months - better for more complex 

restructurings 
o The application for the first extension usually the point where creditors will intervene if they wish to 

derail the proceedings and instead force the company to proceed with full bankruptcy and liquidation 
o Also, under s 50.4(11), the Court reserves the right to terminate the time period for filing a proposal and 

transition into full bankruptcy at any point 
o Subsection 8 indicates that the application is DEEMED to be a voluntary assignment into bankruptcy if the 

deadline for filing a proposal is not met 
o Under CCAA, there is no automatic bankruptcy if the deadlines are not followed.  Therefore, the 

creditors can act on their security interests if the deadline is missed under the CCAA (not true under BIA 
as stay of proceedings will continue under the deemed bankruptcy) 

  

BIA s 50.4 - notice of intention to restructure 
Notice of intention 

 50.4 (1) Before filing a copy of a proposal with a licensed trustee, an insolvent person may file a notice of 
intention, in the prescribed form, with the official receiver in the insolvent person’s locality, stating 
o (a) the insolvent person’s intention to make a proposal, 
o (b) the name and address of the licensed trustee who has consented, in writing, to act as the trustee 

under the proposal, and 
o (c) the names of the creditors with claims amounting to two hundred and fifty dollars or more and the 

amounts of their claims as known or shown by the debtor’s books, 
and attaching thereto a copy of the consent referred to in paragraph (b). 

 Certain things to be filed 

(2) Within ten days after filing a notice of intention under subsection (1), the insolvent person shall file with the 
official receiver 
o (a) a statement (in this section referred to as a “cash-flow statement”) indicating the projected cash-flow 

of the insolvent person on at least a monthly basis, prepared by the insolvent person, reviewed for its 
reasonableness by the trustee under the notice of intention and signed by the trustee and the insolvent 
person; 

o (b) a report on the reasonableness of the cash-flow statement, in the prescribed form, prepared and 
signed by the trustee; and 

o (c) a report containing prescribed representations by the insolvent person regarding the preparation of 
the cash-flow statement, in the prescribed form, prepared and signed by the insolvent person. 

 Creditors may obtain statement 

(3) Subject to subsection (4), any creditor may obtain a copy of the cash-flow statement on request made to 
the trustee. 

 Exception 

(4) The court may order that a cash-flow statement or any part thereof not be released to some or all of the 
creditors pursuant to subsection (3) where it is satisfied that 
o (a) such release would unduly prejudice the insolvent person; and 
o (b) non-release would not unduly prejudice the creditor or creditors in question. 

 Trustee protected 

(5) If the trustee acts in good faith and takes reasonable care in reviewing the cash-flow statement, the trustee 
is not liable for loss or damage to any person resulting from that person’s reliance on the cash-flow statement. 

 Trustee to notify creditors 

(6) Within five days after the filing of a notice of intention under subsection (1), the trustee named in the 
notice shall send to every known creditor, in the prescribed manner, a copy of the notice including all of the 
information referred to in paragraphs (1)(a) to (c). 
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 Trustee to monitor and report 

(7) Subject to any direction of the court under paragraph 47.1(2)(a), the trustee under a notice of intention in 
respect of an insolvent person 
o (a) shall, for the purpose of monitoring the insolvent person’s business and financial affairs, have access 

to and examine the insolvent person’s property, including his premises, books, records and other 
financial documents, to the extent necessary to adequately assess the insolvent person’s business and 
financial affairs, from the filing of the notice of intention until a proposal is filed or the insolvent person 
becomes bankrupt; 

o (b) shall file a report on the state of the insolvent person’s business and financial affairs — containing the 
prescribed information, if any — 
 (i) with the official receiver without delay after ascertaining a material adverse change in the 

insolvent person’s projected cash-flow or financial circumstances, and 
 (ii) with the court at or before the hearing by the court of any application under subsection (9) and 

at any other time that the court may order; and 
o (c) shall send a report about the material adverse change to the creditors without delay after 

ascertaining the change. 
 Where assignment deemed to have been made 

(8) Where an insolvent person fails to comply with subsection (2), or where the trustee fails to file a proposal 
with the official receiver under subsection 62(1) within a period of thirty days after the day the notice of 
intention was filed under subsection (1), or within any extension of that period granted under subsection (9), 
o (a) the insolvent person is, on the expiration of that period or that extension, as the case may be, 

deemed to have thereupon made an assignment; 
o (b) the trustee shall, without delay, file with the official receiver, in the prescribed form, a report of the 

deemed assignment; 
o (b.1) the official receiver shall issue a certificate of assignment, in the prescribed form, which has the 

same effect for the purposes of this Act as an assignment filed under section 49; and 
o (c) the trustee shall, within five days after the day the certificate mentioned in paragraph (b) is issued, 

send notice of the meeting of creditors under section 102, at which meeting the creditors may by 
ordinary resolution, notwithstanding section 14, affirm the appointment of the trustee or appoint 
another licensed trustee in lieu of that trustee. 

 Extension of time for filing proposal 

(9) The insolvent person may, before the expiry of the 30-day period referred to in subsection (8) or of any 
extension granted under this subsection, apply to the court for an extension, or further extension, as the case 
may be, of that period, and the court, on notice to any interested persons that the court may direct, may grant 
the extensions, not exceeding 45 days for any individual extension and not exceeding in the aggregate five 
months after the expiry of the 30-day period referred to in subsection (8), if satisfied on each application that 
o (a) the insolvent person has acted, and is acting, in good faith and with due diligence; 
o (b) the insolvent person would likely be able to make a viable proposal if the extension being applied for 

were granted; and 
o (c) no creditor would be materially prejudiced if the extension being applied for were granted. 

 Court may not extend time 

(10) Subsection 187(11) does not apply in respect of time limitations imposed by subsection (9). 
 Court may terminate period for making proposal 

(11) The court may, on application by the trustee, the interim receiver, if any, appointed under section 47.1, or 
a creditor, declare terminated, before its actual expiration, the thirty day period mentioned in subsection (8) or 
any extension thereof granted under subsection (9) if the court is satisfied that 
o (a) the insolvent person has not acted, or is not acting, in good faith and with due diligence, 
o (b) the insolvent person will not likely be able to make a viable proposal before the expiration of the 

period in question, 
o (c) the insolvent person will not likely be able to make a proposal, before the expiration of the period in 

question, that will be accepted by the creditors, or 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec47.1subsec2_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec62subsec1_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec49_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec102_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec14_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec187subsec11_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec47.1_smooth
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o (d) the creditors as a whole would be materially prejudiced were the application under this subsection 
rejected, 
and where the court declares the period in question terminated, paragraphs (8)(a) to (c) thereupon apply 
as if that period had expired. 

  

Commercial Proposals Under the BIA 
 Normal sequence of events: 

 Creditors file s 244 BIA notice of intention to enforce on security interests 
 In response, the debtor files a s 50.4(1) notice of intention to file a commercial proposal within that 10 
day period 
o As soon as this is filed, the stay of proceedings is effective, so the creditors will not be able to enforce on 

their security interest 
o If the company misses the 10 day deadline, they are too late.  If the s 50.4 application is filed after the 10 

day period, the stay will not apply to the secured creditor(S) that filed the s 244 notice previously 
(therefore, they can still enforce their security interests) 

o The initial period is 30 days for the stay of proceedings, which is often insufficient time to put together a 
commercial proposal.  Therefore, most companies will apply for an extension of 45 days (s 50.4(9)) 
o This could be contested by the creditors if they believe that there is no realistic possibility that the 

company can come up with any reasonable proposal that they will agree with (see Cumberland case) 
o IF the extension is denied by the Court, that is treated as an automatic assignment into bankruptcy 

o Note that the Court also has the power under s 50(12) to declare that the creditors are deemed to have voted 
against the proposal provided certain requirements are met. 
o Reasons can include: lack of good faith on debtor's part, lack of due diligence, lack of viability in the 

proposal, prejudice to creditors if stay is continued 
  

BIA s 244 - 10-day notice required to enforce security interest 

 244. (1) A secured creditor who intends to enforce a security on all or substantially all of 
o (a) the inventory, 
o (b) the accounts receivable, or 
o (c) the other property 

of an insolvent person that was acquired for, or is used in relation to, a business carried on by the insolvent 
person shall send to that insolvent person, in the prescribed form and manner, a notice of that intention. 

 Period of notice 

(2) Where a notice is required to be sent under subsection (1), the secured creditor shall not enforce the security in 
respect of which the notice is required until the expiry of ten days after sending that notice, unless the insolvent 
person consents to an earlier enforcement of the security. 

 No advance consent 

(2.1) For the purposes of subsection (2), consent to earlier enforcement of a security may not be obtained by a 
secured creditor prior to the sending of the notice referred to in subsection (1). 

 Exception 

(3) This section does not apply, or ceases to apply, in respect of a secured creditor 
o (a) whose right to realize or otherwise deal with his security is protected by subsection 69.1(5) or (6); or 
o (b) in respect of whom a stay under sections 69 to 69.2 has been lifted pursuant to section 69.4. 

 Idem 

(4) This section does not apply where there is a receiver in respect of the insolvent person. 
 
  

BIA s 50(12) - Court power to declare proposal rejected before creditor vote 
(12) The court may, on application by the trustee, the interim receiver, if any, appointed under section 47.1 or a 
creditor, at any time before the meeting of creditors, declare that the proposal is deemed to have been refused by 
the creditors if the court is satisfied that 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec69.1subsec5_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec69.1subsec6_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec69_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec69.2_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec69.4_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec47.1_smooth
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 (a) the debtor has not acted, or is not acting, in good faith and with due diligence; 
 (b) the proposal will not likely be accepted by the creditors; or 
 (c) the creditors as a whole would be materially prejudiced if the application under this subsection is rejected. 

  

Re Cumberland Trading Inc (Ont Gen Div 1994) 

Facts Skyview has brought this motion to declare that the stay of proceedings provisions in the BIA no longer 
operate in respect of Skyview taking steps to enforce its security.  Skyview also seeks a declaration that the 30 
day period to file a proposal under s 50.4 of the BIA has terminated, and should not be extended.  Skyview's 
credit interest represents 95% of Cumberland's liabilities, so it has sufficient voting power to veto any 
restructuring proposal.  Cumberland contends that it requires more than 30 days to put together a reasonable 
restructuring proposal. 

Issues Should the extension of the stay of proceedings period be granted? 

Decision The BIA and CCAA are "debtor friendly" pieces of legislation - but that does not eliminate all creditors' rights to 
enforce their interests.  In many cases, debtors wait until the last possible moment to even consider what a 
reorganization will look like.  Extensions should not be granted in cases where debtors have delayed coming 
up with a reasonable proposal.  In this instance, Cumberland filed its Notice of Intention to file a Proposal 
under the BIA one day before Skyview would have been permitted to take control of the collateral subject to 
its security interest.  Not even a germ of a plan has been revealed since then (10 days have passed).  This is 
akin with trying to box with a ghost.   
  
Section 50.4(11) indicates that the Court has the power to terminate the 30 day period early if the insolvent 
person is not likely to be able to make a proposal that will be accepted by its creditors.  This includes situations 
where there has been no proposal tabled.  Therefore, the restructuring proceedings should be terminated and 
bankruptcy proceedings initiated, since it is unlikely that Cumberland will be able to come up with a proposal 
that will satisfy its primary creditor.  This is primarily because there is no indication that a viable plan is being 
worked on by the insolvent company.   

Ratio Extensions should not be granted to insolvent companies if they have not presented a reasonable proposal 
and if it is unlikely that a majority of creditors will approve a proposal in any event. 

  

Operating the Business During Restructuring Period  
 These general principles will apply to restructurings under both the BIA (s 65.1(4)) and the CCAA (s 11.01, see above) 
 While the stay is in place and the restructuring attempt is commenced, the debtor (under the CCAA) still needs to 

carry on its business as normally as possible 
 The payment obligations to pre-filing creditors are suspended during the restructuring phase 
 Post-filing creditors will generally be reluctant to supply on credit terms during the restructuring phase, and 

they cannot be compelled to extend further credit (keep in mind, post-filing creditors will not be included in 
any proposal) 

 What about interim financing during the restructuring phase (aka Debtor-in-Possession Financing)? 
 Under both the BIA and the CCAA, the Court may authorize the creation of a charge to secure interim financing 

and may order that the charge rank in priority over the claim of any secured creditor (BIA s 50.6, CCAA s 11.2).   
 Generally, if post-filing creditors are granted a superpriority over pre-filing creditors, that will give 
sufficient incentive to extend additional financing to allow the company to continue operations during 
the restructuring phase 
 The Court is not permitted to grant super-priority to any debts that exist before the application for 
interim financing is made. 
 Note that, if a superpriority charge is to be given, affected secured creditors MUST be notified 

 Each section lists factors that must be considered by the Court before DIP financing is extended (these factors 
are largely drawn from previous judicial decisions) 
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 Critical suppliers may attempt to exert pressure to receive payments for pre-filing obligations before any post-filing 
supplies are delivered 
 Prior to 2009, courts would sometimes issue a "critical supplier order" to authorize payment of these pre-filing 

claims to open access to post-filing credit or supplies 
 Since then, s 11.4 of the CCAA was added which allows the Court to issue a "critical supplier order" requiring 

them to continue supplying under the terms of the original agreement.  This will create a "critical supplier 
charge" that will automatically be given superpriority over other charges.   

 This does not displace the Court's right to authorize payment of pre-filing claims in certain 
circumstances (under the residual power to grant any orders that are not prohibited under the CCAA 
via s 11).  This can be used to pay critical suppliers for past debts to make it more palatable for them to 
continue dealing with the insolvent company.  It is also used where it is impossible to compel the critical 
supplier to continue supplying the insolvent company (i.e. if the critical supplier company is located in 
another country).   

  

BIA s 65.1(4) - post-filing creditors  

(4) Nothing in subsections (1) to (3) shall be construed 
 (a) as prohibiting a person from requiring immediate payment for goods, services, use of leased or licensed 

property or other valuable consideration provided after the filing of 
o (i) the notice of intention, if one was filed, or 
o (ii) the proposal, if no notice of intention was filed; 

 (b) as requiring the further advance of money or credit; or 
  

BIA s 50.6 - interim financing 
50.6 (1) On application by a debtor in respect of whom a notice of intention was filed under section 50.4 or a 
proposal was filed under subsection 62(1) and on notice to the secured creditors who are likely to be affected by the 
security or charge, a court may make an order declaring that all or part of the debtor’s property is subject to a 
security or charge — in an amount that the court considers appropriate — in favour of a person specified in the 
order who agrees to lend to the debtor an amount approved by the court as being required by the debtor, having 
regard to the debtor’s cash-flow statement referred to in paragraph 50(6)(a) or 50.4(2)(a), as the case may be. The 
security or charge may not secure an obligation that exists before the order is made. 

 Individuals 

(2) In the case of an individual, 
 (a) they may not make an application under subsection (1) unless they are carrying on a business; and 
 (b) only property acquired for or used in relation to the business may be subject to a security or charge. 

 Priority 

(3) The court may order that the security or charge rank in priority over the claim of any secured creditor of the 
debtor. 

 Priority — previous orders 

(4) The court may order that the security or charge rank in priority over any security or charge arising from a previous 
order made under subsection (1) only with the consent of the person in whose favour the previous order was made. 

 Factors to be considered 

(5) In deciding whether to make an order, the court is to consider, among other things, 
 (a) the period during which the debtor is expected to be subject to proceedings under this Act; 
 (b) how the debtor’s business and financial affairs are to be managed during the proceedings; 
 (c) whether the debtor’s management has the confidence of its major creditors; 
 (d) whether the loan would enhance the prospects of a viable proposal being made in respect of the debtor; 
 (e) the nature and value of the debtor’s property; 
 (f) whether any creditor would be materially prejudiced as a result of the security or charge; and 
 (g) the trustee’s report referred to in paragraph 50(6)(b) or 50.4(2)(b), as the case may be. 

  

CCAA s 11.2 - interim financing 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec50.4_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec62subsec1_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec50subsec6_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec50.4subsec2_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec50subsec6_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec50.4subsec2_smooth
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11.2 (1) On application by a debtor company and on notice to the secured creditors who are likely to be affected by 
the security or charge, a court may make an order declaring that all or part of the company’s property is subject to a 
security or charge — in an amount that the court considers appropriate — in favour of a person specified in the 
order who agrees to lend to the company an amount approved by the court as being required by the company, 
having regard to its cash-flow statement. The security or charge may not secure an obligation that exists before the 
order is made. 

 (2) The court may order that the security or charge rank in priority over the claim of any secured creditor of the 
company. 

 Priority — other orders 

(3) The court may order that the security or charge rank in priority over any security or charge arising from a previous 
order made under subsection (1) only with the consent of the person in whose favour the previous order was made. 

 Factors to be considered 

(4) In deciding whether to make an order, the court is to consider, among other things, 
 (a) the period during which the company is expected to be subject to proceedings under this Act; 
 (b) how the company’s business and financial affairs are to be managed during the proceedings; 
 (c) whether the company’s management has the confidence of its major creditors; 
 (d) whether the loan would enhance the prospects of a viable compromise or arrangement being made in 

respect of the company; 
 (e) the nature and value of the company’s property; 
 (f) whether any creditor would be materially prejudiced as a result of the security or charge; and 
 (g) the monitor’s report referred to in paragraph 23(1)(b), if any. 

  

CCAA s 11.4 - critical supplier orders 

 11.4 (1) On application by a debtor company and on notice to the secured creditors who are likely to be affected by 
the security or charge, the court may make an order declaring a person to be a critical supplier to the company if the 
court is satisfied that the person is a supplier of goods or services to the company and that the goods or services that 
are supplied are critical to the company’s continued operation. 

 Obligation to supply 

(2) If the court declares a person to be a critical supplier, the court may make an order requiring the person to supply 
any goods or services specified by the court to the company on any terms and conditions that are consistent with the 
supply relationship or that the court considers appropriate. 

 Security or charge in favour of critical supplier 

(3) If the court makes an order under subsection (2), the court shall, in the order, declare that all or part of the 
property of the company is subject to a security or charge in favour of the person declared to be a critical supplier, in 
an amount equal to the value of the goods or services supplied under the terms of the order. 

 Priority 

(4) The court may order that the security or charge rank in priority over the claim of any secured creditor of the 
company. 
  

Developing and Approving the Restructuring Plan 
 Remember that the CCAA, under section 11, gives courts a wide power to make any order that is permissible subject 

to the restrictions found in the CCAA 
 Can make orders that do not comply with provincial legislation through federal paramountcy rule 
 This is what allows courts to use the CCAA to liquidate all of the assets of the insolvent company, even where 

there is no actual intent to restructure (process is permitted by section 36) 
 However, most of the time, the CCAA is used for restructurings.  Plans are developed, and the creditors then vote on 

whether to accept the plan. 
 The debtor is primarily responsible for proposing the plan of arrangement. 

 Subject to approval by creditors.  Creditors will be given different weight in terms of voting rights, 
depending on size of interest, and their legal position relative to other creditors (i.e. secured creditors 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-36/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-36.html?autocompleteStr=companies%20&autocompletePos=2#sec23subsec1_smooth
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get far more attention than unsecured creditors, who typically do not participate in the process at all, or 
very minimally) 

 Other parties can participate in the formulation of the plan, but the debtor is in control of the overall process 
 Plans (ideally) should be pre-packaged when submitted to the courts, no secret side deals should be present, and 

unaffected creditors must not be able to vote (their legal rights are not affected by the plan) 
 Therefore, only those creditors whose rights are affected should have a say in whether to approve the plan 
 This will apply to unsecured creditors 
 The plan should indicate which creditors are affected, and which are not 
 Everyone in a specific class of creditors should be treated equally, no special treatment should be given to 

individual class members 
  

Voting and Classification Rules under CCAA 
 The restructuring process must have a "classification of claims" process that is similar to the claims process in the BIA 

 This allows creditors to apply for standing, indicate the nature of their credit interest.  Similar creditors should 
be grouped into the same class.  The plan will address how all of the members of that class are affected.   

 Specify what each class is being given, and estimate how this compares with what they would get under 
a full liquidation.  

 The Plan will also provide a mechanism for calculating the claims of each class, and how to calculate relative 
voting rights 

 Note that CCAA requires a dual majority - must be a majority in raw number of creditors, representing a 
minimum of 2/3 the value of all outstanding claims (see CCAA s 6) - This voting threshold must be met in EACH 
CLASS 

 Dissenting creditors within a class are bound by the plan regardless.  Note that the Plan itself can 
override this - the plan could provide that dissenting creditors otherwise be made whole if they do not 
vote for the plan. 
 If a class votes against the plan, they cannot be affected by the Plan.  Their interests will not be affected. 
 Note that, for the majority of creditors, ties are insufficient (i.e. 5 out of 10 creditors voting in favour).  
Must be an outright majority (i.e. 6 out of 10) 

 Section 22 allows companies to classify creditors.  Creditor classification scheme must be approved by the 
Court, and creditors are given opportunity to object if they feel the classification scheme is unfair. 

 Are the interests of the creditors sufficiently similar to give them "a commonality of interest" (this is 
essentially just a codification of the old common law test that applied before this section came into force 
in 2009) 
 For objections, the policy is to prevent confiscation and injustice.  Classification should not be structured 
so that it is impossible for creditors to consult together with a view to their common interest.  
 Therefore, if the interests of one creditor are divergently different from the other members of the 

class, that creditor may wish to apply to the court to be classified differently (or put in their own 
class) 
 Have to be careful about this.  If the creditor is placed in their own class, that gives them 

much greater bargaining power (since each class must vote a double-majority to approve the 
plan, a creditor in their own class gives them a de facto veto over the entire plan) 

 Note that, for RELATED companies (Same definition as in the BIA), then the company can vote AGAINST the 
plan, but not FOR it 

  
 
 

CCAA s 6 - Voting Rules to approve restructuring plan 

 6. (1) If a majority in number representing two thirds in value of the creditors, or the class of creditors, as the case 
may be — other than, unless the court orders otherwise, a class of creditors having equity claims, — present and 
voting either in person or by proxy at the meeting or meetings of creditors respectively held under sections 4 and 5, 
or either of those sections, agree to any compromise or arrangement either as proposed or as altered or modified at 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-36/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-36.html?autocompleteStr=companies%20&autocompletePos=2#sec4_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-36/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-36.html?autocompleteStr=companies%20&autocompletePos=2#sec5_smooth
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the meeting or meetings, the compromise or arrangement may be sanctioned by the court and, if so sanctioned, is 
binding 
 (a) on all the creditors or the class of creditors, as the case may be, and on any trustee for that class of 

creditors, whether secured or unsecured, as the case may be, and on the company; and 
 (b) in the case of a company that has made an authorized assignment or against which a bankruptcy order has 

been made under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act or is in the course of being wound up under the Winding-
up and Restructuring Act, on the trustee in bankruptcy or liquidator and contributories of the company. 

  

CCAA s 22 - classification of creditors 
Company may establish classes 

 22. (1) A debtor company may divide its creditors into classes for the purpose of a meeting to be held under 
section 4 or 5 in respect of a compromise or arrangement relating to the company and, if it does so, it is to 
apply to the court for approval of the division before the meeting is held. 

 Factors 

(2) For the purpose of subsection (1), creditors may be included in the same class if their interests or rights are 
sufficiently similar to give them a commonality of interest, taking into account 
o (a) the nature of the debts, liabilities or obligations giving rise to their claims; 
o (b) the nature and rank of any security in respect of their claims; 
o (c) the remedies available to the creditors in the absence of the compromise or arrangement being 

sanctioned, and the extent to which the creditors would recover their claims by exercising those 
remedies; and 

o (d) any further criteria, consistent with those set out in paragraphs (a) to (c), that are prescribed. 
 Related creditors 

(3) A creditor who is related to the company may vote against, but not for, a compromise or arrangement 
relating to the company. 

  

Third Party Releases 
 The Court has the power to approve a plan that releases the claims that the claimant has against a person other than 

the insolvent corporation if there is a reasonable connection between the third party claim being released and the 
restructuring achieved by the plan so as to warrant the inclusion of the third party release in the plan. 
 This can only happen if the third party releases are essential for the restructuring to proceed 

  
Approval of the Plan under CCAA 
 Claims acquisitions will be permitted, provided it does not amount to an abuse of process or a near tort 
 Court must sanction the Plan 

 There must be strict compliance with all statutory requirements 
 All materials filed and procedures carried out must be examined to determine if anything has been done or 

purported to be done which is not authorized by the CCAA 
 The Plan must be "fair and reasonable" - this gives the Court some discretion to look at the merits of the Plan, 

but this does not mean that the Court can substitute its own opinion for that of the creditors 
 The plan of arrangement may provide that the rights of the shareholders are effectively extinguished through 

the issuance of new equity.  Courts will typically make such orders if the shareholders are underwater. 
 Most plans will provide for the release of the directors of the corporation.  Some plans contain even broader 

releases under which the affected creditors release claims against other third parties that are not directly 
connected with the debtor or restructuring 

 Essentially, the Plan is a complex contract with the third parties that are affected.  It can release claims 
held by a creditor for a debtor that is not the debtor company, but is a related entity that affects the 
restructuring arrangement. 

  

Consumer Proposals under the BIA 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-w-11/latest/rsc-1985-c-w-11.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-w-11/latest/rsc-1985-c-w-11.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-36/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-36.html?autocompleteStr=companies%20&autocompletePos=2#sec4_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-c-36/latest/rsc-1985-c-c-36.html?autocompleteStr=companies%20&autocompletePos=2#sec5_smooth
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 Consumer proposals under the BIA are similar to restructuring proceedings under the CCAA 
 Available to "consumer debtors" (s 66.11), which is essentially an individual person who is insolvent 
 An administrator is appointed, and the debtor will consult with them regarding a suitable proposal arrangement 

 The basic objective is to avoid bankruptcy (and liquidating all assets) and instead propose something else (such 
as pledging future income towards the payment of outstanding debts) 

 While the proposal will generally yield the creditors less than what they would get from full 
performance of the contract, they will get more than if the debtor were to go through bankruptcy and 
discharge 

 Insolvency lawyers do not have much involvement in these proceedings.  Most of them take place "under 
the radar" 

 IF no objections are filed before a deadline, then the creditors are deemed to approve of the proposal. 
 In most cases, no one will object 
 Consequently, the administrator will have the most influence over the content and structure of the proposal 

  

BIA ss 66.11-66.13 - Consumer Proposals 
Definitions 

66.11 In this Division, 
“administrator” 
« administrateur » 

“administrator” means 
 (a) a trustee, or 
 (b) a person appointed or designated by the Superintendent to administer consumer proposals; 

“consumer debtor” 
« débiteur consommateur » 

“consumer debtor” means an individual who is bankrupt or insolvent and whose aggregate debts, 
excluding any debts secured by the individual’s principal residence, are not more than $250,000 or any 
other prescribed amount; 

“consumer proposal” 
« proposition de consommateur » 

“consumer proposal” means a proposal made under this Division. 
 1992, c. 27, s. 32; 
 1997, c. 12, s. 45; 
 2005, c. 47, s. 46. 

Consumer proposal 

 66.12 (1) A consumer proposal may be made by a consumer debtor, subject to subsections (2) and 66.32(1). 
 Dealing with certain consumer proposals together 

(1.1) Two or more consumer proposals may, in such circumstances as are specified in directives of the 
Superintendent, be dealt with as one consumer proposal where they could reasonably be dealt with together 
because of the financial relationship of the consumer debtors involved. 

 Restriction 

(2) A consumer debtor who has filed a notice of intention or a proposal under Division I may not make a 
consumer proposal until the trustee appointed in respect of the notice of intention or proposal under Division I 
has been discharged. 

 To whom consumer proposal is made 

(3) A consumer proposal shall be made to the creditors generally. 
 Creditors’ response 

(4) Any creditor may respond to a consumer proposal by filing with the administrator a proof of claim in the 
manner provided for in 
o (a) sections 124 to 126, in the case of unsecured creditors; or 
o (b) sections 124 to 134, in the case of secured creditors. 

 Term of consumer proposal 

(5) A consumer proposal must provide that its performance is to be completed within five years. 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec124_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec126_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec124_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec134_smooth
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 Priority of claims, fees 

(6) A consumer proposal must provide 
o (a) for the payment in priority to other claims of all claims directed to be so paid in the distribution of the 

property of the consumer debtor; 
o (b) for the payment of all prescribed fees and expenses 

 (i) of the administrator on and incidental to proceedings arising out of the consumer proposal, and 
 (ii) of any person in respect of counselling provided pursuant to paragraph 66.13(2)(b); and 

o (c) for the manner of distributing dividends. 
 1992, c. 27, s. 32; 
 1997, c. 12, s. 46; 
 2005, c. 47, s. 47(E). 

Commencement of proceedings 

 66.13 (1) A consumer debtor who wishes to make a consumer proposal shall commence proceedings by 
o (a) obtaining the assistance of an administrator in preparing the consumer proposal; and 
o (b) providing the administrator with the prescribed information on the consumer debtor’s current 

financial situation. 
 Duties of administrator 

(2) An administrator who agrees to assist a consumer debtor shall 
o (a) investigate, or cause to be investigated, the consumer debtor’s property and financial affairs so as to 

be able to assess with reasonable accuracy the consumer debtor’s financial situation and the cause of his 
insolvency; 

o (b) provide, or provide for, counselling in accordance with directives issued by the Superintendent 
pursuant to paragraph 5(4)(b); 

o (c) prepare a consumer proposal in the prescribed form; and 
o (d) subject to subsection (3), file with the official receiver a copy of the consumer proposal, signed by the 

consumer debtor, and the prescribed statement of affairs. 
  

RECEIVERSHIPS 
 The least organized of all the insolvency regimes - deals with situations where the secured creditor(s) seize the 

business itself and run it  
 Objectives: 

o Replacing inefficient management by replacing existing management with a "receiver manager" 
o Enforcement of the secured creditor's security interest 
o Facilitation of going concern sales of the business 

  

Fundamental Principles 
 Title to the assets does not vest in the receiver (unlike BIA, where the trustee takes legal title to all the debtor's 

assets) 
 Control over management is transferred to the receiver (this is what the creditors are particularly concerned 

about) 
o Existing directors will lost the capacity to operate the business 

 The receiver has the power to dispose of the assets (including in the ordinary course of business, and can sell the 
entire business to a third party buyer) 

 The receiver DOES NOT act as a representative of the creditors (unlike the trustee in bankruptcy, which represents 
the creditors) 
o The purpose is not to make distributions to all creditors.  Secured creditors will be paid out first.  If any 

surplus funds are available after secured creditors are paid out, then a trustee in bankruptcy will be 
appointed to distribute that surplus to unsecured creditors and other parties. 

 The court has a general supervisory power of receiverships (this is a more recent development, there was once 
a distinction between private receiverships and court-directed receiverships - that distinction no longer applies) 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec66.13subsec2_smooth
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc-1985-c-b-3/latest/rsc-1985-c-b-3.html?autocompleteStr=bankruptcy&autocompletePos=1#sec5subsec4_smooth
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 Legislation gives other creditors an enhanced right to information about how the business is being run under the 
receiver manager 

  

Sources of Receivership Law 
 No single statutory framework, it comes from a variety of sources 

o Part XI of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act 
o Business Corporations Acts (federal and provincial) 
o Personal Property Security Acts (provincial) 
o Gaps are filled using common law and equity 

 In 2009, the BIA was amended to allow for the appointment of a national, court-supervised receiver that is given 
the power to deal with the company's business nationally (s 243) 
o The SCC had to determine whether this new provision should override enforcement provisions under 

provincial law that would otherwise fetter the ability of national receivers to deal with company assets 
 Saskatchewan had farm protection laws that gave farms exceptional protections from realizing on 

security interests 
 The SCC found that there was no essential conflict between the new BIA provision and provincial 

legislation (it was not intended to supersede other elements that are under provincial law) 
 It is possible for the laws to co-exist together, therefore, there is no paramountcy issue 

  

BIA s 243 - appointment of receiver 
Court may appoint receiver 

 243. (1) Subject to subsection (1.1), on application by a secured creditor, a court may appoint a receiver to do any 
or all of the following if it considers it to be just or convenient to do so: 
o (a) take possession of all or substantially all of the inventory, accounts receivable or other property of an 

insolvent person or bankrupt that was acquired for or used in relation to a business carried on by the 
insolvent person or bankrupt; 

o (b) exercise any control that the court considers advisable over that property and over the insolvent 
person’s or bankrupt’s business; or 

o (c) take any other action that the court considers advisable. 
  

Source of the Receiver's Power 
 A court appointed receiver's powers are derived from the court order 
 A privately appointed receiver's powers are contractually derived from the secured party's contract 

  

Extent of Duty 
 For court appointed receivers, they are an officer of the court, and acts in a fiduciary capacity for the benefit of all 

creditors 
o They must, therefore, be fair and impartial and act in the interests of all creditors 
o Must give the same degree of care that a reasonable person would give to his or her own personal affairs. 

 All of the standards are lower for private receivers - they are only required to act in good faith and ensure that a 
fair sale is conducted of the business 
o This imputes a duty of honesty in the private receiver's actions (pure heart and empty head criticism) 
o The primary duty of a privately appointed receiver is to protect the interests of the secured creditor that 

appointed the receiver 
 Not required to delay a sale even if a delay would produce a higher return for other creditors 

  

Stay of Proceedings 
 For court appointed receivers, the order granting the receivership will almost always include a stay of proceedings, 

similar to the CCAA stay 
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 Interestingly, private receiverships are NOT subject to a stay of proceedings (since it is not going through the 
courts) 
o Therefore, other creditors can still enforce on assets  
o Note that stays are generally not needed - typically, it is the senior secured creditor with priority over most 

of the company's assets that takes control in private process.  The other creditors would not be able to 
recover more by enforcing their interests themselves. 

  

Regulation of Receiverships in Canada 
 All receivers are subject to these, so effectively, all receivers today are akin to the "court appointed" variety 

o Today, virtually all receivers are appointed under s 243, other forms have fallen into disuse 
 Qualifications of Receivers (s 243) - only an insolvent professional can act as court appointed receivers 
 Regulation of Enforcement (s 244) - a secured creditor who intends to enforce a security shall give the debtor 

notice of that intention (10 day notice period) - secured creditor is barred from actual enforcement during this 
period 
o Note that, if the bankruptcy office is closed on the last day of the 10 day notice period, then the length will 

be extended to the next day that the office is open 
 Duties of Receivers - higher for court appointed receivers 
 Court Supervision of Receivers (this is now available with respect to all  

  

BIA s 244 - advance notice 
Advance notice 

 244. (1) A secured creditor who intends to enforce a security on all or substantially all of 
o (a) the inventory, 
o (b) the accounts receivable, or 
o (c) the other property 

of an insolvent person that was acquired for, or is used in relation to, a business carried on by the insolvent 
person shall send to that insolvent person, in the prescribed form and manner, a notice of that intention. 

 Period of notice 

(2) Where a notice is required to be sent under subsection (1), the secured creditor shall not enforce the security 
in respect of which the notice is required until the expiry of ten days after sending that notice, unless the insolvent 
person consents to an earlier enforcement of the security. 

  
  
 


